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W TdlKN you've spent a lot of limcrun' '

that your customers will he satisfied.

ning flown the trouble in a set and

finally finishing the job, there's no profit
in having the work to do over again he-

Standardize on Mallorv
j volunie controls,1
capacitors,

vibrators,

switches

and

re-

sistors lor replacement installations. Their
cause of replacement part failure.
dependability and reputation for proved
lanpowcr is searec...your lime is precious,

performance is your assurance that when

and so is your reputation. So don't lake

It leaves your shop, the job is right the

chanees—use Mallory parts and rest assured

first time . . . and everv time.

P. R. MAtLORY & CO.r Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

M Y K TI :c;i I NIC AI. M A N UAL
IOH (mkkh nf ct>ni|>I<-(ir ifitii on
tmino HU|>|ir<**it>n, roccivinp lubes, ii.ntl «|>eak<rrn.
vt)>Faiori«, |ihono-ra<li<iH. iint.i.
ntatic tuimiR iitiil ojlicr valualilc
Inforntaiioi). Available from your
iVInllorv ilini rilxiior... Price, S2.0<).

ic-

■JTI1 EDI TIOX HADIO .SEKVICE KNCVCI.OI'KDIA . . ,
Complete! ilironnation <»il rr|miring any iiiuktt or nioiicl of rorrivcr. Circuit refercnccH,orlgina I
part mmilxTH atn) rci'oiiiiin-iiiied
n-placcmcnt". A vailahlc from
> our M.illory dinlrilintur . . .
iYite, *)'> I'cnlo.

Ilimtfn Fiorory . . , Buy ICor liuiidn

P R. MALLORY ft CO Inc.

Approved Precision Products
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THE PLANS

THE PLUS

Sure, despite our wartime production of 3V-S times our

. . . we have done more than plan. Admiral Corporation

biggest peacetime year, we've made post-war plans.

has completed a purchase agreement for the manufac-

We've analyzed markets—we've made surveys—we've

turing and sales rights of a leading line of major house-

doveloped new ideas and now designs, We've mapped

hold appliances-refrigerators, home freezer lockers and

our advertising and distribution programs on a nation-

electric ranges. The post-war period will find Admiral

wide basis. And. above al). we're going to make Admiral

ready to offer feature-plus radios and appliances to dis-

a profit line. Being realists, wo know that our success

tributors and dealers who are alert to the possibilities

rests upon your success. Yes, we have done a lot of

of quality merchandise at profit-producing prices. Now's

post-war planning but . . .

the time-get aboard with

Peacetime Makers of Admiral Radio • America's Smart Set
3800 CORTLAND STREET • CHICAGO 4 7, ILLINOIS

/
VlPP
World's Largest Manufacturer of Radlo-Phonographs With Automatic Record Changers
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THE

LEADER

STRAIGHT

FOR

YEARS

In thinking of the future, here's
the first and most important fact
The Lead®r 'n
honve radio

for every appliance dealer to keep
in

mind

today.

For

J2

straight

years before the war, Pbiko was the
^PHOHOCAPHS

overwhelming leader hi its field... in
engineering,

in merchandising, in

advertising and promotion, in public
The leader in
AOTO radio

acceptance ... yes, in every essential
ingredient of a big-time, consistent,

The Leader in PORTABLE

dependable, profitable proposition

AIR CONDITIONING

for the retail merchant.

Speetaculor Rise in
refrigeration
The Most Aggressive Appli-ce
merchandising

The Widest and Most Sol.d
DISTRIBUTION

2
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THE
PHILCO

OF

GREATER

TOMORROW

Yes, while working for war, Philco
LEADERSHIP prepares for peace. A
greater Philco is coming . . . bora of
war research and new merchandising
»vco

goals. When you weigh your plans for
the future, remember the
Philco leadership.

record of

It will bring you

your greatest opportunities for profit
in the appliance field.
Your Philco Distributor is on the
way to

tell

you

the Full

Story

Right now, your Philco distributor is making his
plans tor the Greater Philco of Tomorrow. He'll be
seeing you soon with an Impressive story, "Your
Future with Philco". it's a story you won't want to miss!
;
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MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU of CIRCULATIONS
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Here's a quick-selling, long
profit item! Available for immediate delivery, the really NEW
Star Sapphire sells on sight because its exclusive styling features
assure greater fidelity of sound,
less scratching and surface noise
and a minimum of the. dangerous
friction that wears a record out
prematurely. The Star Sapphire is
attractively packaged—stock some
today. They sell at $5.00 each.
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How we envy the canneries! When the Services

—i

grab the lion's share of a canner's output, he can turn to
John Q. Public, and ask him to "grow his own". How we
wish we had a similar out!
But Hylron lubes don't grow on bushes. They must be
precision-built in the factory by trained experts. Despite
unbelievably increased plant capacity, there still aren't
enough Hytron tubes to satisfy all military and civilian
demands.

I

Recently there has been some relief for the home front.
WPB has permitted us to ship MR tubes to authorized
Hytron distributors and dealers- As our boys continue to
polish off the Nazis and Japs—as we know they will—we
look forward to increasing your allocations of MR tubes.
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Norge

KNOW

great

distributor,

you

future

will
with

have

a

Norge,

because:
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NORCE
BEFORE YOU BUY
RADIO & Television RETAILING • Jane^ 194'!

NORGE OFFERS ALL MAJOR
APPLIANCES UNDER ONE
BRAND NAME—Norge refngersitors, gas ranges, washers, electric
ranges and home heaters comprise a
weli-diversified line with which to
capture multiple sales from each
customer.

r

2 NORGE IS THE CHAMPION
OF INDEPENDENT DISTRIBU*
TION—-Norge was first to formally
announce a postwar policy of independent distribution. Norge's past
has been tied up with independent
distribution. The factory will not
compete with its dealers.
3 THE NORGE LINE IS PROFITABLE— fair pricing and minimum
selling costs because of wide public
acceptance assure good profits to
Norge dealers. Combination sales to
the same customer provide opportunities for "plus profits." Mixed
shipments keep freight charges down.

5 NORGE OFFERS PRODUCTS
OF EXPERIENCE —Many years of
designing, changing, home testing
and improving have resulted in true
products of experience. Norge's appliance know-how is your protection.

1

6 NORGE PRODUCTS HAVE
GOOD WARTIME RECORD
—Sturdy construction of working
parts, plus the convenience of nationwide major service centers, has won
the praise of dealer and owner during
the "'non-replacement" years.
7 NORGE HAS DEVELOPED
MANY "FIRSTS" — Many engineering developments originated by
Norge have subsequently become
standard in the industry—resulting in
prestige which greatly helps the sale
of all Norge products.
8 NORGE ADVERTISING IS
PRE-SELLING PROSPECTS
—Aggressive and consistent national
magazine advertising is a well-known
Norge policy. Local advertising on a
generous cooperative basis is offered
to the dealer.

4 EVERY NORGE PRODUCT
9 NORGE PERSONNEL IS EXHAS EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
PERIENCED-a large percentage
— Each Norge product is strong on
of Norge factory men and distribueye-appeal—and is backed by exclutors have been on the job for ten
sive features—buyable differences —
years and more. This means that a
well-seasoned personnel works with
of convenience and efficiency, Norge
mechanisms are noted for long,
and gives friendly counsel to the
Norge dealer.
trouble-free service.
NORGE DIVISION, BORG-WARNER CORPORATION, 670 EAST WOODSRIDGE ST., DCTSOIT 26, MICHIGAN
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iou remember him, the kid next
^oor wko tinkered with short wave
^
X
radio. Well, he's in uniform now,
calling his CQ from foxholes in Italy and steaming
Pacific jungles. Maybe, he's a radio operator on a bomber
... perhaps, he's an instructor. Whatever it is, you can be sure
that his knowledge and experience are serving to help build a
wartime communications system. Yes, from the hams came ready
trained instructors, operators and engineers at a time when skilled
technicians were vitally needed.
The radio amateur will be back one of these days,
back to his much-loved tinkering. He'll want new equipment to add to his
short wave rig, . . . He'll be looking for a JENSEN speaker because he wants highest
fidelity in music, code and voice reproduction. There is no finer
acoustic equipment than JENSEN reproducers.

'■f
"i

enden
RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 S. LARAMIE AVE,, CHICAGO 38, U. S. A,
RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944
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Ha war a
AMERICA'S OLDEST RADIO MANUFACTURER

New

Howard

Skills

Models

Developed

Will

From

Reflect

War . . . .

Consistently, since the first days of radio, the name
Howard has signified a tradition of progressive leadership and quality. Throughout these years, Howard
has pioneered, developed and created the finest
entertainment and

communication

instruments that

modern engineering could produce.
With the coming of peace, the skilled craftsmanship
and experience now devoted to Howard's 100 percent
war program will be turned to the production of a
striking new line of improved models — instruments
incorporating every advancement for more enjoyable
radio entertainment.
HQ lUHRD RUDIO COmPRRV
1731-35 BELMONT AVE. • CHICAGO 13, ILL
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LARGE

RAY-O-VAC

PLANTS

■

PLUS
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LANCASTER. OHIO

CLINTON, MASSACHUSETTS

lli*.
FOND DU LAC, W1S

mm*
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.HI'g

8

IS

SIOUX CITY, IOWA

MADISON, WISCONSIN

RAY-O-VAC helped develop small cell
portable radio batteries before the war. Performance records during the war have
proved that these batteries can stand the test

RAY-O-VAC delivers these, and other
batteries (including LEAKPROOF flashlight
batteries) in ever increasing millions, RayO-Vac's production efforts have merited
Army-Navy "B" awards to two of its plants.

of toughest military usage.

The

Great

Battery

RAY-O-VAC
10

BATTERY

Name
COMPANY
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R M R—MADISON, WIS.

Right: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Batteries, so vital in modern warfare, and

RAY-O-VAC

other important war products pour from these
7 Ray-O-Vac plants in tremendous quantities.

UAKPROOF
*9 zip

BATTERIES

On all the battle fronts around the world
Ray-O-Vac batteries are used in flashlights
and signal lights, in telephones, handy and

S

walkie-talkies, in bazookas and in other important equipment.

I
DU

The ''know how" we

have gained in this unprecedented battery

NOW GO 100%

production will have a far reaching and

w
A*K0

powerful postwar effect for Ray-O-Vac deal-

TO OUR
ARMED FORCES

ers and distributors.

Of
MAD

the
S O N

Future
4,

W I S C O N
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MILITARY

ONES

APPLICATION

Universal takes pride in producing- these three types of
Microphones at the request of the U. S. Army Signal
Corps. These units represent but a small part of the
skill and experience which has produced over 250 different types and models made available to our customers.
From Submarine Detectors to High Altitude Acoustic
units, Universai's Engineering experience has covered
World War 11.
These Microphones built without peace time glamour
have every essential of military utility. When peace
comes, Universal Microphones, with many innovations
of design and accoutrements, will enter upon the postwar scene. Universal includes among its electronic communication components, in addition to microphones:
Plugs, Jacks, Switches, and Cord Assemblies.

iiiil

INGLEWOOO, CALIFORNIA
ill Ml I, HI /W.
ii . i
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America owes to science an eternal debt of thanks tor its ceaseless
research in the realm of radio and electronics.
Since Pearl Harbor, SENTINEL has devoted all its resources,
all its skill, to producing radio equipment for our armed forces.
When peace has been won, we promise all of our dealers
SENTINEL Radios far finer in tone and performance— more salable
and more profitable than the most optimistic pre-war expectations.
CORPORATION
RADIO
SENTINEL
2O20 RIDGE AVENUE, EVANSTON, ILL.

RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944
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Yes, even the cabinels of Temple radios will be Temple-buill —
another important factor vital to postwar production, postwar deliveries, and postwar retailing. What's more, Temple radios will
be as distinguished in outer beauty as in mechanical excellence —
real furniture, expertly designed, acoustically perfect, finest made!
Another selling plus that invites you to "team up with Temple".
TEMPLETONE RADIO COMPANY, MYSTIC, CONN.
FM . . .TELEVISION . . . RADIO-PHONO' COMBINATIONS

M'

Buy
U. S. War Bonds

#

em pie

f

RADIO

meanr
I;inest
U'S'l 'i-'l UWktE . . .
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The war's cnti will bring the <lay when seienlific
expeditions may verify a new high on the worM'.s
roof. When that lime comes, ilic world will also know
a new high in the quality of electronic products . . .
through radio and other clcclroiuc devices built by
BUY WAR BONDS
54
WAR
LOAN
Buy More Titan Before
BEIUM
DIVISIQH Of IHttmiATtOHAL DtTROLA CORPOMTIOS •■ tim
8EAR0 »•AT CHfiTfiElD. DEfROiT 9, H1CH.
C. RUSSELL FELDMAHN a*t* PRESIDENT

16
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Official U. S. Navy photograph showing
Rear Admiral Alan C. Kirk directing
Naval phases of landing operations on
Sicily, aided hy his stuff. Under the
arrow is the famous TBY landing set
built by Colonial Radio, using Rola
Transformers.
/t)"!
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'Design

for

Invasion'

MONTHS ahead of landing operations

and dependability of Communications, the

the military plans are laid, and often

makers of this equipment have been asked

... months ahead of that.. . new equipment
to serve some new and vital purpose has to

again to increase their output,
j;iectronic Industry has done a good

be designed and built.

job. Now, it must do a better one and Rola

We're now in the invasion phase of the war

will contribute to the full extent of its

and with so much staked on the

facilities, its knowledge and its ability.

THE ROLA COMPANY, INC., 2530 SUPERIOR AVENUE, CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

ROLA
Let's do more
MAKERS OF THE FINEST IN
RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944

SOUND

in forty-four!
REPRODUCING

AND

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT
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for the
HOME RADIO FRONT
• These are Victory Capacitors. Available in voltages and capacitance ratings selected to meet a wide range of servicing
requirements. Indeed, these numbers, used singly or in groups,
can service about 90% of the usual capacitor replacements, while
much critical material and labor are being conserved for the
urgent needs of our fighting men.
Aerovox Victory Paper Capacitors are simply certain selected
values in the long-established Aerovox Type 684 tubular line. Millions
already in dally use. Enviable performance records. Conservatively
rated-non-inductive vacuum-impregnated paper sections in extra-waxsealed cartridges. Yellow-black-red varnished label jackets. They are just
as good as they look.
Aerovox Victory Electrolytics are selected values of well-known
Aerovox Type PRSV Dandees. Again, millions already in daily use. Conservatively rated dry electrolytic sections in sturdy tubular housings.
Extra-wax-sealed. Built for tough going.
For the duration ... for dependable servicing ... you can count on
Aerovox Victory Capacitors: truly ammunition for the home radio front.
SEE OUR JOBBER... Consult him regarding your wartime capacitor requirements. He carries a slock of essential replacements lor your regular
servicing and maintenance needs. And for your more special needs, if they
have a war significance, he can get unusual items on high priorities.

m

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED
AEROVOX CORPORATION. NEW BEDFORD. MASS.. U.S.A.
Sales Offices In All Principal Cities
Export: 13 E. 40 St., New York 16, N. Y. • Cable: 'ARLAB' • la Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, Out.
18
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pre-war-Fastest

For two years before the war. Crosley had
been expanding and progressing at the fastest rate in the company's history. Sales of
Crosley Refrigerators with the patented

GROW/A^

Shelvador* were twice the industry average.
Radio sales were up
f in 1941 and even
higher in 1942 when production of civilian
radio was stopped.
• !«««. n s. rat. Office

^^-EVEN HIGHER GOAl^

'I he exacting standards of w;ar production
have been met by an engineering department
increased 12-fold: by 10 times as many people on quality control; by complete moderni-

Only Oodfy has the extra available space and
twite as modi food to the front found exclusively in
The SHELVADOR

v

-

zation of every plant,and die purchase or construction of new plants. Result: greater-thancver facilities, production skill, and a Crosley
management ready for the post-war period.

Only Crosley has the unique inveiuion whiili viriuatlv eliminates surface scratch anil needle noise.
The FLOATING JEWEL

;£l )4 ft.®'"
v
m

WilCA

aS

~yxv&
^OOT)
most
-«V «ac
•Wl_tV>n ^

The I Soalinft Jewel stslus plays nl! die sides of die limuve
iiistca<l of i he hoi loin. Tlx; uji-sweep of Cruitev Hiidiu aiui
Kadio-l'huilnjtfaph sales jusi lielore dmvcrsiori was- aided
bv this extlusivp (irosley invenoon. Kcw sets will he even
finer when civilian pit id uc don is resumed.

.rpf-ii
(
^IWP i\J

^
m ^ *•
THE CROSLEY CORPORATION • ClNCINNATf, OHIO
Pcactiime Manufacturers of Radios, Refrigenuors, Household Appliances, and the t.rosley Car. Home of WLW, ' 'the Nation's Sci'mn"
See Crosley Exhibit, July 6th to 15th—spaces *44 to 48 inclusive —I7lh floor, American Furniture Mart.
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600P/VEtVS FOR
Since National Union established new production records on cathode-ray tubes—the dream
of low-cost television for the average post-war
home has taken a long step toward fulfillment.
Consider the fact that National Union has succeeded in raising its cathode-ray tube production to a volume many times greater than
the combined pre-war C-R tube output of
the entire industry I To achieve such a production miracle required, of course, completely
new techniques, new mechanical aids to operators, new quality control measures. But above
all, it required imagination and technical
capacity to cut loose from the long prevalent
conception that the manufacture of cathode-

NATIONA

RADIO

AND

mmsm/

ray tubes was strictly a laboratory project.
N. U. engineers proved that these laboratory
techniques could be adapted to high speed
streamline mass production. And, it is significant that N. U. C-R tubes have acquired at the
same time an international quality reputation,
with special distinction for their superior
fluorescent screens.
National Union success in producing better
television rubes at economical cost—is especially
good news for servicemen now looking to television as a major source of post-war income.
Remember to count on National Union.
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK, N-J.
Factories; Newark and Map/eu-ooe/, N. I-ansdate and Robesonia, i'a.

UNION

ELECTRONIC TUBES

Transmilling, Cathode Kay, Receiving, Special Purpose lahes • C/mdemen • X'otame Conlrvh • Photo Elrrfric Cellt • Panel Lamps • Flashlight Baths
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Bum Mare War Bonds Today

JOAN ROBERTS
singing star of Broadway's
^OKLAHOMA".
Oklahoma's
JOAN
ROBERTS
*' m
chooses
for her

j-t:

postwar
hm
radio

a

• •

GAROD

Portable

r

Famous Garod quality and tone will be supplemented by new
developments of wartime experiences. In addition to the high
quality line of television, FM and AM, radio and phonograph
combinations, our engineers are now planning a line of "Packaged" sets, which will be sold from distributor-to-dealer-toconsumcr with complete confidence that the radio within will
function efficiently and satisfactorily. Thus, by reducing distribution costs and eliminating service headaches, your margin of
profit will rise in proportion. Inquiries regarding peacetime
franchises are invited.
"Still performing beautifully is the Garod portable I bought several years ago/'
Joan Roberts, lovely star of Oklahoma, told us the other day. "Now I'm
looking forward to the kind of portables you people will make after the war."

GAROD RADIO CORPORATION
KADIO & Televiiion RETAILING • June, 1944
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BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
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TELEVISION

and their posz w&r prospects as viewed by

STROMBERG - CARLSON

WE have built radios since 1924 and commercial television receiving sets as early as
Our confidence in the future of television is best evidenced by the fact that we have recently
applied for a license to operate our own television broadcasting station. However, in estimating
the post-war market for radio and television, we believe you —and we —will be benefited by
taking a strictly business, common sense point of view.

AND HERE'S OUR PLEDGE
The Television Prospect... as we see it
1. Television has a great future.

to get you back into prof table
post-war business!

2. There is tremendous public interest in television.
However, it will be several years after the war
before enough television stations can be built to
provide full national coverage.

1. We will have — soon after Victory — a fine line o£
Stromberg-Carlson FM and AM radios, phonograph
combinations and television receivers in a wide range
of prices.

3. As television broadcasting facilities develop—
territory by territory —good business opportunities will be presented to you . .. and to us.

2. We will have a policy of distribution planned to give
every Authorized Dealer a good profit opportunity on
the Stromberg-Carlson line.

When television broadcasting develops in your
territory, Stromberg-Carlson will have a full line
of television receiving sets which will bring to this
rich field the 50-year-old fact: "There is nothing
finer than a Stromberg-Carlson!"

3. And the Stromberg-Carlson name will be even more
widely and more favorably known than ever before.

The Radio Forecast ... in our judgment

ilROMBERG-CARLSON
ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK

K. There always has been—always will be — a profitable demand for a good radio and radio phonograph—a fine musical instrument.

RADIOS, TELEVISION,
TELEPHONES, AND
SOUND EQUIPMENT

2. For the immediate post-war years, the expanding
market for FM receivers and phonograph combinations will provide your greatest profit opportunity.
3. We believe that such instruments must have
superlative tone quality and an appearance in
keeping with the best in furniture design,
22
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480 LEXINGTON AVE.
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Including Radio and Te/evifion Today

CIVILIAN RADIOS as 1945 opens! Thaf is the possibility
gleaned from Washington, if expected military plans
work out successfully this summer and fall.

available plant capacity to produce small motors for
home washers, refrigerators, and vacuum cleaners, sooner
than had been expected.

EVERYTHING DEPHNpS on the progress of the Invasion.
Already the radio industry has a safe and reassuring
margin of surplus military-radio material ail fabricated.
This oversupply had to be made ready—'"just to be sure!"

TWO-THIRDS OF WOMEN interviewed already have
television sets on their postwar buying lists, reports McCalis from its recent survey of 11,000 homes. Then there
were 14% who declared themselves definitely "not interested."

IF THE INVASION should slow down—or if an emergency should develop, created by some new enemy
weapon,—additional military-radio production might be
suddenly ordered, throwing possibly another two billions
of radio contracts into the radio industry's hands.
RADIO MANUFACTURERS are the boys who hold the
bag when some new electronic gadget is thought up by
the bright lads of the Office for Scientific Development.
For such new radio defense mechanisms must go not only
onto all current plane and ship output, but enough has to
be manufactured to equip all the 100,000 planes and
thousands of ships already in use!
AIRPLANE PRODUCTION is now levelling off and may
be tapered downward, but the radio industry still has a
backlog of equipment to supply to earlier planes, as the
radio-electronic complement of planes becomes more and
more elaborate.
"EQUALIZATION" is the new big word in radio factories" relations with the WPB's eventual "reconversion"
efforts. For the radio factories, under war pressure, have
been handed unequal overloads,—and now all these
plants, through sub-contracting, must be scheduled back
to the approximate status at which they entered war
work. So that when reconversion time comes, all will
"start equally," on the basis of their pre-Pearl-Harbor
status.

•"if

JOE

RMA MEMBERS heard some impressive reports on
Russian radio production and future radio markets from
Ray Ellis, director WPB Radio Division, who has just returned from six weeks of visits to Soviet radio plants.
Future radio sets for Russia's 190,000,000 people, are
already being designed around American standard tubes
and components.
EXPECTED 20% CUT in airplane production will have
faraway repercussions in the component field. For example, resulting cut-bocks on electric motors may make
RADIO fr Television RETAILING • June, 1944

COMPLETE HOME LAUNDRIES will be promoted just
as the complete electric kitchen was pushed before the
war. Shrewd Jud Sayre of Bendlx will probably supplement his automatic washer with a clothes dryer and an
ironer, but will stay away from an electric water
heater.

Radio
Pealer
"
X
!! XXX
" to censor recent remarks by retail radiomen about the new OPA regulations
on radio tubes. Squawks center on (1) the 90-doy guarantee (retailers say they take the beating on this, since
they cannot get adjustment themselves on tubes they've
had In stock over 90 days—but must guarantee them to
the customer) and (2) the ceiling prices on tubes. (Retailers claim some of these "standard" prices are lower
than they were before the regulation went into effect tost
month . . . thus their profits are cut.)
SHIP-BUILDERS and airplane makers are reported planning to go into household-appliance and radio business
after the war, but so far there's little in the way of
action. Aviation Corporation is definitely in the picture,
with the hiring of Dr. A. J. Snow (of Sears-Roebuck fame)
and Col. Philip J. Reilly.
ANDREW JACKSON HIGGINS, the ship and plane
builder, caused quite a stir at the NEMA meetings in
Chicago by sending up from New Orleans one of his
executives who appeared to be interested in the manufacture of a complete line of home appliances. Higgins'
California company is already building radios for the
Government.
COPPER AND STEEL are again suffering severe shortages. The recent swing to heavy artillery, in doubled
and redoubled output, has taxed the steel plants. And
the new huge brass shell-casings have demanded copper
in unprecedented quantities.
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Peorin Deater Does Big Job With Car
Radios Used Records, Super Service
• When Henry Anccl came from
Chicago, where he had been in the
radio business for 20 years, to Peoria,
111., 5 years ago and started an exelusive radio sales and repair bustness, it was with a well defined idea
in mind. This idea was to provide
the people of Peoria with a radio
vrvirp of
service
or snrh
sucn hiVh
nign nnalhv
quality that
tnat hk
ms
store would become a favorite ccnter of activity for its radio fans,
Business Expanded
That he has furnished the kind
of service that he planned is evidenced by the fact that 2 months
ago, in spite of the shortage of radios,
he was compelled to move to new
quarters to get more space.
Located first at S. Adams and
Franklin Sts., the two main traffic
arteries of the city, with 720 square
feet of floor space, Ancel handled
several leading brands of home and
24

car radios and offered a high class
repair and reconditioning service for
all makes. In addition, he carried
a large stock of used phonograph records. He specialized in car radio
sales and service and home radio
service.
]vir# Ancel's sales of new radios
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or new
increased
eachs year
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When he had to have more space,
j16 w1anted 10 r,emain in approximately the same location so customers
would not lose track of his store.
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Service Leads

arent: tbat ew b m
^ aPP
"
f radios
a on
largehand
stockand
of new
car radios
is
would
soon be a thing
of° the
past, ^11
the sale
and inbe
purchased as many of these as stallations of these, together with the
Possible, along with many used sets. saje 0f use(j ra{ji0Sf furnishes about
He • intensified the repair end 01 the 30 per cent of the total business. The
business and the selling of used rec- saie 0f use^ recor(is comprises 20 per
ords. He built up the latter until cent 0f t.|le (0tal business. Service
be now
carries on hand a stock of business has increased more than 100
Spw osed discs. He was first in the per cenl; an(j a{; present furnishes
city to feature used records.
about 50 per cent of the total business,
Today he has one of the biggest
Mr. Ancel has always depended
service businesses in the city and has upon newspaper advertising. He
a large stock of parts and supplies, makes no great splurges in adverRADIO & Teiavfelon RETAILING • Juiw, 1944

Henry Ancel waits on customer in his well
arranged store.
tising but carries a small display ad
consistently in each Sunday issue of
the Peoria papers. The ads feature
used records and radio service.
The papers cover a considerable
outlying territory and a large percentage of customers come from outside the city. Mr. Ancel makes it a
point to give as quick service as possible to all customers. He features
a two-day service on radio repair
and reconditioning but with customers from outside the city, he tries to
speed up the service. In the majority
of cases, outside customers get service the same day. A free parking lot
at the rear of the building is maintained for those having car radios
installed.
Fair Dealing

possible use of both floor and window
space.
The window, arranged pine-board
style, displays car and small home
radios, records, available small merchandise.
The long display room is fitted
with shelves its entire length on
both sides. All merchandise is kept
on display, none is hidden. The
shelving has a wide ledge at the
bottom. Mr. Ancel is a firm believer in open displays—those that
are accessible to customers where
they can see and handle the merchandise, and to a large extent wait
on themselves.
Four demonstration rooms are installed in the rear of the store, each
provided with a record player.
In addition to doing some service
work himself, 2 full-time employees

work in the service department.
These experienced workers make
possible the quick service for which
the Ancel store has a reputation.
Experts Only I
"We have enjoyed a good business," says Mr. Ancel, "because we
apply the Golden Rule to every business transaction. We not only feature quick service but we guarantee
every service job and every piece of
merchandise that leaves our store.
"We employ only experts to do
our work. We have the finest equipment, including an oscilloscope, an
oscillator, several kinds of meters.
"Everything we put out must be
right, and to the entire satisfaction
of the customer. We figure it is
better to have a list of permanent,
satisfied customers than to cater to

"I think it no more than fair,"
says Mr. Ancel, "to give preference
to out-of-town customers. When peo-' wJl !
pie come in from 20 to 40 miles
away, we do not believe- they should
have to make two trips, not only because of the inconvenience to therri
but also because we figure we are
helping in the war effort by saving
them all the gas and time possible.
"We also do a large used record
business with customers from outside
the city. It is surprising how many
old phonographs are still in use in
the country. Of course there are
many modern combination sets in use
in the country and small towns, as
well as in the city. Both groups
furnish us with a ready customer list
for used records. We find cowboy
and western discs to be most in
demand, followed by popular records,
and then by old-time tunes,"
Mr. Ancel recognizes the value of
Above, experts at work in Ancel's service department turn out guaranteed jobs. Below,
proper display and makes the best Ancel's window clearly displays his wares.
transient trade. We believe that we
get many new customers from wordof-mouth advertising of our permanent clientele.
Service Is No Step-cMId
"While formerly new radio sales
furnished a large percentage of our
operation, we have always maintained
our service department as an integral
and paying part of the business, rather
than as a liability or expense.
"We have always taken just as
much pride in doing a good job of
reconditioning radios as in selling
new ones. Because of our attitude
toward the service end of our business, we have built up the largest
business of its kind in the city."
2S

Their Business. s

"SOUND

The Texas Porter Brothers Specialize In
Radio, Public Address and Suhe Boxes

• "A physician is generally selected
because of his reputation. When this
doctor makes an examination, he
makes a professional charge regardless of whether or not the patient is
treated—and if he does operate, he
has the proper surgical tools and
facilities to do a professional job.
"Probably the human body is a
little more important to the average
person than his radio, but under
today's conditions, many people apparently think more of their radios
. . . and today and every day, we
run our radio business on the same
professional standards that doctors
and other professional people employ."
The speaker is Jess Porter—and
Jess speaks for himself and 5 brothers
who own the Southern Radio Sales
& Service, SSW Louisiana St., Houston, Texas.
This family-owned organization is
26

probably one of the best equipped
radio service shops in the entire
Southwest. The company occupies a
large building with a completely
equipped repair department, a wood
working section with all equipment,
a paint shop and other facilities.
Well Equipped

The Southern Radio Sales &
Service Co., does not maintain a
pick-up and delivery repair service.
All the work the firm can handle is
brought into the shop. In rare instances, to help out a friend and customer, a pick-up is made.
There are no free jobs or free
inspections in this service shop. There
is even a charge for testing tubes,
for it takes money to purchase tube
testers and this equipment is made to
pay a profit.
Prices Made Clear

The radio repair department is
equipped with a signal generator, a
multi-meter, mounted turret fashion
so that it can be swung into any position for the worker. There are
movable lighting fixtures to spot a
When a radio is brought in, the
light on any point.
owner is told that the big part of
The Porters are Ernest, Jess, Bob, the job is seldom the labor in making
Cliff, Gray, and Virgil. Ernest and the repair, but the time spent in goJess did their bit overseas in World ing over the set to determine the
War I; Cliff, Gray and Virgil are trouble. There is a flat charge of
serving with Uncle Sam's armed $2.00 for the first hour or fraction
forces in this war . . . their brothers thereof for checking or working on
are carrying on the business.
any set—each additional hour is
RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944

Bob Porter working on sound equipment.

$1.50. All parts are charged out to
the job at cost, plus 40 per cent.
When a radio set is taken in, a
time ticket is attached to the set and
the time recorded on this tag. If a
repairman checks the set for 30 minutes, finds he must wait for parts,
the time is recorded. Then, when the
job is picked up again, the time on
the set starts again.
Professional Angle
One of these radio shop owners explains it this way: "Every person
must make a profit to continue in
business. If we gave free inspections,
we would have to overcharge customers on other things. We prefer to
be truthful, professional and accurate in our charges and in our
work."
This firm remakes and rebuilds
most jobs as new parts and new
tubes are very critical. "We would
rather get in an old dilapidated set
than a relatively new one," says Jess
Porter, "for we can get parts and
tubes for many old sets . . . jobbers
had tubes for
and'6 volt sets;
but when the freeze came, tube makers were frozen, too, and it is almost
impossible to get the popular high
filament voltage types.
"We repair many tubes, as we are
able to weld the filaments in certain
types. We do everything possible to
repair a tube and to save tubes. We
convert many 12 volt sets into 6 volt
sets, and make many adaptations fay
rewiring and using condensers, resistors, etc."

of old model selection boxes, costing
$50 each originally, have been put
back into service after some experimenting, in removing the selector
drum which would soon be giving
wrong numbers.
The newer model boxes have replaced the drum with a disc selector type apparatus ... but the Porter
brothers have cut a disc from the
drums of the old models and with
some ingenious adaptations now have
34 of these boxes back in service.
These service men have gone over
their 70 machines, and many for
other operators, to re-inforce the mechanical units in the large cabinets.
They have installed angle-iron
braces, swung the units from the bottom instead of the top, to prevent
sway and have installed automatic, in-

stead of manual, cut-outs.
In many locations, the mechanical
unit is taken from the cabinet and
placed on a low table or enclosure
in the kitchen, or elsewhere in the
building, to eliminate damage by
customers who shake or hammer on
the cabinet.
These remote units are installed in
a reverse position, as all repair and
adjustments are made from the
back.
The Porter brothers are all electricians and good mechanics. They
are good salesmen, too, and plan for
that part of their business when radios and appliances are again available.
They expect someday to operate a
sales department for radios, records
and television receivers.

Jess Porter, left, and his helper, L. A. Cox, doing a smart job on Juke box units.

Juice Boa; Repair
The Southern Radio Sales &
Service repairs a lot of juke boxes
and public address systems. In fact,
the Porter brothers own and operate
70 automatic music machines of their
own, and repair many instruments
for other operators. They are well
equipped for this work and have
specialized in it.
With amplifiers coming from the
factory with 12 tubes, these service
men have rewired and rebuilt all of
their own to 5 tubes, and have done
the same for many other juke box
owners, saving the critical parts for
future use.
Rebuilding their own juke boxes
and many for other operators, is big
business for this radio shop. Every
effort has been made to eliminate service calls and to simplify maintenance. For instance, $1700 worth
RADIO & Television RETAILING • Juno, 1944
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Highlights of ISlation-Wide Healer Ingenuity
CLEARRELD, Po.— M c N u 11 y Reed Radio Service (Charles and
Harvey, respectively) are Motorola
agents without sets for the present,
but car radios represent about a
fourth of their repair business. The
work is referred by the large number
of garage owners for whom they
used to install sets.
Batteries for farm cabinets are not
coming in as well now as they did a
year ago, when the manufacture was
halted, and there is also trouble with
pick-ups for record players. Tubes
for larger sets seem to be available in
sufficient quantities, but those for
the small receivers are very tight.
After-war plans call for the sending of mailing pieces to a long list of
customers with specific needs, and
they expect a large response.

CHICAGO, 111—The Radio Clinic,
4952 W. Diversey Ave., operates a
wartime radio repair service for the
post office. Proprietor Joe Olesky
says that this specialty alone provides
him with full-time work. Sets damaged in transit are turned over to this
dealer by the post office for repair, as
their former policy of returning them
to the manufacturers is no longer
workable.
General Appliance Shop, 3334 IN.
Central Ave., finds rugs, gift novelties, and lamps sell well as alternate
lines. Commercial stokers also help
to fill the gap in appliance sales.
Selgrad Radio Shop, 5957 West
Irving Park Road, is doing a fine
business in records. Located near a
theater, all popular hits are sold as
soon as they're in stock.

LAUREL, Miss.—Mrs. W, L. Patrick, wife of
the owner of Patrick's Radio Service, keeps the
business going while he is off to the wars in
the U. S. Army Signal Corps. Managing a TOO
per cent increase in radio repairs, Mrs. Patrick
works 12 hours daily, and reports an average
of 75 sets moving through the shop weekly.

OGDENSBURG, N. Y. —Louis
Webb's Radio Service is carried out
on a time-allotment basis. 8 AM to
11 AM — home calls ,* 11 AM to
2 PM—auto radio work at his shop;
2 PM to 6 PM—service bench work
on all other sets; 8 PM to 10:30
PM—makes the rounds on his juke
box route and attends to commercial
PA installations. Signs inform his
customers of his day's routine, and
Webb finds that customers will
conform.

MARTINS^URG. W. Va,—Robert
Dick, owner of Dick's Radio & Electrical Repair Service, 104 S. Water
St., is his community's "radio rehabilxtator!" Specializing in repair,
he operates a one-man shop and suc- CHICAGO, III—J ewelry, furniture
ceeds in turning out volume work. and records are the articles now hanOne of his time-savers: "Localize dled by the Baskind Radio Shop, 4009
trouble by signal tracing to find stage W. North Ave. Albert Baskind, ownwhere trouble is; then test that er, enjoys a profitable trade from the
stage's components with V.O.M."
neighborhood, having been at the
BALTIMORE. Md—The "Music same location for the past 15 years.
Centre" is a new addition to the com- Two servicemen are steadily employed
munity at 313 N. Charles St. Open- in repairing radio sets.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M,—Dealer Bernie May, ed by Ernest R. Fink in the face of
There is a "Pay your light and
president of May's Music Co., is interested in current retrenchments, this shop is gas bill department" which brings in
electronics! Piloting his own plane in tough
weather across the Rockies to Denver, Col., he smartly appointed and features rec- many prospects for the merchandise
attended the General Electric Co.'s recent ords and record accessories. Fink is in the shop. This store is one of the
dealer meeting en electronics, postwar plans. planning now for future radio sales. finest in Chicago.
28
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Service Shortcuts, Alternate Lines, Postwar Plans
RICHFIELD, Minn.—Lyndale Hardware advertises its radio repair department regularly in a local newspaper and handles about 90 repair
jobs per month. Jim Norton, radio
department manager, says that repairs
range from $1.50 to $18.00 as a rule.
Very few hardware stores are
equipped to handle radio repairs, so
Lyndale Hardware gets considerable
business in this area. A lot of small
appliance repairs such as toasters,
electric irons, waffle irons, etc., are
repaired here, as well as vacuum
cleaners. After the war the firm expects to handle a full line of radios
and other appliances.

JOLIET, III.—Surveys of the rural JAMAICA, N. Y.-—Carl Biderman,
community hereabouts reveal that whose W-I-N-N Radio service sta85% of the farms have electricity tion, 90-19 Sutphin Blvd., is the scene
and 95% have radios. Table radios of a big repair business, keeps his two
are preferred, but there is little in- show windows working for him
terest in short-wave reception or despite the fact that there Is no merFM, the latter having come too late chandise to sell. He built a bodybefore the Pearl Harbor shutdown, capacity magnetic relay, and put it
"First buys" postwar will be washing behind a mirror in one of his winmachines, irons, refrigerators," and dows. The passerby is invited, via a
radios. There is interest in television, showcard, to place his hand on the
too, because farm families look for- mirror. This throws in the relay,
ward to getting, by video, "movies" and operates a turntable displaying
without long drives to town. Other used midget radios. Radio compofuture luxury-wants listed are elec- nents and manufacturers' advertising
tric mixers, ironers, toasters, and pieces are also used for window diswaffle irons.
play purposes.
NORFOLK, Va.—Specializing in radio, public address, sound on film, talking motion picture service, and television, Dennis Radio Service Co.,
2716-18 Colly Ave., is doing lots of repair work, and the owner, J. N. Dennis, finds time to carry on electronic experimental work. He is
preparing his business for the postwar television boom. Shown in the picture is E, H. Ewefl, service manager.
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This Jamaica, IV, IT., rndilo
dealer mahes a definite
bid now for postwar tele*
vision sales by:

• Untistial and interestgetting display
ip
k:

• Familiarizing the manin-the-street with television
• Experimenting now for
the future
• identifying himself in
his community as its local television "wizard79

Still at work on a television set. At left, one of his able assistants.

TELEVISION

• William Still, owner of Jamaica
Radio & Television, Jamaica, N. Y.,
is a television enthusiast. He began
working in television in 1938 and
now features television exclusively.
Still's television store in Jamaica
contains a well equipped service
bench, a professional recording studio,
and a television studio. The television studio is about 15 x 30 feet. A
piano, microphone, and suitable props
make this an ideal recording studio,
too. A television camera using circuit features, developed by Still, is
used to televise people who gather
around his store three nights a week.
Television receivers in the display
window are connected to the camera
so that the people in front of the
store can watch their friends being
televised.
Display Creates Prospects
A great deal of interest is aroused
and people in the Jamaica area have
quickly identified Jamaica Radio &
Television as the place where television is known and understood.
Customer goodwill and future prospects are created by these activities.
The television camera shown in an
accompanying picture at right uses
electronic view finding with a three30

TODAY

inch picture tube mounted on the left
side of the unit.
The video signal complete with
synchronizing pulses operates standard
receivers for monitoring and demonstration purposes.
In the recording room, a control
console has been designed for television monitoring. Two turntables for
recording and playback, a monitoring
panel, amplifiers and an all-wave receiver make up the equipment in this
control room.
Active in Pre-war
Television Sales

lot

vision in his show windows, and in
the attractive showroom he maintained. He talked television to all
his customers, and sowed the seeds
of desire in their minds. This man
really knew all about television, but
more importantly he made the people
in his territory believe, because he
was interested in selling something,
that he, the dealer, was the television wizard, and no mistake about It.
When Radio & Television Retailing's reporter called on this dealer
recently, he found that his entire
store and show windows were just
oozing television, and that the television "shows" this man gives three
nights a week were packing people in.
Large signs in the show window
of Jamaica Radio & Television call
attention to the tri-weekly television
demonst rations.

In the 1939 and 1940 introduction
of television to the public, Still sold
and installed over 150 sets in the
New York area. Of these 150 sets
Still reports that over one-third gave
satisfactory pictures immediately
after installation and required no speTest Proves interest
cial work on the antennas. The remainder of the sets called for a more
In order to test what effect all this
complete study of the problems of re- television propaganda was having upon
ception and in some cases a more elab- the territory served by this dealer,
orate antenna. In the latter group, the RTR reporter stopped 10 people
the sets were primarily those installed on local streets, near and far from
in the multi-story building regions of the dealer's store. Men, women and
New York City.
children were included, and every
Before he was able to get television person when asked the question, "Isn't
receivers, Still started to plug tele- there a television expert somewhere
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near here in business
mentioned
this dealer, and declared they knew
that he was the leading television
man.
Missionary Work Vital
The importance of becoming a
missionary for your own business is
obvious in television.
William Still has applied for an
F.C.C. experimental television station license and is planning to set up
complete studio and broadcasting facilities.
Still recently completed a war contract to build electronic devices in
which he employed more than 75 Persons. He now has four people part
time helping him handle radio service
work. He predicts a great future for
television and bases this on past experience in this newest of radio fields.
Television "shows" are a good drawing card.

TOMOBBOWS

CUSTOMEBS

Still demonstrates his televising "stunt" for Radio & Television Retaiiing's Technical Editor, W. E. Moulic, at right.
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"Customer

Pay

Attractors"

Proiit

Johnston-s, ffinneopolts. Stresses Good Service—
Caters to Smali-ffcm Buyers

• A policy of "best parts and best
workmanship" brings in around
$3500 in repair work monthly to
Johnston's, 3025-3029 Nicoilct Ave.p
Minneapolis, Minn.
"We always had a good radio
service department," says George
(Bud) Holmes, who has managed
the department for the past 17 years,
"but today we are doing more in
service than ever in the history of
our firm. We have five men working full time and could use more, if
we could get them."

plants. The present crew have all
been in the shop at least a year.
"We do all of our work on an
estimate OK from the customer," explains Bud Holmes. "We make a
charge of 75 cents to take care of
any bench work that may be required
for estimating service charges. After
the radio is gone over, we call the
customer and give a complete itemized statement of what wc recommend.

Expert Repair

Upon receiving his OK wc go
ahead with the work. When the job
is finished, it goes out with a 90-day
guarantee on parts and labor."
Customers accept the charge for
bench service, which has been in effect for a number of years, because

Only competent men, who have
had experience in the repair field are
hired. They receive salary plus a
bonus which brings pay up to compare favorably with that of war

"Customer OK^ Required

Attractive floor layout of Johnston's store shows some remaining radio stock. After the war
Johnston's will again carry a large line of home receivers.

Ilfi IH#

they know it takes time to go over
a radio carefully. If the repair work
calls for tubes which the firm cannot
supply, the checking charge is cancelled.
Zettte System
By working out a zone system, the
firm has been able to handle pick
up and delivery. One truck is operated, and when a load is obtained, deliveries are made. The average delivery to each zone is about twice a
week; thus work picked up the first
of the week can be delivered at the
end of the week, provided that there
is no waiting for parts and that a
go-ahead is received promptly from
the customer.
Contacts Jobbers
To get parts, Mr. Holmes spends
3 days a week seeking them. Every
day, he checks the wholesale houses.
In buying tubes, Mr. Holmes concentratees on types for larger sets,
believing it is most important to keep
the main radio in a house going—that
the smaller receivers can wait.
The repair shop is designed for
utility, and is excellently equipped,
with three work benches in one room
and two in the room adjoining. It is
partitioned from the rest of the store,
not open to the public, an arrangement that makes for more concentration on the part of the workmen.
Business transactions are handled in
a small outer office.
Uses Classified Ads

I
ikA

^
i

Classified ads in newspapers and
in the 'phone book promote radio
service, but biggest source of business is from old customers. Established as a radio store in 1927, Johnston's has a large group of old cus-

The major portion of today's floor display at Johnston's reveals many varieties of small items that have a big turnover, and keep customers
coming in. Note that careful arrangement avoids a cluttered appearance.
tomers, which is augmented today
by many new customers, brought to
the shop because it is still open for
business.
A great deal of referred business,
too, comes to the shop from downtown stores, many of which no longer
give radio service. Other stores servicing only radios they have sold, send
people looking for service to the
Johnston shop.
Sales Getters
The main store contains many customer-attractors. There is, for instance, an album record-cabinet,
flanked on one side by a row of floorlamps. There is a small sporting
goods section. Leather jackets and
other items of outdoor wear draw
the male trade. Various gadgets attract the small-item buyer. And note
the bicycle in the picture. Bicycles
aren't promoted, but a few Victory
models are stocked to meet demand.
The Johnston company manufactures the widely advertised Aladdin
hearing aid. In the retail store a department is allocated to it, where it
is displayed and demonstrated.
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Such a variety of offerings pulls
people into the store, every one of
whom is a prospect for radio repair
or parts today. And every repair cus-

tomer of today satisfied with the
high standards of workmanship employed is a first-class prospect for the
new radio of tomorrow.

OPERATING

POINTERS

This dealer's newly expanded and successful service
department brings in $3,500 monthly in repair business.
He stresses:

€i

"Best Parts" and "Best Workmanship*

€>

Customer's OK

41

Zone Plan for Deliveries

41

Distributor Contacts

4>

Classified Ads and Cuick Turnover Lines
to Bring in Customers

REFRSCERA TOR

New Refrtget
From Stochpile

*
:» f

J Owner Aaron Schneider selects a box from hl$ stockpile in his basement storage at the
Sunrise-Merrlck Trading Corp.

• Aaron Schneider, owner of the
Sunrise-Merrick Trading Corp., 150
Sunrise Highway, Rockville Centre,
N. Y., is doing a big business in reconditioning mechanical refrigerators.
Originally one of the area's largest
dealers in radios and electric appliances, Schneider has turned his beautiful showroom over to the repair
and reconditioning of refrigerators

&

a

O Removing hardware and sandpapering cabinet (Leonard).

Dismounting motor capacitor from sealed
motor compressor (Westlnghouse).

A Welding new feed lines into evaporator
(Westinghousel.

^ Cleaning the condenser unit (Kelvinator),
This insures economical operation.

^ Installing leads on the controt (Standard
unit for all boxes).

££ Charging unit with refrigerant (Bohn),
Other refrigerators can be substituted.

SI
.r
SALES

m
TIME

ators for Old——
to Final Assembly

and laundry equipment.
Two alternate lines of allied, available merchandise — kitchen cabinets
and sinks—have been added, and they
sell fast to new home-seekers in the
community, an active war plant area.
Old customers are not forgotten,
however, for they are given priority
service on all equipment sold them in
the "good days."

From his platform office, Aaron Schneider can see all of his eutensive showroom. In pre-war
days If was filled with new radios and electric appliances for the home. With him is his
daughter, Mrs. Zira Greenspan, his capable assistant.
In the vicinity 17 years, this dealer
has many friends and customers. His
excellent attention to the repair and
maintenance of their radios and home
appliances in the past, as well as now,
makes doing business under current
difficulties and restrictions an easier
task. With limited pickup and delivery facilities, Schneider finds his
patrons cooperative and willing to
attend to this end of the Job where
smaller units are involved.
Limited Staff
Mrs. Greenspan, his daughter, and
able assistant, manages the office, and
is capable of running the business
when Mr. Schneider is away. Service manager Harry Maguire and his
two helpers, Patrick O'Rourke and
Charles Hurdle, do a mammoth job
in turning out the reconditioned appliances on a production line basis.

For the interest of Our readers,
Radio & Television Retailing's reporter had the accompanying pictures
taken on the spot, showing the stepby-step repair jobs that go into the
making of a reconditioned unit.
100% Salvage
Inasmuch as the best possible use
has to be made of what is on hand,
units of various makes are handled
in this reassembly. Therefore, no
particular make is chosen for illustration because of its name, but simply because work was being done on
those units at the timeDealer Schneider's pre-war policy
of allowing trade-in value on all old
refrigerators or washers when new
appliances were purchased, is largely
responsible for his huge stockpile today. That, plus current advertising
and search, keeps him supplied.

10 Aaron Schneider offers completely reconditioned refrigerator to a customer, along with
his written guarantee.

C Removing head bolts on unit (Kelvlnator).
Compressor is thoroughly reconditioned.
O Dropping unit Into box in final assembly
(Westinghouse).
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• Somewhat like an automobile
wrecking shop is Radio Maintenance
Co., Jasper, Ala. In order to get
sufficient parts to carry on its business of repairing 20 to 40 radios per
day and keeping a staff of 5 busy, S.
E. Stevens, proprietor, bends every
effort toward buying old and discarded sets. He then junks them and
salvages parts which can be used
again.
Necessity forced Mr. Stevens into
salvaging sets. He was dedicated to
the job of keeping radios playing in
his territory, yet he couldn't get
enough parts, especially for some of
the older models. Being a new concern (about 3 years old) he wasn't
alloted as many parts by the distributors and manufacturers as he
thought he ought to have.

■'

Advertises for Old Sets
So Stevens began advertising in the
newspapers for old radios, not to
fix up, unless their condition really
warranted it, but to junk and use
the salvaged parts to fix others. Now
he has thousands of parts, cleaned,
t«
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for

Salvage

Filling Demand for Mteconditioned Old Radio models,
Alabama Dealer Uses ingenuity in Getting Repair Parts,

Proprietor S. E. Stevens, in background, on
the lookout for additions to his "junk pile."
Show cases contain salvaged parts to keep
radios playing.

tested and assorted ready for use,
also both new and used cabinets.
He seldom has to hold up repair
work for want of a part. If he
doesn't have a new one, he looks for
it in his "junk yard." It is used
mechanical parts chiefly, rather than
electrical, he uses. For instance, the
dial drive of an old set may be just
the thing he needs to fix another of
the same model. In fact the parts
from one wrecked set have been used
to repair as many as a half dozen
other radios, a different part of
course being needed on each job.
Canvassed "On-ilie-fcnce"
Dealers In his County
Like most other radio shops,
Stevens also ran short of tubes and
again his ingenuity served him well.
He knew many hardware and drug
stores were selling tubes across the
counter. He made the circuit of all
such stores in his county and offered
to buy up their stocks. Even if he had
to pay the retail price, the tubes
meant extra repair jobs for him.
However, most of these dealers
were willing to dispose of their tubes
at 25 per cent discount when it was
pointed out that if they did not sell
them then they might be left with a
few least wanted types on their
hands. Stevens also made contact
with several furniture stores, which
no longer handled repairs, and arranged to take on their repair work
and thus get their tubes.
Some of the old radios gathered
up by Stevens have quite a story behind them. For example, one shown
the writer had a bullet hole through
it. He explained that the owner of
the set was sitting near it- when an
enemy took a shot at him through

the window. The shot missed tnc
man but hit the radio. In another
case a boy with a "tree house"
dropped his cabinet model some 30
feet to the ground. However, Mr.
Stevens said most of the radios which
he bought had been laid aside in attics and basements. His advertising
and house-to-house search brought
these sets out of hiding.
As Steven's shop serves the entire
county, it has a considerable battery
radio business. He also repairs car
sets and juke boxes. It is not unusual to have more than 100 receivers
in the shop awaiting repair or ready
for delivery.
Each radio coming into the shop
is assigned an order number. This
number appears not only on the tag,
which is attached to the radio, but
is also stamped on the back of the
radio itself. By reference to this number, the shop can at any time determine what work was done on the set
and when.
Speaking about the victory parts
being used today, Mr. Stevens said
he had no complaints to register
against this merchandise, and he was
particularly pleased with the service
given by a condenser manufactured
by the American Condenser Co.
f

*Screcn Room" for Postwar

After the war, Stevens proposes to
sell and service all makes of appliances. He is also planning a soundproof repair shop or "screen room,"
where radios and other appliances
can be repaired without interference
from outside noises. He now has
equipment for testing automobile sets
under actual operating conditions,
and with different settings of the
antenna. He endeavors to adjust
these sets so they will play satisfactorily with not more than two inches
Because of dealer Stevens' ingenuity in ob- of the antenna up, and is confident it
taining parts and tubes, his tcrviee department, shown here, keeps busy turning out will perform to the owner's delight
guaranteed jobs.
with the antenna further extended.
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Customers feel welcome at Wolbach's. Above, Paul Wolbach and Mrs. Carl F. Wolbaeh helpfully answer all purchasers' queries. Note needle
display back of counter and placement of record reference lists for ready use.

Self-Service

at

Wolbach's

Enterprising Bethlehem, Pa., Dealers Go AH Out for
the Policy of "Off with the Old—On with the New!"

• Wolbach's "Music Center/' located at 36 W. Broad St., Bethlehem,
Pa., has the distinction of being the
first store in "the Valley" to install
complete self-service for the merchandising of discs.
The Wolbach's also own a chain
of juke boxes throughout seven surrounding counties. This business originally resulted in their sale of used
records collected from their juke
box route.
The tremendous desire on the part
of the buying public for records of
any kind decided the Wolbach firm
to enter the field of neio record sales.
October, 1942, saw the start of this
separate enterprise in a small store,
just across the street from their present location.
From Used to New Discs
This ambitious young firm set
out upon its new and entirely separate business of disc selling at No. 36
with a definite desire to do the very
best job possible. Journeying to New
York, the Wolbach brothers studied
as

TOP-FLIGHT POINTERS
IN SELF-SELECTION
1. Bright Interior
2. Inviting Display

Windows are kept brightly polished
and the displays in them are fresh,
bright with color, and up-to-themoment with new merchandise in albums and single discs. Mr. and
Mrs. Carl F. Wolbach, Paul Wolbach, and Mrs. Ena Burkit comprise
the staff of four that runs the shop.
Attractive Setup

Interior's arrangement of merchandise is well planned for self-service
and customer convenience, and all of
the leading record manufacturers'
4. Shining Windows
lines are equally prominent. Personal
expression of individual ideas of the
5. Clear Customer Direction
owners is shown in the good-looking
and practical record racks designed
and built by the Wolbachs.
The used record sales are now relethe new self-selection arrangements gated to a small section of the store,
of various large record merchandising opposite the cash register, near the
establishments, and returned to Beth- door, which makes for good lastminute purchases. In short, the dislehem ready to do a real job.
The new store's interior is ample play that immediately catches the eye
in floor space, walls and woodwork upon entering leads the customer priare light and colorful, and fluorescent marily to the main portion of the
lighting is adequate and well placed. store devoted entirely to the display
RADIO tr Television RETAILING • Juno, 1944
3. Comprehensive Grouping of
Merchandise

of new records and albums. Record
displays and racks are designed in
complete units that can be moved,
providing rearrangement when new
displays are desired.
Exceptional care and keen merchandising thinking is displayed by
this trio in their groupings of discs,
and helpful customer information is
prominently distributed throughout
the shop. Here are their divisional
headings:
Classical Music
Radio Favorites { p^J^'
I Radio Favorites
i Dinner Music
1 Piano Music
\ Boogie-Woogie
_
.
) Show Tunes
Populars / Waltzes
) Tangoes, Rhumbas, and
I
Sambas
1 Hawaiian Music
\ Race Records
Children's Records
To aid the customer in finding specific titles or artists he is interested
in, Wolbach's has contrived a Record

Reference Book of its own. This
book is in two sections and is kept
on the counter in full view. It contains typewritten lists of records in
stock, allocated by subject and by artist. These lists are retyped and
brought up to date every three
months. The subdivisions follow:
Polkas
Classics
Hill Billy
Children's Music
Waltzes
Accordion Music
Race Records
Foreign Records
Irish Medleys
Marches
Hawaiian Music Organ Music
Tangoes, Rhumbas & Sambas
These groupings are relisted alphabetically under Populars and
Classics, and again under Orchestra Leaders. These books can be
seen in the picture at top of opposite
page, at each side of counter display.
Sales increase
The Wolbachs find that selfservice merchandising of discs, in addition to increasing sales with a
minimum of sales help, has many
outstanding advantages. One good
point, they claim, is that the method
is an excellent one for getting rid of
{Continued on page no)

%
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Mrs. Ena Burkit rearranging the used disc section. All record racks are kept in good order.
Constant attention to this also keeps the
sales person thoroughly familiar with the stock.

Plenty of room for customers to "browse/" unhampered. Completely modern, the entire store interior is attractively lighted.
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Newman's in Philadelphia does an outstanding window around Deeca's "Winged Victory" (Album
No. 363) coupled with the Fred Waring "Stars and Stripes Forever" album IDeeea A-34S).
• With "I Love You" creating a
record run on the Hit Parade, dealers
should have no trouble in selling
Decca's newest recording of original
Broadway casts, "Mexican Hayride,"
the show from which this song
originated.
Decca's new album, No. 372 (released June I), is a scintillating collection of top tunes from the Michael
Todd production of "Mexican Hayride." "Music and lyrics by Cole
Porter" is, as always, an "open
Sesame" to the purses of purchasers
of recorded music everywhere.
Winning exceptional success with
dealers in the past, Decca*s proffered
newspaper mats promoting their albums continue to be available. There
are five readied for "Mexican Hayride" and they vary in size from 6"
X 9/^" to 2" X 3",
Other dealer sales aids offered by
Decca are full-color poster, counter
cut-out, display card, album booklet
about the show, and 2 inside liners.
Mary Martin fans will be glad to
know that her newest for Decca (released June 1) is "Goodnight
Wherever You Are" backed by "I'll
Walk Alone" (No. 23340).
June 8 brought surprises for record
merchandisers in the new disc by
Morton Downey, newly signed with
Decca, "Spring Will Be a Little Late
This Year" with flipover "Christopher
Robin is Saying His Prayers" (Decca
No. 18607).
Also ready for distribution on
40

June 8 was the companion album to
"Eilingtonia Vol. I" which was issued in April of last year (No.
B-1000). The new Brunswick album,
"EUingtonia Vol. II" {No. B-ioii)
contains Ellington's "Creole Rhapsody," his first composition of serious
music in the jazz idiom. Recorded
several years ago, during the formative stage of this musician's career,
this second collection of Eilingtonia
should be of special interest to jazz
collectors. Three newspaper mats, a
Brunswick poster and booklet arc
available to retailers.
Ready for dealers on June 15
was Decca's recording of "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," featuring Lyn Murray and his Orchestra and Chorus, Album No. A 36823M Personality Series.
New signers with Decca include
concert singer Conrad Thibault, conductor Percy Faith (of CarnationHour radio fame), and Alfred Drake,
of the cast of "Oklahoma."
• Columbia suggests their "Mark
Twain" album, No. X-MX-227,
written by Jerome Kern and played
by Andre Kosteianetz, as a tie-in with
the current motion picture of the
same name.
June releases in Columbia's Master Works lists include Haydn's
"Symphony No. 103 in E Flat Major
("Drum Roll"), Set M-MM-547;
and Debussy's "En Blanc et Noir,"
Set X-MX-24I, Three Pieces for

June Havoc as she appears in the Broadway
musical "Mexican Hayride," which Is recorded
by Decca under the same name (Album
No. 372).
Two Pianos, played by Bartlett &
Robertson.
Current popular album offered by
Columbia is Set C-99, "Remember,"
Buddy Clark sings the old favorites
of World War I on four records
(Nos. 36701-36704), including
"Smiles," "There's a Long, Long
Trail" and "My Buddy."
Of special interest to dealers is
Columbia's recent booklet for retailers "The Genius Behind the Counter," an entertainingly presented outline on selling records, written for
sales people, and crammed full of
good pointers for increasing record
sales. If you haven't already received
this helpful brochure, be sure to ask
your Columbia distributor for one.
Don't miss it I

• Victor's movie - tie - in is with
MGM's film, "Meet the People,"
RADIO & Television RETAILING • Jure, 1944

SPOTS
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JUNE

DISCS

Dealer Promotions—Window Ingenuity—Sales
Aids. Recorders Offer Variety In Summer Fare.
t
which features several Victor and
Bluebird artists — Vaughn Monroe,
Spike Jones, and the King Sisters.
The latter's most recent disc is
"Milkman, Keep Those Bottles
Quiet" (Bluebird, No. 300824)
backed by "San Fernando Valley,"
For warm summer's entertainment
Red Seal June releases include: John
Charles Thomas in Concert Favorites
(Drink to Me Only With Thine
Eyes, In the Gloaming, etc.), Album
M-966; and Morton Goulds "Latin
American Symphonette," Album
DM-964.
RCA Victor's 2-year study of selfservice disc merchandising is now
available to dealers through their distributors. This valuable survey has
come up with the establishment of the

following results in self-selection
merchandising of records:
Retail sales volume could be in■ creased
Selling personnel could handle approximately three times the volume of stock at lower cost
Dollar sales of classical single
discs was increased to "album"
level
Sales production per square foot
was maintained in enlarged departments
Wear, theft, and breakage were
normal
About 90 per cent of the sales in
their test store was on a cash
basis
Customers preferred it

Record window by Mort F. Farr (who is also a radio-refrigerator-range dealer), 119 S. 69th St.,
Upper Darby, Pa. Mort does an extremely comely Job on Piano Favorites with various Columbia
and Victor albums.

Chapters on fixtures and equipment, arrangement, stock grouping
and heading classifications, inventory
control, and personnel are most helpful in dealing with the problems arising in the installation of an efficient
self-service record department. The
large number of drawings and photograph reproductions in this report
make it exceptionally clear and easy
to read. We believe this report is
well worth every dealer's perusal.
The twelfth edition of Victor's
"What We Hear in Music," revised
and enlarged, is now available. An
excellent reference book for retailer
and customer alike, it is reported
selling well.
For the dealer with a flair for getting up his own ads, Victor offers in
addition to their monthly mat service,
a number of mats and electros of individual illustrations which retailers
may use in composing their own advertisements.
• Among Capitol's newest is No.
159, "Eager Beaver" with turnover
"Artistry in Rhythm" played by Stan
Kenton's Orchestra and featuring
Stan at the piano. Judging by his
tremendous popularity in autographing discs at record stores during his
recent tour with his band, the hep cats
{Continued on page m)
Tills Is Bob Waeker
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Just in case our readers and their customers
might be interested in getting a look at the
young man who created a sensation last May
13th on the Hit Parade when Crooner Sinatra
was absent from the program. It is rumored
Wacker might sign With a recording company
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• Radio in its peacetime role on a war front brings home
close to America's fighting men and women. Requestprogram music and recorded radio shows remind our soldiers
that the fighting home front's thoughts are with them.
Fifth Army Mobite American Expeditionary Station keeps
on the move, somewhere in Italy. This 10-tinit radio station on wheels, made up of jeeps, trailers and 2V2 ton
trucks, serves the entire front line and nearby "rest camps"
at 50-mile intervals (which is the range of the transmitter).
The entire unit can be taken down, moved to the next point and reassembled in 2 hours by its crew, which broadcasts to at least one
section of the line daily. Salvaged enemy equipment played a big part in the building of this mobile station.
A member of the crew (below) services Fifth Army radios and keeps
. receivers playing.
Chief announcer, top right, gives with the Gl gags on "Ye Olde Oaken
Bucket", an all-request program. Lower right: two Gl platter jockres
send out plenty of morale-building recorded music, which includes
many recorded shows by top-flight network stars, especially recorded
for the fighting forces.
Here, as well as everywhere, radio builds morale.
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prewar homes of thousands
hearts of millions enjoying
stride with the war effort
postwar, a sensational new

RECORDIO

wim-CRvnitPDRBnafl,

WILCOX-GAY

CORPORATION

CHARLOTTE, MICHIGAN '
Manufacturers of the' Recordio, Falmous Home Recording-Radio-Phonograph Combination
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Cmtonwni Mtoet ■"d play their own at <
Record Mart. Note turntables with earphone* on counter at lower left.
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Streamlined Self-Service Brings Fast Disc Turnover
• Well-rounded record retailing
pays fine profits at Cleveland's Record Mart. Efficient self-service, tasteful display, windows with a punch,
local advertising and well-informed,
interested salesgirls all contribute
to a thriving, well-organized business.
Harry and Ben Cohen, co-owners,
manage the Record Mart, which is
advantageously located at 814 Prospect Ave. in downtown Cleveland.
Established in 193B, the store has
been on the up-and-up ever since,
and here are a few reasons for its success.
Miss Eiva Grassgreen, who has
been with the Record Mart since its
opening, and Miss Dorothy Morgenstern, a record salesgirl of two years'
standing, are excellent saleswomen.
They know their stock, are interested in plus selling, and know that
personalized service brings the best
results in dealing with customers.
%
44

The store's self-service equipment,
designed by the owners, allows for
maximum display. One wall of the
store shows 100 ten-inch albums
while single record bins beneath
them, suitable for either the ten-inch
or twelve-inch size, hold a total of
4000 discs.
About 3500 records are taken care
of by a center aisle display. Title
strips are used on singles bins and
the records are not mixed; that is,
each box holds many copies of one
recording. This system effectively
prevents breaking by customers, and
the Record Mart boasts the low
breakage figure of less than one-half
of one per cent through handling.
Racks at the front of the store
house classical and popular albums,
and in every case composer or title is
announced via attractive labels.
On the Record Mart counter are
12 turntables with earphones, which
customers can operate themselves.

This method of listening pleases fans
because it affords them individual
auditions without interference. The
store personnel approves because it
saves valuable space, is extremely
convenient for related selling at the
counter, and eliminates the confusion
and annoyance of waiting for booths.
Colorful Victor artist pictures
decorate the walls of the Record
Mart, and gay promotional material
is placed strategically to attract customer attention.
Show windows are kept at a high
level of interest for passing pedestrians, and local newspaper and program advertising- is used to advantage.
It's a well-balanced, all-inclusive
program of smart merchandising that
the Record Mart has found most effective. And by adhering to sound
business principles from the start it
has moved steadily toward the top in
Cleveland's record market.
RADIO (r Tale vision RETAILING • June, 1944
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ANOTHER

HIT SHOW

joins the

famousyrOriginal Casty albums!
DtH ca floes it again—a big Broadway sucress b^aturiug iiioinbcrs of llie original New York cast! Here's tlie newest,
bringing yon eight hit tunes by COLE I'ORTEK. inchnling:
I Love. You Sing To Me Guitar ... Carlotta ... Girls...
Abracadabra . .. Count Your Blessings .. .There Must Be
Someone For Mc. ..What A Crazy Way to Spend Sunday.
DECCA
DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

RADIO

Television RETAILING • June, 1944

The four lO-ineh records arc packaged in a colorful album,
with a 16-page illusiraled booklet containing lyrics, synopsis
of action and biographies of leading art ists. List price $3.SO
(not including federal, stale or local taxes). Album No.
A372 ... order now from vour regular Decoa Branch.
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Electronic tube developments are being refined in the
crucible of war at an amazing rate. Raytheon engineers are originating new designs — manufactunng
techniques arc greatly stepped up. and many new
applications for electronic tubes have been found —
applications that will contribute much to the postwar
era of electronics.
Raytheon's research and great wartime production
record will doubly protect the tube requirements of

postwar radio and industrial electronic equipment
manufacturers. As before the war, the postwar
Raytheon tubes will rcdlect the best engineering for
all applications, as well as all the "Plus-Extra" performance qualities that have been synonymous with
the name of Raytheon throughout the years.
Raylheon Production Corporation
Newton, Massachusetts • Los Anjieles • New York
Chicago • Atlanta

ftAflliEOM
All Four Raytheon Divisions Have Been
Awarded 'Army-Navy "E" Plus Stars
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES
DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND MANUFACTURE OF TUBES FOR THE NEW ERA OF EllCTRONlCS
4$
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No. 5 in a series of adi eilisenienls dvpictiniiymtrpost
intr mnrhrt for i (idlos. romlnniillons and record play ers
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[ AFTER THE WAR 1
' Turn up the hand tun sir. Mother. Tin foing to shoiv Junior how tve
stormed En'nveloh!". , .On that evenlf'ul Pacific dawn, there wasn't
musical accompannmml lo flic whine of bullets and crash of explosives.

,
\
,

Bui there's going to be music, plenty of it, in the lives of
returning vanquishers. Trav-Ler will be ready to meet this postwar
demand for radios. What we've learned in war work will
ho reflected in miracles of sound and performance.
Beniember this, when thinking about after-tho-war-radios.
Ove Ove There Go Pfotes With

%

fee. M -
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SiADIO AST. T£l.rvi< l( w COhPOHA TJON
1028-34 W. Van Surer? Street, Chicago 7, Illinois
.VANUFACTURERS OF QUAUrY RADIO AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
47

George Miyagana, owner of George's Radio Shop, Kalamazoo, Mich., keeps
electrical appliances in running order now, with an eye on postwar selling.

Warti

me

Techn

Repairs Rome Appliances,

ques

insures future Sales

• Because his customers know of his
gcnuinc desire to keep radios and
home appliances in good order,
profitable jobs are coming into
George's Radio Shop at Kalamazoo,
Mich. "And this repair business is
the life-blood of our enterprise,"
declared George Y. Miyagana, who
founded this store and service shop
four years ago. The owner is a
Hawaiian, native of Honolulu, but
has long resided in the U. S. A.
Due to the important emphasis
placed on repair since radios and
appliances
, ,s
,were
. rrozen , this dealer
j ^
ce sure c is on c rig roa o
get the postwar sales on new home
equipment.

declared, adding he always had maintained such a department. He is
more convinced now than ever before, that service is the best asset a
small business can have.
People like to buy where they
know good service prevails.
A lot of pre-war merchandise was
sold on that principle, says this merchant, ■ and now the service department is supporting the business. But
Cven more important-every indication points to the fact that this progran- is setting up a good will stmcture.
tt
. .
.
.
Here is the simple-to-operate, but
effect:ve plan Mr. Miyagana has
worked out which makes his repair

"Obviously," Mr. Miyagana explained, "this pleases customers, and
they tell their friends. Naturally,
they come back to us for repeat repair orders, and we cannot help
thinking that this same good will
process will induce them to purchase
new
appliances from us when wc can
get them again."
Service for Morale!
-»yr*
rr j l i
j
¥r- Miyagana find8> the laundry
e^'P^cnt situation serious.^
t e
dutks''are
, ...
, work, in
. war
doubled.
1 hose who
piants or in important civilian activitfe$;are d;sturJed and handicapped

Service Bmlds
Builds Good WiU
W.«

shoP S0 pro able a nd puts special
u - on future
f
' saIes:
emphasis
1

appliances
orking order
are ,repaired
nothing and
willinbeperfect
right.
W

The easy way would have been
to "quit" when the emergency arose,
but Mr, Miyagana decided to carry
on, with determination to justify the
confidence^ which his many customers
have in him—that he would provide
adequate service on the radios and
major appliances they had bought
from his firm,
"Service was the biggest factor in
selling those units," Mr. Miyagana
48

George's Radio Shop uses better
than the original equipment on many
radio repair jobs. For example, on
certain units, which originally used
400 volt condensers, they install 600
volt condensers. This is where high
voltages are involved. Asked why
this is done, the management claims
that experience shows this method
makes sets perform better than when
they were new.

But that is not all. The radio is
a necessity in this critical period,
When the radio is dead, morale drops
to a low ebb. It must be repaired
properly, at the earliest possible time,
According to this dealer, courtesy
never paid such high dividends as
now. During this era of acute manpower shortage and inefficient help,
there is a fast growing trend toward
{Continued on pa^e yz)
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"great engineering ideas

in small

packages"

TOMORROW...
,«* %./
"■ i' IT.

A THEATRE IN EVERY HOME WITH

IH1-*' I'Z' W.

EMERSON RADIO TELEVISION

u
The

Brain

Cell..

one

of the

most

rooms

in

the

important

world

It's in the Emerson Radio plant. And it's just a plain,
ordinary room.
One of the younger engineers called it, somewhat
irreverently, "The Brain Cell." The name stuck. "The
Brain Cell"contains no elaborate furniture..-not a
drawing board, filing cabinet or equipment of any
kind. This room is important, not for what is in it. But
for what comes out of it.
Here, the executives, engineers, research men, and
production men meet for a round table of purposeful
discussion.
Here, too,come far-from-silent guests...important
people. Perhaps a sun-browned Radar officer just
back from Hollandia. Perhaps a Commando who has
parachuted a secret radio to a guerilla mountain fastness. Perhaps a naval expert who has been taking
readings with curious Instruments in a submarine

deep in Japanese waccrs.
From this experience... from this intcr-change of
ideas...the way is cleared to new improvements for
Emerson Radio and Radar for military use. Many
miracles of electronics, produced by Emerson Radio
and now performing unfailingly at battle stations
around the world, can trace their origin directly to
one of these scientific pow-wows.
This "council of war" at Emerson Radio has been
a tremendous asset for our fighting forces.
It will be a tremendous asset for Peace, for out of
these discussions will come marvelous new radio,
radar and electronic devices for the future enjoyment
of mankind.
Tune in to "Green Valley. U.S.A." every Sunday
afternoon, 3:00 P.M. PWT, over the coast-to-coast
Mutual Network.

Emerson
EMERSON RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION, NEW YORK 11, N.Y.
RADIO » T«l«YM»a RETAIUHO • Aim, 1044
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At WEST ON, production finally has cnitstrippcaf the ovcnvhelmin
war demand for panel and other instruments . . . mahfng WESTONS
again obtainable on a basis to meet most war production schedules.
To experienced instrument users, this means- they again can obtain the
instruments whose design and manufacture incorporate the broadest
instrument experience in surmounting the requirements of exacting
applications. The instruments whose consistent, uniform performance
simplifies their problems of inspection, handling and other burdensome
procedure... and whose dependable, long-term accuracy assures better
operating performance from the devices into which they're built.
Why not discuss your instrument schedules with WESTON, today
.,. and be sure of obtaining the added product efficiency which authentic WESTONS provide.
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation
618 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey

SO

• PancJ &" Switchfjoard Jnstruincuts (DC, AC, and Thermo)
• Precision DC and AC PorfaNc-.
• lusfrnmcnt Transformers
• Specialized Test equipment
• Laboralorv Standards
• Sensitive Kc/ays
• Light Measurement Instruments
• Aircraft Jnsfrumcnts
• E/eefnV Tachometers
• Dhl Thcrmonietcrs

RADIO O Television RETAILING • June, 1944
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... present production
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Zenilli's conslsiriit policy ot'ilevoling all
rcurareh. cxprrirnc*.*. manufacturing facilities and manpower to the manufaclurc of
radionic product?, cxclusivch has always
meaui a fast moving, profitable radio line
to Zenith /rancliised dealers.
'Jbday. Zcnitli is doing it* part in the war
effort as e\er> patriotic iiianiifaclurer
shuub)—it's our simple duly—so we arc
not bragging about it. The point is, that
through our present efforts we are main-

Wi

OFF!

taining our hard-hitting staff and field organization intact, cxpandiog our facilities
and gaining an experience that will mean
an even finer line of Zenith Radios than
ever before—Zenith, continuing in war time
its long established policy of Radionics exclusive) v will not have a long drawn-out
re-tooling period. When the word is given,
we shall be ready to go—on civilian radio
—as we now operate on war materialradionics exclusively — full speed ahead!

Zcnitli Katlio Corporation • CHICAGO 39, IILINOIS

la
•lONO 0 STANCf• RADIO
UIIIUU'S liUIIMi VI.VMIfAL'TUIlEfl
Uf lUWIUMC IHmillCTS EXI'LUSIVELV t
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IBetten tAcut (Zat/i
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS AND BONDS
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Sylvania was first to introduce a line of l.4-voit tubes,
which made the camera-type portable radio the rage of
1938 and later contributed to our military radio service.
Prior to this Sylvania development, the standard filament
voltage for battery receivers was 2.0. This meant that two
dry cells had to be connected in series to provide 3 volts.
This power was reduced to 2.0 volts by means of a resistor,
which dissipated one-thrrd of the expensive voltage.
Sylvania 1.4-volt tubes operated, without resistor, on a

single dry cell. Their low filament drain made it possible
to build combination receivers that took their power from
either a 110-vo!t power line or a single dry cell.
This development, which is typical of Sylvania's leadership in engineering of economical standardization, went
to war in portable radio equipment for close-range military communication. On every front 1.4-volt tubes reduced by half, the battery weight that our boys have to
carry.

Quality that Serves the War Shall Serve the Peace

RADIO DIVISIOH

EMPORIUM, PEHNSTLYRRU

SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC
l<Zi>

SI

iiiP^

RADIO TUBES, CATHODE BAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES. FlIORESCEIT
LAMPS. FIXTURES AND ACCESSORtES. INCANDESCENT LANPS
RADIO & Telcviclon RETAILING • June, 1944
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AND HIS ORCHESTRA IN A NEW ALBUM
OF LATIN AMERICAN MUSIC
Here's Mr. Rumba himself—the gent who icuroduced thac
throbbing Latin American rhythm to the United States. He's no Latia
from Manhattan . . . he's a genuine warm-blooded product of
Barcelona, Spain—first famous as a child prodigy of the violin, next
as conductor of the Cuban Philharmonic Symphony, then as the
man who set all America swaying and swooning to the provocative
boat of gourd and marimba.
. AUe^iguera's new Sonora Album is sensational—the heart and
Void of Latin American music—and a terrific scoop for Sonora
Record dealers. Beautifully recorded, with a!! the brilliant, bell-tike
quality of tone that,, typifies Sonora Records, this Album hits a new
high in sales appeal: It features the hand supported by such outstanding vocalists as Nita Rosa. Bon Lido and Patricia Gii.more.
This Album is a sparkling addition to Series E of "Melodies That
Will Live Forever" now being released by Sonora. Be sure to get
the full line of Sonora Albums from your Sonora Record jobber.
Eight Records of Music of Latin America by Enric Madriguera
Besame Macho {Bolero) ♦ Os Quhidis De Yaya (Samha) • I'm Living Front
Kiss to Kiss (Beguine) • Llumbele {Guarrachn) • Onu-Chiu {Rumba) • ContoTru-Cu-Tu (R/tmha) • Cae-Cae (Samba) . Cansado (I'm Tired) (Rjimbd)*
Sonora Radio & Television Corp.
325: North Hoyne Avenue
Chicago 12, Illinois

RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944
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tat wpen peace
,d mferchandise
pwrfl be dump/ntrue as an
In an^ market XvhejVgoods are produced in considerable quantity, and
men ntake selling such goods their
chief shC^e /of/ livelihood, there will
be coijipetitpn/ — and salesmen will
be contacting.
WnenTpelce production is resumed,
thqusands o|v§alesmen will re-enter the
fie|d, and . tnbusands of newcomers
will ^et/their firat taste of selling.
So,'m smfablrrase "Archie", the
Mr. atepra^fVhe airways, "leave
us facev^^lFace ithe salesman-compensatSonsfiituat)<5h!i now — and not
ignore! it und/ it is too late to get
properly drganjized.
In any retail establishment, the
salesman stands, between the customer
and tljycash-register. Hi's importance
to the retajhet^mak^s him one of the
main c5gs-^n--4he xlealer's operating
machinery,'yatod unless he can make a
good living without having hazardous
uncertainty staVingXhim in the face
night and day
day,\he wiRbe dissatisfied,
unsuccessful and restless. Whether
the employer o fr^ch xsales man is to
blame or not, h^o(0feilihajfferv He
will lose money, Ih^^iistim^rs. and
lose sleep.
Some sales managers and eiftpl^i\rs(
are apt to think that the salesman s

54
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first duty is toward the business he
represents. Actually, this is not true,
since it is opposed to one of the prime
laws of nature — "self-preservation."
The salesman is a human being, and
his first thought is naturally about his
income. His income, as it pertains to
the support of himself and others who
depend upon him.
In the light of considering the
salesman a human being, the wise
employer knows that the salesman
must be allowed to make money.
That's the first consideration. Having fully accepted this fact, the employer then asks himself how can the
salesmen receive adequate income
without allowing him to get in the
"red."
There are three general methods of
compensating salesmen.
1. Straight commission.
2. Drawing account, against commission.
3. Straight salary. (Sometimes
combined with a commission
plan.)
There are many combinations of
the above three plans, but let us examine them as they are listed.

I

Most business organizations ps^fer
to have their sales staff^wnrk on bhris
No. I, "straight commission," Om
the face of it, this plan oKers the.
greatest profit to the owner!
this
method of paying has some olXioaq
drawbacks, (a) The rate on commission has to be high, (b) Salesmen
cannot be asked to do "m^siohary"
work, or perform even sligherasks extraneous to selling, (c) Tpeyv wijl
not undertake to sell "weak sistfifsf
but will rightly demand fastj-movnig,
generally accepted items.
/ \
A drawing account against/commjssion is a fine plan so long ai^alestntr
are selling. The conscientiouNchap
on a drawing account, will wcrVyiis
head off in a selling slump, mid will
often quit before he's had!
recoup. When the slump /comes t/
the "chiseler" he will "Jmlk" t/e
drawing account to the last dimeyoefore being let out. In either ca^/tae
conscientious salesman or tl^ey 9"ye"
ler" will lose moneyTDr-Ms^mmOTer
when no contracts are beiyAg^gneu.
Straight salary/ remurjpranon—
No. 3 •— is an ioeaTTalesman remuneration plan Af the salesman is
thoroughly depe/laable, loyal and conientious. Lr relieves the salesman
constant worrvmg about fiial prohfems. JTallowsjufh to do
sioiw/^
his perJCon/inued .mf^e h6)

RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944
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I here-s a shortage today on prac.licaUy all types of tubes. But
you hear a great deal more about certain types, such as the
12SA7, the 50L6GT and the 35Z5GT, than others.

Remember this, too, for post-war: 7'be Magic Brain of all
electronic equipment is n Tube,..and the fountain-head of modern
lube development is RCA!

Why?
Well, one imporlaul reason is that before the war, RCA's
Preferred Type Tube Program concentrated tube production for
many new receivers on a few KGA ::,PrererredM types. As a result,
much of today's renewal demand is concentrated on these tubes.

P. S.—Listen to "THEMUSIC AMERICA IOVES BEST" on the RCA program
every Saturday, ZsSO P, M.( E, W. T,, Bfwe Network
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

This proves that RCA's Preferred Type Tube program really
works. And that the effect, after the war, of RCA's continuing
Preferred Type Tube program will again be to concentrate
renewal tube demand on relatively few types.
What will that mean to RCA Tube Distributors and Retailers?
More profitable business!
When your tube shelf-stock can be largely confined to fewer
type numbers, your turnover is faster; your clerical handling is
simpler; bookkeeping costs are lower; stock-ordering is easier,
quicker. And your customer relations arc better because tube
performance is more uniform when production can he concentrated on larger manufacturing runs of fewer types.

RADIO b Television RETAILING • June, 1944

mm camdin, N. J.
LEADb
%>■ 4 Television Tubes . . Phonographs , . Records . . Electronics
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Films taken
to be flown
cast!

ig vi i

'T'S umvcnnon time u^ainl Ami
Ti. \\ I let i the twu^rc.u polinctil panics
lire aw.u1 from the C.hic.ilju Stadium,
laistem celcvisu'ii owners will see the
tiirills horn coin I ortuhlt chairs at home.
Planes will rush special lilins taken
on tlie convemion lioor to \'HC television st mi ins in New York. Thus,
onlv a tew hours alter the event, the
dramiitk svenes will he streammii out
via a 3-cuy "network" to set owners

to

on

the spot

New York for NBC tele-

Eastern

Network

in and near Yew York. Phikulelphia,
Alham aiul Schenecwtiy. (Note; Main
>lealers hold "television pames" tor
such events!)
Ahhoutih you may marvel at television's swift coverage of events tud.av,
it will he nnlJHt.inviiix .mJ Jired when
networks arc built after the war. (ireat
dtaunuic protiuctions. the opera, .ballet. boxing bouts, baseball games,
news events w ill be seen u hjle ihay are

hnjif'viihiz. Ami millions—nor just
thousands will be watching.
When its war work is over ami Victory is ours. R(.'A will !h: m work in
every phase ot this new imhmrv. }vr(>dutinghuthlransiviiningaiid rccening
ctjuijxnem, including home receivers
at popular prices. Watch whai K(.A
will Jo tor your postwar business
in television, phonographs and KO\
Super KM radius.

RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.
LEADS THE WAY . . In Radio ,. Television ,, Tubes,. Phonographs • . Records •. Electronics
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LISTEN TO RGA'S radio }>rograms
"The Music America Loves Best" .. .every
Saturday, 7:30 P.M.. EWT, Blue Network.
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THAT MAKES THE RCA CHANALYST SO
IN

IMPORTANT

MANPOWER CONSERVATION

Are you using yours to best advantage?
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eiwcntome
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ATTtNUATOR
M£TWO/tK
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eUCJROH
— RAY
INDltATOH

Till; OSCII.LATOR CHANNEL is invaluable in. checking the; performancc of the oscillator in a receiver
under test; it can be used to check
oscillator output, frequency; or
drift without disturbing operation
of the receiver.

-AMPLIfllRS
**0B£

ATTCNUAJOR
MtTWOAK

OIV/DBR
verwoRK

TO POWCR UNIT OP RtaiVCR

THE ELECT KONK VOLT-METER
can be used to measure AVC bias
voltage directly at the control grid:
to measure, leakage in coupling
condensers; to check overloading In
audio circuits; to measure d-c
operating potentials without interfering with receiver performance:
as an output meter for alignment
purposes.
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coupuMa
Dtvicts

RiamtR

0
Please .Xo.te: .Beliyerles
ot the , (Tiaiialyst am
siibject.to the regulatioitH'of . WPB Llnilta,fehui; order Mo. 2(>r>.
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THE Rr-ir C HANNEL can be used
to identify quickly an oscillating
r-f. mixer, or i-f stage; to check
noise, distortion, and gain in r-f
and i-f stages; to check r-f and i-f
by-pass condensers without removal
from chassis; to determine Intermediate frequency; and in general
chock any part of the rf-if circuits:
of a receiver.
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AMRLlfltR
rROBt
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ATTfNUATOR
NerwORR

yReCUfUR
,
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BUY MORE WAR BONOS
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THE WATTACiE INDK'ATOIl is
useful in determining the amount
of power consumed by the receiver.
It reads directly in watts—Indicates
any trouble, such as transformer
breakdown, which places an abnormal load on the line.

THE AMilO CHANNEL can be used
to check a-f voltage at any point in
the; receiver; to locate the origin of
hum or distortion—by 1 picking the
signal off at any point and listenlug. to it on headphones "or looking
at it on an oscilloscope; to check
signal level, gain, or loss in tubes
and coupling units.

CSC, Hi AF
ruAi,
9&»l
t5 5 v£l '. CHAMVfC
'
' ' tltCTKOXIC
CHANALYST
INTERMITTENT RECEPTION can
be analyzed by using all channels
of the Chanalyst simultaneously.
In solving the toughest service
problems, use of the Chanalyst Is
the best, the most convenient and
the quickest way.

RCA VICTOR DIVISION # CAMDEN, N J. . , v
LEADS THE WAY, hi Radio. Television'. .Tubes . Pbonagrapln.. Records^ . Electronics
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry Christensen at their work bench. Mrs. Christensen
specializes in small set repair.
'n: M
A

'Better-Halt

Elgin, III., Healer's Wife Puts in Full-Time Servicing Radios
• When Harry Christensen, owner
of Christensen's Radio Service, Elgin, 111., found that he could not
hire any radio repair men to help
him during wartime, and when radio
sets in for repair began to pile up,
he asked his wife if she would help
him.
"Why, sure," she said, "Just
show me what to do, and I'll try
to help."
JLearns Quickly
So Mr. Christensen began to make
a radio service helper out of his wife.
Today, after a year or more of training, she is a very valuable addition
to his shop. She puts In full time,
and between the two of them, the
Christensens can count on turning
out a lot of work every month.
Even so, with their present setup,
they are about 200 sets behind on
repairs.
• "I don't know when we can catch
up," says Mr. Christensen. "We
are working overtime, but the work
still keeps coming in. The best we
RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 19

can do is promise a customer his set
will be repaired in turn and that it
will take two or three weeks, or
more."
Masters a Major Job
Mrs. Christensen is especially helpful to her husband on the small radio
sets. She removes the chassis, and
can also locate filter and by-pass
trouble, her husband says, which is
the major difficulty with a lot of
these smaller sets; in addition there
are many other routine jobs she can
do, which gives Mr. Christensen
more time at the bench.
"There must be a lot of halftrained radio men repairing sets now
as a sideline," declares Mr. Christensen, "because numerous sets that
come to us show evidence of botchy
work. You can't become an expert
service man in a couple of years. It
takes a long time to pick up enough
varied experience so that you can do
a fine job. I've been in this business
over 15 years and I am still learning."
One of the biggest time wasters in

this shop is tube' testing. Many folks
come in with a hag of tubes and want
them tested immediately. Christensen has charged for tube testing a
number of years. A sign on the
wall says that charges of from 25
to 75 cents is charged for testing
tubes.
"That still doesn't stop them nowadays," says Christensen. "Folks as
a rule have plenty of money, and
want those tubes tested. They are
willing to pay the price."
Well Stocked
Christensen has been able to turn
out a large monthly volume of radio
repair work, due to the fact that
he had a large stock of tubes and
parts. He also bought out stocks
of retiring dealers from time to time
and this helped him along.
Repaired radios, and those awaiting repairs or special parts, are
stocked neatly in special wall shelf
compartments at one end of the
store. The long receiving counter,
{Continued on page 76)
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ron pole pieces

tell the

story—

"PXPERIENCE is a much used, and too often abused, word. Yet in
any field experience is the only source of practical knowledge —
the only sound basis for further advance.
Measured in terms of time alone, the experience of the Simpson
organization is impressive enough. For more than 30 years this
name has been associated with the design and manufacture of electrical instruments and testing equipment. But the real value of this
experience is to be found in the many fundamental contributions
Simpson has made to instrument quality.
The use of soft iron pole pieces in the patented Simpson movement serves as an example. An admittedly finer type of design, these
soft iron pole pieces have been employed by Simpson to provide
maximum strength as well as accuracy, and to achieve a simpler
assembly thai permits faster, more economical manufacture.
For today's vital needs, this experience enables Simpson to build
"instruments chat stay accurate" in greater volume than ever before.
For your postwar requirements it will insure the correct interpretation of today's big advances.

SOFT IRON POLE
PIECES THE SIMPSON
WAY....
Greater Aeeuroey — Soft
iron pole pieces redistribute
magnetic flux evenly. Simpson Instruments provide accurate readings throughout
an arc of 100°.
Greater Strength — Pole
pieces are used to anchor
full bridges across top and
bottom of movement. Mov.
ing assembly is locked in
permanent alignmentSmooth Waited Air Gap
No cracks or irregularities
to invite dust or other foreign particles, which might
interfere with movement of
armature. Reamed to accurate dimensions after assembly.
affNa
ta Li E
Speed and Economy—Pole
pieces are stamped, not
machined. This is one of
many ways Simpson has
speeded construction, and
lowered costs, of this basically better movement.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.
S200-5218 Kinzic St., Chicago 44, 111
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E NT S THAT STAY ACCURATE
Buy Wur Bonds and W Stamps for Victory
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The

Man Who Taught Old

Allen B. DuMont brought some of your best
customers through your front door when
he created the DuMont Cathode-ray Tube.
That tube made elusive electrons behave
better, directed them in disciplhied streams
so that television images bccameclearer,truer.
The DuMont Cathode-ray Tube, just one
of DuMont's many precision electronic
achievements, earned him the title "the man
■who made commercial television practical."
The DuMont Cathode-ray Tube took
.years to perfect But those years and all the

Electrons New Tricks

years of DuMont specialization in electronics
and television made it possible for your best
customers to have technical and artistic
superiority in Television Receiver sets.
DuMont's hundreds of skilled specialists
mean that you will have better Television
Receivers to sell ... sooner. Soon enough
after victory for you to make plans now.
Inquire of DuMont. We'll keep you supplied with all the latest information so that,
together, we can better direct customers (like
electrons, in streams!) through your doors.

Copyriahi. '944. Allen B. OuMorI loborotorlej, Inc.

ilit
ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES. INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT. 2 MAIN AVENUE. PASSAIC . N. J.
TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK. 22, NEW YORK
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Wtseoiisiii Firm Sells
Stoves to Farmers —
Serviees WashersKefrigera tors

• Catering principally to the farm
trade, Kossel Appliance it Implement
Co., Oshkosh, Wis., finds itself with
a lot of repair and service work
during wartime. Fanners need to
have their appliances and farm
machinery in tip-top shape if they
are to produce all the food Uncle
Sam and his Allies need, and this
means preferential service for the
farmer in many repair shops,
Elmer Kossel, owner, and his three
technicians, try to service the farmer
as rapidly as possible these days, and
have been fortunate thus far in
getting enough repair parts to do the
job. The firm repairs many stoves
of various sorts for farmers, as well
as washers and refrigerators.
Sells Lots of Heating Devices
In the first place, the firm today
sells quite a number of space heaters
on certificates. Local rationing boards
are cooperative with farmers in this
matter, where sufficient reason can
be shown for such stoves. This also
applies to new cooking and heating
stoves using various kinds of fuel.
Kossel has stoves on hand which
burn oil, coal or wood and some
which burn bottled gas. He has a
large showroom in which many
stoves are displayed. Farmers have
the cash to buy these days, and if
they can get a rationing certificate,
the chances are they will show up
at Kossel Appliance & Implement
Co.

Kosscls, above,
specializes in
home equipment,
implements and
farm supplies.
Right, all the purchaser needs to
buy this range is
a certificate from
ration board.

Nowadays, a lot of used stoves
come out of hiding- Idle Kossel
firm is able to pick up a number of
these, and recondition them for resale
to the farm trade. Many heating
stoves need only new fircpots and
grates, plus a few bolts. If these
repairs are taken care of, such stoves
are almost as good as new, and thus
find a ready sale, especially if they'
are "slicked up" a little.
Prior to the war this firm was
selling and servicing Gibson refrigerators, ABC washers, Sun Flame
oil heaters, Westco water systems;
and the Allis Chalmers and Xew
Idea lines of farm implements. Mr.
Kossel expects to do a good business.
on such lines in the postwar era.

tomers, and is expected to he a very
important asset after tlie war.
The service men whom Mr. Kossel
employs can handle a wide variety
of repairs. The bulk of their work
is now on farm machinery, as is to
be expected, but these men can also
repair washing machines and handle
most of the service on refrigerators,
with the exception of the gas.
Profits in Bottled Gas

Another important source of profit
during wartime, and an excellent
way of continuing contacts with
farmers, is the firm's bottled gas
business. There are more than 800
accounts. Country people come in
and pick up their own drums of such
Supply Department Pays. gas, but deliveries are made to the
town people who usually do not have
A big asset during the war period1 trucks. Gasoline restrictions make
has been this firm's farm supply de- it impossible to deliver to the rural
partment. Here a large variety off areas. The Kossel firm has always
items are sold such as oils and1 encouraged farmers to get their own
greases, fan belts, auto supplies, gas
"
dairy bam supplies and many other'
This firm expects a fine postwar
items. Farmers are continually in1 business. It intends to push the sale
need of such articles, and always> of appliances and farm supplies, and
come in to buy when they arc in1 has a good list of prospects who can
town. This helps the Kossci firm1 be worked on when the merchandise
maintain its contacts with its cus-- is available.
RADIO tr Television RETAILING • June, 1944
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electrons

Only a short time ago—when the principles o£

facilities, by means of which principles have

radio were discovered—men began dimly to

been explored and exploited, designs evolved to

realize the versatility of electrons. But it was not

apply these principles, and complete equipment

until war came, with its deadly challenges, that

manufactured with speed and skill. To all radio

men really began living with electrons, utilizing

and electronic applications, Delco Radio brings

thera in amazing applications in ships and

its long experience in volume production of

planes and battle vehicles. Their versatile per-

precision radio instruments.

formances promise future applications that will
make electronic devices a part of our daily lives.

DO MORE THAN BEFOREBUY

MORE

WAR

BONDS

Delco Radio has been working in close cooperation with Army and Navy engineers to help
make electronics an increasingly effective
"weapon" of war. The assignment has called for
full utilization of Delco Radio's research laboratories, engineering background and production

DIVISION OF
. >/M fi\\(cMo)^
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Servicing

Detectors
Operating details and i
ntcnt tubes in circuits

• The operation characteristics of
diode AM detectors was covered in
the February issue of Radio &
Television Retailing. Also prominent in the receiver field, especially
among the older models, are the triode and other multi-element detectors.
These triodes may be operated in
several classes: grid-leak, bias or
plate, and infinite impedance detectors.
A triode circuit that is occasionally
found in old TRF sets is the gridleak arrangement. This circuit is
especially sensitive but suffers several
handicaps.
Variable Bias
In Fig. i, the similarity of the
grid-leak and the conventional diode
detectors is shown. By considering
the grid circuit alone, that is the portion of circuit which includes the input transformer, the grid resistor and
capacitor, and the grid and filament
elements of the tube, the similarity to
the diode rectifier is apparent. In
diagram A, the various voltages
present in the circuit are indicated.
The voltage ec is the instantaneous
value from grid to ground. It is
made up of the signal voltage Cg and
the bias component Ec. The voltage
across the load resistance et, is an
instantaneous quantity made up of
the DC drop across the load, and the
amplified AC signal voltage.
The grid characteristics of Fig. iB
show how the modulated signal varies
the grid current to produce a "bias"
voltage that varies in accordance
with the audio signal.

The curved line ic-cc, represents
the conditions between grid current
and grid voltage for every instantaneous value of the RF carrier. The
straight line characteristic must represent the relation between the average
grid voltage and current where the
average is taken over the RF cycle
only. At zero carrier voltage, the
average and instantaneous conditions
are one and the same, therefore, the
intersection of the two curves represents the no-signal condition. The
bias on the grid is zero for no carrier.
When a carrier voltage is applied
to the grid circuit, the average grid
current increases. This is the result
of the partial rectification of the carrier which increases the average grid
current. This increased grid current
flows through the grid leak to produce the new bias Ec. This bias is
the axis about which the carrier
operates. As the carrier magnitude
increases, the bias Ee increases. Therefore, the grid current and consequently the grid voltage vary in proportion
to the modulating signal which
changes the amplitude of the RF
carrier.
Audio Amplification
Fig. iC is the dynamic characteristic of the detector as a triode amplifier. The Ib-Eb line is the relationship between the average plate current and voltage for a particular
value of Rl. The grid voltage which
is varying in proportion to the audio
signal is represented by the curve ic
x Rg. As the grid voltage changes

the plate current, the signal is reproduced across the load resistor. The
normal amplification of the tube is
thus utilized in the process of detection.
The drawbacks of grid-leak detection are similar in some respects to
those of the diode circuits. Fundamentally, the grid-leak detector is a
square-law device with the accompanying second harmonic distortion.
This type of distortion also happens
to diode detectors that are operated
at signal input levels' under about
10 volts peak.
Audio Distortion
In the case of diode detectors, the
square-law distortion is overcome by
increasing the input signal voltage.
In a grid-leak detector, if the input signal voltage is increased beyond
the square-law limit, overloading and
distortion- take place. Remember that
the average grid bias is increased on
large signal levels. This means that
the bias for correct ampifier operation of the tube will be right for
only one input signal level. As this
bias is increased, the amplifier action
no longer takes place on the straight
portion of the curve with resulting
distortion.
Bias Type Detector
The fixed bias type of detector is
of more recent vintage than the gridleak type. It is most commonly found
in those early supers. See Fig. 2.
The bias detector may be operated
either as "square-law" or "linear."

Fig. 1—Typical circuit and operating curves for grid-leak type detector. Compare with conventional diode.
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II

tertsties of multi - elempUtude demodulation
broadening the tuning; the bias type
detector does not draw current from
the input and thus reduce the selectivity. (4) The grid-leak detector is
more sensitive, but less able to handle
overloads, than the bias type detector.
Infinite Impedance

Fi#. 2—Plate or bias type detector shewing plate reetifieaHon., Tube biased to approximately
cut-off by combination Resistor Ro and capacitor Co.
The bias is supplied by a cathode resistor, or in some cases by a fixed bias
supply. The bias voltage is of such a
value as to reduce the plate current
to practically cut-off. The cathode
current or plate current in these circuits is usually adjusted to 0.2 ma.
for no-signal input.
Fig. 2B shows what happens in the
bias detector circuit- The cathode
capacitor Ce is large enough (1 mfd.
or more) to by-pass both RF and
audio currents around the bias rcsistor. The plate by-pass capacitor is
usually about 0.0001 mf. and shunts
only the RF currents around the
audio transformer.
The Ec-Ib line shown on the graph
is the cathode resistor relation. The
intersection of this line and the gridvoltagc-plate current curve gives the
initial bias on the tube which is practically cut-off.

for indicating output during alignment.
The bias detector is usually transformer coupled, but may also be resistance coupled. Transformer
coupling permits higher plate voltages
with better performance on large
signal inputs. _
The chief differences between the
grid-leak and bias detectors are: (1)
t
he grid-leak detector does the detecrion or demodulation in the grid, or
input circuit, while the bias detector

A special type of bias detector used
in PA tuners, and high fidelity AM
sets is called the infinite impedance
detector because it does not draw current from the input source. With
small input signal levels, the ordinary
bias type does not draw current
either, however, on carrier peaks
which may exceed the bias voltage,
grid current may be drawn and considerable distortion result.
The infinite impedance detector employs the plate load resistor in the
cathode circuit. The plate is bypassed to ground for both RF and
audio currents. The cathode load
and bias resistors total 120M ohms
in the circuit shown in Fig, 3. The
300M ohm section and the 20M section of the cathode load are by-passed
for RF currents only,
The principal of operation is that
the cathode bias is developed across
the 100M ohm resistor in proportion
to the audio signal. The bias voltage

Plate Current Increases
Two amplitudes of RF carriers are
shown on the graph, along with a
100 per cent modulated RF carrier.
It will be noted that the average
value of the plate current increases Fig. 3—infinite impedance detector In which
as the amplitude of the carrier increases. The detector rectifies the does the detection in the plate circuit,
carrier approximately half-wave, (2) The average plate current in the
which means that the average cur- grid-leak detector decreases as the
rent is approximately one-third of the signal increases, while the average
peak current. This increase of average plate current of the bias detector inplate current with signal amplitude creases. (3) The grid circuit of the*
is one of the means of indicating leak type detector draws current from
resonance with tuning meters, etc., or the input source, thus loading and
RADIO fr TelevMon RETAILING • Juno. 1944

audio appears between cathode and ground
which appears across this resistor thus
has the same wave shape as the audio
signal and can be taken off from this
point in the circuit for further audio
amplification. The operating curve
of Fig. 3 shows how the bias is adjusted automatically to keep the posi(Continued on page 68)
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Some dealers may be pretty mad at us • • •

But a whole lot more will thank Majestic for

Controlled

Distribution

>5^
%<

Dealers who sell Majestic — and there'll be a lot of
them —will operate on a sound, profitable basis unique in
radio history. Any dealer who has the Majestic franchise
can be sure he's in a set-up that's fair for all, not a freefor-all. Controlled Distribution will see to that—Controlled Distribution, the unique plan which only Majestic
is in a position to establish.
It's the way most dealers have always wanted to operate. That's why we say that, while "some dealers may be
pretty mad at us... a whole lot more will thank Majestic
for Controlled Distribution.", For this unusual plan means
profits, just as . . .

liAim television KLKCTIIOITICS

Majestic Means Business . . . and lots
MAJESTIC RADIO & TELEVISION CORPORATION
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of it!

CHICAGO 32, ILLINOIS
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Serctce Instructions for
Behnont Model GDI 9

Service Noses
{Continued from page 65)
tivc peaks of the carrier just slightly
above the cut-off bias line. The average plate current of the tube increases
slightly with an increase in carrier
voltage. On 100 per cent modulation, the cathode bias will equal approximately cut-off bias on positive
peaks of the audio cycle. On negative peaks, the instantaneous bias may
be several times the cut-off value.
JLote Distortion
The advantage of this detector
system is that it can handle high level
carriers without distortion. This can
be understood because a high value
of carrier only increases the bias on
the cathode. Since no AVC voltage
is furnished by this, or the other two
types of detectors discussed, separate
diode rectifiers arc occasionally used
to supply this voltage.
The screen grid versions of the
grid-leak and bias detector are more
common than the triode types especially in the TRF .compacts. The
sharp cut-off tubes such as the 57,
6J7, etc., arc quite efficient as bias
detectors because of the high amplification factor.

• This six-tube AD-DC set uses
mechanical push-buttons for six stations. The push-buttons operate on
the rocker-bar system. To adjust the
push-buttons, hold the button down
firmly and tune set carefully to desired station and release. Press down
the next push-button and while holding firmly, carefully tune station.
Follow this procedure until all buttons have been adjusted. Rotate the
tuning knob clock-wise, as far as it
will go, and tighten special locking
screw in center of knob. To change
buttons after they have once been set,
loosen locking screw, one or two
turns, and with button held firmly
down tune in desired station, release
button, and tighten locking screw.
The circuit, as shown in accompanying diagram uses a 12SK7 as a RF
amplifier. The loop antenna is used as
the grid circuit coil. This RF stage is
resistance-capacitance coupled to the
12SA7 converter. The IF stage and
second detector are . conventional.
AVC voltage is applied to the 12SK7
RF and IF tubes.
The intermediate frequency for th?
set is 455 KC. With the volume control at maximum, connect B— to
ground post of signal generator

through 0.1 mf. Connect 455 KC
signal to grid of 12SA7 through O.i
mf capacitor. With tuning gang
full-open, adjust trimmers on IF coili
for maximum output. Start witl
output transformer first.
With signal generator connected ai
before, feed 1650 KC signal intc
12SA7 grid and with rotor full-open
adjust oscillator trimmer on bottoir
of tuning capacitor for maximurr
output.
Using a one-turn loop on the signal generator and with tuning dia
set at 1400 KC, feed 1400 KC signa!
to set. Adjust antenna trimmer or
bottom of tuning capacitor.
Slight adjustments to the oscillatoi
and antenna trimmers can be made
with the chassis in the cabinet bj
means of the holes through the bottom. Use a long insulated screwdriver.
In some sets of this model, glass
tubes were used and in these units thi
12SK7 IF stage used the decouplinj
parts shown in B-p lead. The ex
tra cathode bypass and plate de
coupling capacitor are 0.1 mf each
Other sets used an electro-dynamic
speaker field in place of 200-ohm filtci
resistor. The two 20 mf filter capaci
tors were also connected in parallc
and the 1200-ohm dropping resistoi
is omitted.

Circuit for Belmont Model 6D19 AC-DC Superhet. Note R-C coupling between RF and mixer.
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Is Yowr Shop ft
Fire Hazard?
Do You Observe

m-.

Adequate Fire
Prevention?

This article ivas luritten especially for
Radio & Television" Retailing by H. P.
Quadland, Safety Research Institute.
• The radio and electrical repair
shop, both from a sales viewpoint—
by emphasizing to customers the importance of safe wiring cord, and
repairs—and from the viewpoint of
its own self-protection, should know
something about fire safety.
So that the next fire may not
happen in your store, it is well to
know the simple principles of fire
and how to avoid it.
For a fire to start, three things
are necessary. These are (i) something to burn, (2) heat and (3)
oxygen. If any of the three is lacking, fire cannot occur.
For instance, if waste materials are
not allowed to collect, if goods are
not piled up haphazardly, and flam-

,r?.
mable liquids are in approved safety
containers—in other words, if ordinary "good housekeeping" practices
are observed—you are less likely to
experience a fire.
Second, there must be heat. A
carelessly tossed cigarette, a short-circuit, defective heating equipment,
sparks from a motor, oily rags that
may ignite spontaneously, etc., can
provide the source of heat.
Third, there must be oxygen. If
flammable liquids, oily rags and other
highly flammable materials are kept
in tighly closed metal containers, they
cannot ignite.
Fires sometimes do occur, however, even in the best managed stores.
Here "first aid" fire protection equip-

*
ment plays an important role in preventing the small fire from growing
into a big one. But to provide th(
right equipment, it is necessary tc
know something about the differenl
"classes" of fire and the types of extinguishers approved for them by the
Underwriters' Laboratories.
Fires in ordinary combustible materials such as wood, paper, textiles,
rubbish, etc., are known as CLASS
A fires. They are best extinguished
with water, which has a cooling and
quenching effect. Extinguishers containing water or chemicals and water are the soda acid, foam, pump
tank, gas cartridge and loaded stream
types.
{Continued on page 72)

Know the common causes of fire in radio and electrical shops and be familiar with the proper fire extinguishers.
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You are looking al anollior one of
General Elctli'ic's hanl-huting. color fid
advortiscmenIs designed to pro-sell your
customers on radio s greatest achievenuMil — Frequency Modulation!
JNothing in years has so slimulaled
the radio industry, the trade, and the
puhlic as this invenlion of Major Annslr<mgfs. developed to its finest by G.E.
After the war, G-E FM radio will find
ready acceptance by your customers!
Every monlh in the year, General
FJectric is telling nu'lUous of people
about G-E FM and "natural color" rc-

ception. This is the biggest radio advertising campaign- now running any where!
Tie-in your store now with the lop
stars of radio! A blow-up of this sparkling adv c rt iscme nt, easel-xnouj ilcd. ready
to set up, fealui ing the popular Dinah
.Shore, will be sent you without charge.
Display it in your "window 1 It tells
a powerful story that will mean postwar sales! Electronics Department,
General Electric, Bridgeport, Conn.
General Elecfric is buffding more mFlifory radio
equipment than any oftierhome-rodio monufaeforer.

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
US-CO
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
Electronics Department
Advertising Division
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Ploaso send me, williont barge,
lite Dinah Shore window 1 lisp! ay.
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George Miyagana "on the Job"!
Wartime
Techniques
{Continued from page 48)
"the customer is a nuisance" attitude.
Competition will return again, and
Miyagana is cashing in on this great
opportunity to establish friendship
and good will through courtesy.
Appliance Repair
While radio service comprises the
bulk of his repair volume, and all
orders taken are subject to completion in the order received, electric
washers, refrigerators, irons, ranges
and accessories are also handled efficiently.
In addition, the company advertises for used radios and appliances
for rebuilding and resale.
Card System
Each customer is given a card containing a description of the radios
and home appliances he owns, and
each repair or service job rendered,
date performed, price, parts installed.
The office keeps duplicates of
these customer cards up to date by
entering data on same as taken from
the sales and service tickets. Each
card is also provided with a date tip,
72

or clip, fastened on the upper side,
for foliow-up on any type of sales
or service job.
As a means of keeping tab on
minor regular-interval maintenance
jobs, such as cleaning and lubricating, this card system is ideal, in that
it brings up each prospect's card on
the day of the month the work
should be done.
Saves Time
These records save man-hours. By
referring to the card, the workman
can tell at a glance what had been
done before.
These short cuts also save the customer money. "The more money we
can save a customer by eliminating
unnecessary work, the better it is for
us," Mr. Miyagana declared, adding
that it speeds up the repair jobs, and
enables the company to serve more
people.
Guarantee Chech
Another thing—if the repair
should break down, the mechanic can
tell by the date oh the card whether
or not the customer is entitled to an
adjustment. Just another good will
builder, the management believes.
The benefits of this easy-to-operate
and inexpensive system are obviously
valuable to the repair department,
but even more valuable in time to
come as a follow-up program to promote sales of new units of radio sets
or home appliances.
To sum up, the George's Radio
Shop is in an all-out program of giving service—friendly service—combined with courtesy. Its purpose is
to survive the emergency with a living profit, plus a service to the customers, with good will the main
objective.
Fire
Hazards
{Xdontinued from page 70)
Vaporizing liquid and carbon dioxide extinguishers are useful in
fighting small Class A fires, if the
fire is not deep-seated and there are
no strong air currents to dissipate the
vapor or gas.
Flammable liquid fires arc known
as CLASS B fires. Here a "smothering" agent is essential, in order to
cut off the oxygen supply. Water
may serve only to spread such fires.
Suitable extinguishers arc foam,
vaporizing liquid, carbon dioxide and
loaded stream types.
CLASS C fires are, of course, extremely important from the viewpoint of the radio and electrical re-

pair shop. These are fires in electrical
equipment, which require an extinguishant that will not damage the
equipment nor convey an electrical
charge along the'hose stream to the
operator. Vaporizing liquid and carbon dioxide are approved for fires of
this class.
The Underwriters' Laboratories'
label on every approved extinguisher
indicates the class or classes of fire
for which it is suitable. There are
also standards established by the Underwriters for the number of extinguishers to be provided in a store or
other interior. In general, extinguisher units should be located so that it
will be unnecessary to travel more
than 50 feet for an extinguisher,
and at least one is required for each
2500 feet of floor area.
Check Extinguisher
"First aid" fire protection equipment is now allocated almost entirely
to the war effort, being used in ships,
tanks, planes, post exchanges, Army
and Navy offices and supply depots
and war industries. Maintenance of
such equipment already in radio and
electrical repair shops is therefore
more important than ever. Good
maintenance, whether it is an electric
motor or a fire extinguisher, means
that the equipment will always be
ready for instant use; in the case
of an extinguisher, the result may be
disastrous if it cannot be used when
necessary.
Extinguishers, for this reason
should be checked frequently to sec
that they have not been tampered
with or otherwise damaged. Once a
year, some types must be discharged
and refilled, using materials obtained
from the manufacturer of that particular make of equipment. Types
that do not require annual recharging should be thoroughly inspected to
make sure they arc in operating condition. Instructions for proper maintenance are given on a metal plate
on the face of each approved extinguisher. A tag should be attached to
the extinguisher with the servicing
date on it.
Be sure you know also how to
operate the equipment efficiently in
case of fire. Otherwise, valuable time
may be lost. Experienced fire fighters
often say that the first five minutes
after a blaze breaks out are more
valuable in fighting it than the next
five hours.
The radio-electrical repair shop
that is kept safe from fire and helps
to keep the homes of customers safe
from electrical fires can be of real
service to its community.
OiO & Television RETAILING e June, 1944
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CONTEST

SERVICEMEN!

ELEVEN 1st PRIZE WINNERS IN 5 MONTHS IN CONTEST No. 1!
Yes sir, guys, the hundreds of letters received were so swell that double first prize winners
had to be awarded each of the first four months and there were triple first prize winners the
fifth and last month...
SO-HERE WE GO AGAIN!
Get in on this NEW letter contest —write and tell us your first hand experiences with all types
of Radio Communications equipment
built by Hallicrafters including the
famous SCR-299!
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of the five months of April, May,
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$1.00 so even if you do not win a
^qV big prize your time will not be in vain.
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June, July and August. (Deadline:
Received by midnight, the last day
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CONTEST

ters will do. . . . Military regulations
prohibit the publication of winners*
names and photos at present...
monthly winners will be notified immediately upon judging. ||

BUY A WAR BOND TODAY!
hailicru
urs radio
THE HALLICRAFTERS C O., M A N UF A C T U R E R S OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S. A.
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NOT only will CLARION'S post-war line show
the results of a wartime effort that" calls for
the utmost in research and skill
CLARION'S distributing organization will measure to the same high standards.
Dealers in all sections will be served by distributors of broad experience and sound financial
standing.
The retail dealer who plans with CLARION for
post-war sales is assured of a magnificent line, plus
contact with a firm you will like to deal with, plus
a manufacturing company that will provide both
RADIO

good radios and enthusiastic cooperation.

CLARION'S 6-POINT POST-WAR PROGRAM
FOR DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS
"I To direct CLARION sales through independent Applt' • once DIs'ributors, assuring complete national sales
coverage.
To apply to civilian production the engineering and de• signing skill gained through our work for the armed forces
—plus our years of experience in building fine radios.
O To produce a complete and carefully planned line of table
• models, portables, farm sets, consoles and radio phonographs that will enable the distributor and dealer to

satisfy his customers' demands with a minimum Inventory.
To produce only those models of radios which careful
• analysts on dealers' floors has shown that the public
wants,
XJ To franchise with a line that will hove continuous public
* demand because of well-developed selling features
and trouble-free performance.
^ To insure public acceptance of our product through
liberal sales promotion and advertising help.

F. M.—TELEVISION
WARWICK MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
4640 WEST HARRISON STREET
CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS
74
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SPRAGUE

TRADING

POST

A FREE Buy-Exchange-Sell Service for Radio Men
Important Notice!
We discourane offers to buy or sell
anything beyoml the O.P.A. ceiling
prices, and will not knowingly accept
such ads for the Sprague Traditig Post.
FOR SAUC OR TRAOE—Neve Jajirtte
JA1S rotary cunverter, less radio filter.
D.C. Input; HOv AX- 60 ey. outHit.
Want 32v 0.0, snldcdug iron
10 fn lOO watts, also :li rotuleiBtr tester,
iiverside Badio Svtiicc, lit. I, Box 79,
slarihe!. Wise.
TRADE OR SELL-llaudee tie luxe
trinder; Weston JfitiS V-O-M; Jewell 0-3
i-12 V. A.C. voltmeter; Jewell O-lSOy
V.C. voltmeter; Jewell ) ma. meter; C-EJhomson 'JOOv A.C. meter. Waul. Sulerlor cliutielyzer or ilyuurnnielcr; also
ichnuhonu ICL-1 reeoner, Harold Rose,
.(it Cornelia. Chicago 13, 111.
JRGENTLY NEEDED—n0.000 ohm wireKUtttil potentinmeter; good <l-c voltmeter
i-500v anil an a-r volt meter, 3"; also
l-CKT: 1-6AS; 1-25L0: 2-25Z3; 1-6U5
.r 003; and l-tK|7 tube. Kugene T.
■lenkolV, 201 S. 30th W. PL. Tttlsa 6.
tkla.
OR SALE Oft SWAP—3" RCA 155A
iscillograph, $60: or will swap for equal
alue in an all wave slg. generator. 60
y. a-c operated. 'Scope used little, A-l
ondilion. Parker Radio. COS Ridge Are.,
a.S-, Pittsburgli 12, 1'a.
JRGENTLY NEEDED—4 crystal and 4
nagnetic pickups with arms. Fred Kagl,
!25 Magnolia Ave., Orlando, Fla.
VANTED—Recording and pUybsek unit,
ireler Genera! Industries; also single or
loublc-button carbon mikes. Irwin OUn,
129 Fairmount Ave.. Jersey. City, N. J.
VANTEO—Triplett 11T5 B tester, also
Jiovvn as the .N.R.I, set analyzer. Irving
lurnlchter, 321) Bcckman Ave.. Bronx,
icw York, N. V.
NANTED FOR CASH—Rcadrifc 432-A
tibe tester, or an R.C.P, 309 ditto, new
it used., Russell F. Calkins, 37 Park
kve., Keene, N. H.
:
'0R SALE—Precision E-200 R-F oscilator in new condition with coaxial cable.
I. Takeuehl, ?, 0. Box 531, Villa Nova,
'a,
VANTED—Late model oscillator, prefer
Tickok. Philco, etc. John Pierce, 201 W.
vVashingtim, McAlestcr, Okla.
VANTED—Set analyzer, preferably RCA
Jnmalyst. Cast). James F. Qossagc, 5655
Atlantic Ave., Long Beach 5, Calif.
WANTED—Brush ili-Pi pick-up PL-25:
Presto 9-C Uiriil.ahk- and recorder mectianlsni, and Simpson V-O-M. Engel Radio
Service. 430. K. Buncrcifl, Indianapolis i,
I lid.
WANTED -Illekok Jumbo V-O-M or any
other good make. 9" dial or larger.. Harold J'avcv, 203 Wilder, I.abrland, PI a,

TO ft SALE -ny75, 117615, 954. and
955 tubes. Also iiiicrophones, ampllFers,
pick-ups. speakers, bailies, auto aerials,
inieccom. wire (12 pr.). Mallory 534
vibrapac, and r.ni|>iitier chassis. Write
for list. Pax Radio Service,, 433 So. 3tti
St., Riclinioud, hid.
WILL PAY highest cash price for S-29,
S-20K. S-lSHt, EC-'J, FX-i or other
small size commuiileailoii receiver. L'rgenOy needed. Describe fully. Lieutenant
Sliili Vll-Tk'n. 158A, H([, II((. Sep.
A.A.F T.S,. Scott Field, Illinois:
WANTED—■Yoitmclcr. Will trade ether
niercleunlise. National Radiu ta:rponitiim,
20" W. Wells S'-, Milwaukee, Wise.
WANTED -Signal generator, E. F. Uictz,
52 Mile Strip ltd,, WoddUwu, JJUfl'alo 19,
N. V
WANTED—Kew or used Precision tube
tester such iis 910; 912;. 915; 920; or
922; also Supreme analyzer ;3l). Kusseli
J. LeaitJ, rare G & L Radio Repair, 224
\V. Illgti St,, Bountl Brook, K. .1.
WILL SWAP—We have supply of 351X5.
3325, I2SQ7. 13SK7, 11T2K, 7PL€:
bill], 12!53, and 32LT tubes ta suap for
any amount of 1A7. 1H5, 12SA7. 47,
ami 7AS, Southern Radio Service, 514
Sslisbury Ave., Spencer, K, C.
WANTED—Recording eqpt. such as motnrs, cutters, recording units, recording
and playback units, portable recorders,
etc. (lasli, or will trade lubi'f. John
llaicliRieisler. East "Walnut SI.. Boonvil Ic. hid.
SWAP OR SELL—Supreme signal generator C1S9 in A-l eondltitin. Want I'.A.
eoinponenls or liard-tn-get tube types.
E. S. Davvsun, 1291 N. 5lli St,, St,
Cbark'S, .Mo.
FOR SALE -- Type BH rectifier tube,
sllgtitly ured, $2.50. Want pocket voltoliiiimetcr. Lyle Anderson, Hraton, N. It
WANTED—Radio parts and tunes, new
or used, Send list. State prices, Martins Radio Service, GastonU, M. C.
SWAP OR SELL—Super Skyrlder £SX-9.
Will sell for $75 or trade fur SX-23
Skyrider, or pay dif. or buy SX-23 outriglit. Want 8 mm. projector, also Official Radio Sorvicemnn's manuals 1 and
7. Bracken Radio Shop, Portalcs, New
■Mexico,
WANTED—Rlinco dynalyzrr In A-l condition. li. J. Bach, 597 Dempster, Mempllls 9, Trnn.
SELL OR TRADE—RCA BOd's; RfR
tube tester.. Will trade for Cult revolver
or auto, pistol. U. Martin J{, Preville,
li'lBUi Signal Instal. Co., Camp Crowder.
Mo.
SWAP OR SELL—8" Jewell meter 3538
tube tester face, excellent cimdition. Will
trade for good typewriter or $211 cashIrving 1'. Horowitz, Monleflore Hospital,
South 3, Room S, Bronx, Men York 67,
N. Y.
WANTED—RLT' master analyst or other
good set tester, also 3" 'scope. Cash,
l»on V. Yen. 313 Lmiis St, Koekford.
Mich.
SPRAGUE

WANTED—Tube tester such as Hoaiirite
34:t3(': also a slg. generator and V O-M.
Warren Wallace, 007 Taylor Ave., Frankfort. ICy,
FOB SALE RCA ACR 135 com!)), receiver, 9 tubes. All miiil answered,
Herrianl W, (piidos, R. I). £1, Latrobe,
i'a.
WANTED—All ,13 volt (or higher) tubes
in any qiianl ity, scaled cartons only.
Leading Radio, 114 E. 3rd St., ML Vernnn, 14, Y.
WANTED- Late lube tester and set tester combined or just a tube tester. WaL
tor l(. Palmer, J{. It, 2. Malvern, Pa,
WANTED—Transmitter kit, xtal mike.
Paul K, Heiw, Seminary Campus, Gettysburg, Pa.
WANTED FOB CASH—Good tube cheekef mid set analyzer. J. A. Brown, 315
Saiifafc St., VVuynuka, (ikta.
FDR SALE Precision E20Q sig. generator. practically new. J. Grelner, 95-08
7"tii SI,, Womihaven. L. I., N. Y.
WANTED -Superior 31980 set tester or
si'miliir. Also want tube checker. David
Friedman. 1759 W. 7th St., Brooklyn
23. N. V.
SWAP OR SELL—Have Staneor amplifier
with 2—6LG (lUtfHir. tubes new; and one
roinplotc I'.A. system in tmrlable case,
with 2-6V6 output arid 12" Jensen PM
speaker Want P. A. (itncr or F. M,
tuner. Paul Stieglitz, -1453 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
WANTED FOR CASH -Ahholt ILK 3.
Describe fully, Cooke. 21 SL Paul's Court,
Brooklyn 26, N. Y.
WANTED—•AC-DC volt-ohm eter. Norman
Jolmnun, 13 Pleasant St.. Proctor, Vt.
WANTED — Headphones, also I2SA7;
12SK7: 125QT: 50L6GT; SSZSGT tubes.
Tony Ferrara, South St., Marlboro. N. Y.
WANTED—Set (if Rider's manuals, modern tube checker and mill tiles tor. Bill
Suddwith, 30 Hydroplane Drive, Aero
Acres. BaUimorc 20, Mil.
WANTED—Late mmlel tulie fester, Hiekok or Supreme, Wrights Radio Service,
Box 111, Praise, Ky.
WANTED—Electric hand drill, jdstut
grip; V-O-M, Superior preferred; cmuimiser
analyzer; and Rider's manuals 2 and 3.
F. L. Dearth, Augusta, Oldu.

How fo Substitute
Capacitors Accurately
Besides lislinu the "Victoty type"
Sprapue Atom Cleclrolytics and TC
Tubulars for wartime service use,
this folder contains helpful information on making these 18 Capacitor
types do the work of the 473 capacitors normally included in our cataln. Send a post card today for
your copy.
WANTED—Vac, tube vulimeter, prefer a
RCA viiltohmyst but others considered.
Will pay cash nr part in bard-to-get
tubes. BCL Radio Service, 9397 Coetiii
St.. Detroit 14, Midi,
WANTED—V-O-M; sig. generator; tube
tester; 78/33 Vs 12" turntables; Brush
I oz. pickups; professional recorder; Jensen co-axial speaker St B. reflex baffle.
S/Sgt, Edward Turner, A.A.F.H.S., 1.
Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J.
WANTED—Readrlte 5739 valt-ohm-mllllaiiinict.er. Kay s. Hanson, Fertile,
Minn.
WANTED—Hickok 510X tube and set
tester. Cash or trade. What do yuu
need? F. U. Dlllion. 1200 N. Olive
.Drive. HdUywood 4(5, Calif.
FOR SALE—Rider chanalysl I1A, Serial
No. 1049: Hickok signal generator 518;
Triptett tube tester f 1613; Rider's manuals 1 to 9 incl. A-l condition, Arvii II.
King. P. 0. Box 361, Montpellcr. Idaho.

YOUR OWN AD RUN FREE!
This l» Sprague's special wartime advertising service to help radio
wen get needed parts and equipment, or dispose ot radio materials
they do not need. Send your ad today. Write PLAINLY OR PRINT
—hold It to 40 words or less. Due to the large number received,
ads may be delayed a month or two, but wilt be published as rapidly
as possible, Remember that "Equipment for Sate" ads bring best results.
Different Trading Post ads appear monthly in Radio RetailingToday, Radio Service-Dealer, Service, Radio News, and Radio Craft.
Sprague reserves the right to reject ads which do not fit In with the
spirit of this service.
When buying Capacitors—please ask for Sprague's by name.
We'll appreciate it!
HARRY KALKER, Sales Manager

PRODUCTS CO., Dept. RRT-64

SPRACUE

North Adams, Moss

CONDENSERS

KOOLOHM

RESISTORS

Obmtwly, Spragoc camoi assume any respoosflxfity, or gaarantte sends, senric t, etc,, which fliigtit be exchanged through the above advertisements
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Face It
{Continued on page 54)
forming additional non-selling tasks,
and is a big factor in keeping good
men from seeking jobs elsewhere.
Where the individual salesman
merits it through his selling ability
aiid conscientiousness, a straight salary, plus commissions and bonuses
works out ideally for him, and for
the employer as well.
In planning compensation for sales
forces, it will be seen that the following rules are usually applicable:
Lines of Least Resistance
If your lines of washers, radios,
refrigerators, vacuum cleaners and
other appliances are not well knozun
to the buying public in your locality
— if you're doing pioneering for some
manufacturer—it is doubtful if you
can Peep salesmen with you on a
straight commission basis.
If you've a line of "self-sellers",
salesmen will be attracted on a
straight commission basis because they
will make more money under this
plan. If you've mapped sure-fire campaigns for some future time — plans
you know will click, and you have
something now to keep salesmen busy,
a drawing account may be the answer.
The fallacy of expecting a salesman
to do a lot of extraneous work without compensation—and at the same

time giving him so much of this "free"
work that he doesn't have time to
make any money for himself, is seen
in the case history of a salesman who
worked for an automobile selling
agency.
During "good times" this salesman
was a top-fighter. When business commenced slowing up, the employer lost
the franchise for the very popular car
he sold, so he took on another make
—- not a fast-mover. The salesman up
until this time had been working on
a small salary and commission, along
with a number of other salesmen.
Since this salesman enjoyed a wide
acquaintance amongst car buyers, who
trusted and respected him, he decided
to "stick" with his employer.
Work Without Pay
The next step in the breaking down
of this salesman on the part of his
employer was to eliminate the salesman's salary. The employer had lost
all the other salesmen by this time,
so he increased the rate of commission
to his remaining man, and promised
him full "floor time."
Since the staff of the automobile
agency had been greatly depleted, additional burdens soon fell upon the
shoulders of the erstwhile salesman,
who now found himself on the receiving end of hundreds of non-selling
customer contacts. Day and night he
was forced to answer complaints
about service, inquiries about service,
disputes over bills and other problems

HOME RECORDING BOERS MORALE
PHVI Ki
vTirMts

not concerned with his position as a
salesman. He soon found that he had
no time left for selling. He became
harassed and sour, and believe it or
not, he quit the automobile business
and opened a butcher shop. Not only
did the dealer lose a good salesman,
but the car manufacturer lost one as
well.
Adequate Earnings
The salesman is a human being.
He has a right to consider his own
problems as well as those of his employer. Adequate earnings keep salesmen "in the groove". — Inadaquate
earnings keep them in a rut.
Your prosperity in postwar will
depend upon satisfied salesmen—and
money is what they will want, so the
problem of compensation for them is
worthy of careful and intelligent consideration.
It is doubtful if any of us ever saw
a lot of prosperous salesmen in a
poverty-stricken store.

More Than
A Better-Hall
{Continued on page 59)
too, is lined with radios and there
are many others standing on the
floor.
Christensen does not repair or sell
any other appliances. He feels that
he has a full time job handling his
present volume of radio work, and
that he will make more money this
way, and 'build more good will.
No matter how big the radio, a
customer who wishes it repaired must
bring it to the Christensen shop and
call for it when finished. Mr, Christensen explains that he cannot take
time off to deliver or call for sets of
any kind. The customers are usually
glad to do this during wartime, for
they like the quality of Christensen's
repair work.
Postwar Customers

"During wartime we certainly are
increasing our list of customers,"
says Mr. Christensen. "This should
stand us in good stead during postwar days. We ought to be able to
pickup enough service business then
to give us a good living, working a
normal number of hours during the
week. I figure I got a real break
when my wife decided to help me.
I don't know what shape we'd be in
American Safety Razor Co/a Gem Reporter, Dick Nekon, interviews fliers in the armed forces for at the shop if she wasn't here every
their folks back home, via the Wllcox-Gay Recordio, made by Wllcox-Gay Corp., Charlotte, Mich. day to help with many jobs."
RADIO fr Television RETAILING • June, 1944

Originality in design , . . new accomplishmerits in tonal quality . . .
price appeal—these three factors, added to new methods of sales
stimulation and merchandising, will center popular attention on Meek
''Mirror-Tone'^ Phonographs. The name Meek stands for excellence in
music and voice re-creating instruments — and for profitable selling
in days to come.

i
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JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES-PLYMOUTH, INDIANA, U.S.A.
NEW YORK (18): 500 Fifth Avenue
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CHICAGO (11); 540 N. Michigan Ave,
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From Director Goldman:
A Strange Request
Early May along the Wahash! The
romantic river rolls bank-full past soft
green slopes ami miles of fragrant blossoms, And, in Mt. Carmel, the crowds
are gathering for die little city's fifteenth annual music festival.
Edwin Eranko Goldman, greatest handmaster of his time,' is the central fiirurc.
v.He had known this valley as a boy,
and now returns to direct the massed
bands from Mt, Carmel and nearby
communities.
"Keep me as busy as you like," Dr.
Goldman told the festival committee,
"but, please, I'd like to have time to
visit your high school music room . . ,
and the factory 1"
To the people of Mt. Carmel, however, this strange request was no great

Sit &

surprise. Almost overnight, their high
school music room had become a national institution. For it is the wartime
borne of the only Meissncr radio-phonograph in existence — the final laboratory
model perfected j ust before war turned all
of Meissner's skill and knowledge to the
manufacture of electronic war materials.
"I've been told so much about this
new instrument," said Dr. Goldman,
"that I want to hear it again and again,
I want to find our, too, it the recordchanger can really perform all those
sleight-of-hand miracles ascribed to it. 1
want to meet the people who created the
Mcissner—-and to see the factory where
its postwar counterparts will be made."
It was well into the spring night when
the last notes of the festival drifted over
the valley—-and Edwin, b'ranko Goldman found time to relax from his strenuous schedule. "This has been an im-

portant day in so many ways," he said,
"but 1 shall long remember the pleasure
1 had from the Meissncr. Everything
about it reflects the master touch. The
reproduction is something musicians
dream about! . . . and such things as
FrequencyModulation and Super Shortwave all add to the promise of a bright
new postwar world of beauty and inspiration for music lovers everywhere'."

* .««• »■<$& aftvrxe <£$»'-"« mt** net
|f,

MAtjuFACCUmNS COMPANY ■ Ml. CAdMCl, III.
.mAxctu mamnw mmcu.m .mMmnut

Reprint of advertisement in The Atlantic, Fortune, Harper's Magazine, House Beautiful, House & Garden, National Geographic, Town & Country
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As suddenly as the turning of
this page, your life is about
to take on new purpose, new
enthusiasms, new horizons...
This very paragraph, in
fact, may be the news for
which you've been waiting,
hoping. For now, at long
last, Meissner is ready to set
its world-wide distribution
pattern.
Everybody's heard of the
new Meissner, of course! In
the space adjoining (one of
a steady flow of full-page
national magazine advertising), you can see what the
world's great musicians
think of Meissner reproduction. In previous advertisements, you've read how
they've praised its technical
perfections—how they've
enthused over its many
inspiration-born features.
You all know of Meissner's
reputation for quality, integrity, leadership!
This is your opportunity
to become identified with
the most dynamic development in all radio!
uhiss\j:R
MANUFACTURING COMRANf ■ MT. CARMEt. UU
Please Address Your Inquiries
to Chicago Office
PALMOL1VE BUILDING,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Manufacturers Prepare Plans as
Nationwide Video Interest Grows
Carlson to Direct; Sales of
Dn Mont's Postwar Products

Westlngliouse to Make Sets;
Television, Phonos, AM-FM

Leonard F. Cramer, vice-president of
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., announces the appointment of Paul E. Carlson to direct the merchandising of Du
Mont postwar electronic and television
products. He will make his headquarters
at Du Mont's New York sales offices at
515 Madison Avenue.
Because of its fundamental patent position, Du Mont will be a strong -factor in
postwar sales of television receivers. At
present al! facilities of the various Du
Mont plants are completely engaged in
the manufacturing of electronic and related equipment for the armed forces.
Mr. Carlson's association with Du
Mont brings him back to a field in which
be is well-known. For 10 years he was
an RCA Victor distributing executive with
the Charles H- Ditson Company, New
York. He also served as RCA Victor
distributor representative with the parent
company in Camden, N. J., and later returned as general manager of Ditson Distributors with headquarters at Albany,
N. Y.
Mr. Carlson has also been New England wholesale manager of General Motors Delco distribution and manager of
Lawton Engineering Corp., Boston, distributors of General Electric heating and
air conditioning products.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, which discontinued
the manufacture of home receiving sets
in 1928, plans to re-enter this field as
soon as war conditions permit, according
to Walter Evans, vice-president in charge
of the Company's radio division, Baltimore, Md.
"We feel that for several reasons the
postwar period offers an unusual opportunity to return to such production," he
said. "With the obsolescence and wearing out of a large portion of the approximately fifty million sets in use at the
start of the war, the requirements of the
public will place demands on the* industry far above the prewar volume. Westinghouse, to meet war demands, has
enormously expanded its radio capacity.
It is now turning out fifty-one times the
radio equipment it produced in the prewar years.
"When peace comes again, instead of
closing down these greatly expanded
facilities, with resulting unemployment,
we will turn them to the building of home
radio receivers. Farther, in the period
since radios were last built, there have
been great technical improvements growing out of the war work, to which the
public is entitled in the postwar models.
"We will, therefore, manufacture standard receiving sets and frequency modulation, including phonograph combinations
and, as soon as possible, home television
equipment. These will be distributed to
retailers through the Company's national
distributing channels,"

Television Expert Advanced
by Stromberg-Carlson Co.
Dr. George R. Town has been named
manager of research and engineering of
the Stromberg-Carlson Company, Rochester, N. Y., it was announced by F. C.
Young, vice-president in charge of research and engineering.
Dr. Town joined the staff of StrombergCarlson in 1936 as an engineer in the
research laboratory. In 1940, he was
made engineer in charge of the television
laboratory and in 1941, he became Assistant Director of Research.
He has represented Stromberg-Carlson
on various television standardization committees of the National Television System
Committee and the Radio Technical Planning Board.
Du Mont Is Reelected
Allen B. Du Mont, president of T.B.A.,
and head of the Du Mont Laboratories,
Inc., of Passaic, N. J,, was reelected president of his firm by stockholders at the
annual meeting. Leonard F. Cramer was
reelected vice-president; Bernard Goodwin, secretary; Arthur Israel, assistant
secretary; Paul Raibourn, treasurer, and
J. J. Doughney, assistant treasurer.

Phileo Official Sees
Television Leading Field
Stating that the greatest application of
all for electronics is television; Larry E.
Gubb, chairman of the board of directors
of Philco Corp., speaking at a meeting in
Philadelphia, also commented on the pentup demand for radio sets. He predicted
a bright future for FM, due to the adoption of the new policy of the major broadcast chains in making their top-hit programs available to the FM audience.
Of television, he declared in part;
"Television provides a new kind of
service to the public. Even prior to the
war, television, was so far advanced that
it was bringing pleasure and enjoyment
to thousands of receiving set owners. Developments growing out of the vast electronic research of the war period will
result in even further improvements.
"The rate at which television will grow
in the next few years is somewhat a matter of conjecture," Mr. Gubb continued.
"Some groups think it will progress rather
{Continued on page 80}

slowly at first, others believe much more
rapidly. The significant fact is that the.
revenues from television, whether they become large immediately after the war, or
over a period, will add further to the
proven earning power of the well-established radio companies.
"In any projection of television's future, I am reminded of the tremendous
growth of radio in the years after it was
first introduced. Radio had a vitality
that offered the kind of new interest and
excitement that gets public attention. Television gives an even better service—one
with far more popular appeal. Unquestionably television will make a great place
for itself and I see no reason why, when
the standards are set, television should
not demonstrate as great and as romantic
a story of growth as radio."
Mr. Gubb sees a tremendous postwar
market for radio sets, and be told his
listeners that a pent-up demand for between 20,000,000 and 25,000,000 radio
receiving sets will exist by the end of
1944, as compared with the industry's alltime high production of 13,000,000 units
in 1941.

Where

Listening

for

calls

Courage

For Europe's enslaved millions,
listening to radios today involves
danger—and will so continue until
after Victory, when free broadcasts
can again be heard without fear.
Even in America, listening today
involves difficulty—because, due to
the priority of radio and electronic
devices for military service, Americans
are still using the same equipment
that has served us since 1941.
And yet the amazing thing is how

well—and how many—of America's
59 million radio receivers are still
functioning . . . kept in operation by
servicemen who are performing miracles to keep 'em listening. Their testimonials to Jackson's INTEGRITY
OF DESIGN—that "hidden plus" of
all Jackson Testing Instruments—-are
based on excellence of, performance
under most severe handicaps.
i

i

i

Buy War Bonds and Stamps today

New Jackson Instruments, incorporating the
advances of military experiences, will be available for the vast post-war radio market. Until
then, maintaining Jackson products is a responsibility we shall fulfill as promptly as
wartime conditions permit.
Model 652 Audio Oscillator

Jackson

JACKSON
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ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, DAYTON, OHIO

Israel Favors Granting
Postwar Tele liicenses Now
Dorman Israel, vice-president in charge
of engineering of the Emerson Radio and
Phonograph Corp., declared at a press
conference In New York, that the radio
and television industry and the general
public had everything to gain and nothing to lose by the Federal Communications Commission's granting of postwar
commercial television broadcasting licenses
under prevailing specifications, and if
telecasters and manufacturers of receivers
.start operations as soon as men and materials become available for those purposes.
While conceding that the technicalities
of video come almost exclusively within
the province of engineers, Mr. Israel held
that the general public has an enormous
stake in television and that it has the
right to be told in simple terms the facts
which are in dispute in the present controversy over television frequency assignments.
Predicts Teleset Prices;
Sees Widespread Reception
Once standards have been set by the
Federal Communications Commission,
every major city in the United States will
have a television station just as quickly
as transmitter deliveries can be made at
the end of the war, it was predicted
by James H. Carmine, vice-president
in charge of merchandising for Philco
Corp., in an address on television before
the Poor Richard Club at the Franklin
Institute, Philadelphia.
It may be possible to produce and sell
table model television receivers for at
little as $125 after the war, Mr. Carmine
said. Larger "projection-type" sets, giving a picture 24 inches by 18 inches may
cost up to $400, he indicated.
"Television broadcasting facilities today
(Continued on page 8j)
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/0,000
Small things arc otren of major imporrantc—and mean cite difference between
success and failure. Utah Parts, for instance, must be accurate to the most
minute detail, liven an error so small as
one ten-thou sand th of an inch could result in faulty operation.
This marvelous instrument, the measuring microscope, makes tt possible tor
Utah engineers to spot errors in workmanship— no matter how slight. They
arc able to make infallible measurements
to the ten-thousandths of an inch —just
one reason for the split-hair accuracy

of an

see
inch?

of Utah Parts wherever they arc used
Utah's outstanding name for depend
ability and long life is due to the pains
raking inspection, ever watchful surveil
lance and complete resting. These "traits'
in Utah's character have been of prime
imporrance in adapting the many warhorn miracles of radio and electronics to
today's military needs, They will be just
as important in transforming them to
commercial uses tomorrow.
* ★ ★
Every Product Made for the Trade, by
Utah,lsThoroughlyTesfed and Approved

Kevecl toT'tombfrbwV' demffrkfs: Utah transformers,
speakers vibrators vitreoui'ehome! res'ljjioTs, wirewound controls,
phigi, }deits, switcher ond yndTl electric motors.

Utah ^adtb Products Company, 810 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
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WAR

LOAN

PRIZES

HURRY! HURRY// HURRY///
All 5th War Loan Drive WINDOW DISPLAY CONTEST photographs must be in the mails not later than
July 20. Address to: WAR BOND DISPLAY CONTEST,
c/o The Display World, 1209 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio,
This distinguished jury of five will judge this contest
and all decisions will be final: Commander Edward
J. Steichen, U.S. Navy, Washington; Walter K. Nield,
V.P., Young & Rubicam, N.Y.C.; LewHahn, Gen. Mgr.,
NRDGA, N.Y.C.; Irma Ericsson, Adv. Mgr., Shulton,
Inc., N.Y.C., and R. C. Kash, Editor of Display
World, Cincinnati.
All contest photographs must be 8x10 and plainly
marked on the face with the name of the store and
city—as plans are now being made to prepare an
exhibit of all contest photographs for public view in
cities throughout the country. Later, this exhibit will
become a part of the U.S. Treasury's archives in the
history of the financing of World War II.

WINDOW CONTEST PHOTOGRAPHS
Here's the Contest Plan: SPONSORS—The National
Association of Display Industries and The Display
World. DATE—June 12 to July 8, inclusive.
PRIZES; A grand total of $3,000 in Sth War Loan
Bonds. Identical prizes lor Group I, stores in cities
of snore than 100,000 population; Group II, lor
towns under 100,000.
1st PRIZE
$500
2nd PRIZE.... $300
3rd PRIZE ....$200
4th PRIZE
$100
AND 8 additional $60 prizes
RULES: I—Each display window must be devoted
exclusively to a Sth War Loan display. 2—All photographs must be marked plainly on the back with the
name of the one person selected by the store to
receive the award, if any; and the exact date and
length of time the display was in the window.

Remember! Get your entries in the mails by July 20.
Win or lose, you've earned your Country's thanks.
You've backed the attack—you've helped to sell more
than before!
This is an official V: S. Treasury aJverfhement prepared under the auspices of Treasury
Department and War Advertising Council. The Treasury Department acknowledges
with appreciation the publication of this message by:
RADIO & Television RETAILING
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are within reach of approximately 25,000,000 people, provided receivers were available. If, as we expect, at least 42 more
television stations are added in key cities
in the immediate postwar period to the
9 now in operation, the coverage would
expand to about 70,000,000—or more than
half the population of the United States.

Keep 'em
Roliin'

NatUtntvide Coverage
"The next step will be for television to
fan out from the key cities into smaller
communities via relay links and network
hook-ups.
"Later, through relays or coaxial cables
the stations will probably be joined into
national chains, which will allow the
television audience all over the country
to see as well as hear their favorite stars
and political leaders, and to witness the
great news events of the world passing
before their eyes."

23 symphonies. 12 operas. 5
special symphonic albums. All
the world's greatest music.
Bach, Beethoven, Wagner,
Schubert, and many others.

THESE

FAMOUS

RECORDS ARE STILL

Espey Will Make Tele Sets
Though the Espey Mfg. Co., New York,
is lending its entire production facilities
to war work. Its designers, engineers and
research workers are already planning
postwar radio sets far superior to prewar models—from receivers particularly
planned for pre-fabricated homes to television and frequency modulation. Espey
will apply Its wartime experience to
volume peace-time production.

(^oietett'lo

4^

IN

THOUSANDS OF

Wcisser Me Joins Emerson
Former west coast representative of the
Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp.,
Lieut. C. O. Weisser, has returned to
civilian life and has again joined his
former company. "Chuck," as he is popularly known throughout the trade, will be
in the New York office in connection with
special war work.

They've

Universal Picture Exhibit
Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood,
Cal., has fashioned a set of salon pictures of its "History of Communications"
advertising series at the request of the
Chicago Army Signal Corps Depot for
display in their permanent exhibit of electronics sources oi supply, and the possible
inclusion of the series in their projected
traveling educational exhibit,
RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944

Set

an

RECORD
All-Time

STORES
High

in

Long-Run, Big Volume, Sales Records
Yes, here is the world's greatest music—symphonic, operatic and
classic treasures—■superbly recorded by America's leading orchestras
and the most celebrated vocal artists, fine recordings selling at heretofore unheard of low prices.
Fine Music, a War-Time Essential
The whole purpose of this great campaign has been to bring the
world's greatest music into the small as well as the more affluent home.
Millions are today enjoying the great works of Bach, Beethoven,
Strauss, Chopin, Mozart, Grieg, because Music Appreciation Records
have vanquished the price barrier. In the most humble homes in your
entire trade area the stage is set for the great operas ofVerdi, Gounod,
Puccini, Wagner, now that these master works can be enjoyed there
at amazingly low prices.
Cinch This Dealership, Now
This golden opportunity for high-volume record sale Is now open to
a few additional retail record store outlets through the Continental
Music Company, National Distributors of the famous Music Appreciation Records. Write today to learn more about this valuable, profitable record dealership. Mail the coupon below to your nearest
Continental Music Company office. No obligation. Act today.
sjs

New Book Beals With
Radio Audience Reactions
A book, "Radio Audience Measurement," by M. N. Chappell and C. E.
Hooper, has just been published by
Stephen Daye, Inc., 48 E. 43rd St., New
York City, and sells at $3.50 a copy.
The book explains how and why the
public reacts to entertainment, news, commercials and propaganda, and is designed
to be used as a gauge for the advertiser,
a text book for the artist, and also as a
guide-book for the writer, and a market
key for the manufacturer. The book contains 246 pages, and is illustrated throughout with drawings.

'ty-

\

CONTINENTAL MUSIC COMPANY, INC.
Exclusive National Dfstribotors
630 S. Woboth Avenue, Chicago, III.
569 Mlttion Street, San Ftancirco, Calif.
251 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
ISO Marietta Street, N. W,f Atlanta, Ga.
CONTINENTAL MUSIC CO., Inc., Dept. 693
Yes! I'd like to have the complete story of the profit
p|
uppum
opportunities offered by Music Appreciation Records.
J Signed,
| Pirnt Name^
I City
Statf
^ Do you now stock phonograph records ? YES □ NO O
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PO VOL", unc ofdiy 300 quality dealers of our
indusii). we oficran exclusive franchise to sell
the comitry s ttiosl inusiaiuiing ht<>ljcr priceil radioplnmoyrapli—the PHlLHARMO-MCAn engineer's dream come true, the pre-war
FHILIIAKMONIC was f«ir 5 successive years acclaimed the finest insinuncnt of its type by all leading consumers' organizations. Its goal—the best [msihle rcproduaioii of hroadcasis and piionograpli
records—has been unchallenged.
On our post-war models, as before (he war, we
will unconditiunallj guarantee to you:

1, THAT the eif triad and prrformancf sprcijnations for (he VllILH. 1HM OSIC. icill surpass all comincrcial sfamlarth, regard less of price. Tins unusual

claim will be subsiamiared by facts, not adjectlve.s.
both to you and your pulrons.
2. THAT tlii.s superb electrical cquipnicnt will be
lumscd in cabinets that will set new standards, both
acoustic nod artistic, for our industry. Designs will
be by Morris Sanders, noted architect.
3. THAT your own efforts in nicrclunclismg these
quality instrunicnls will be supported by outstamlingand continuous advertising/« jewr oien rommiLnih, bearing your own name, coupled with umisnally elaborate advertising inaicrial for your own use.
• To it. will In: visited shortly by a PHILHARMONIC
rrpresndafive to discuss our postwar plans and exdusive. franchise distribit/ioii. Inquiries are solicited from
those who would like prclimiiuiry iuformuftou.

You are cordially invited to the
^ PHILHARMONIC Exhibit, Music Trade* ShowJ [
LL
July 24-26, Palmer House, Chicago
JJ
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PHILHARMONIC RADIO CORPORATION • 216 WILLIAM STREET • NEW YORK
$4
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Xhe dependable delivery o£ any urgent message,
anywhere, may be commonplace very soon now. The
speed with which die electronic industry has created
wonders for the war promises to match even the most
startling dreams of a short time ago

f

'0P r0

We took twenty-five peacetime years to become
America's largest manufacturers of portable phonographs
—the famous Phonola line. Now, after less than four
years, we are old hands at building electronic equipment
for our fighters. And our war-spurred progress inspires
us to keep going... to increase our former service to
normal civilian life. So, when Victory releases all the
war-vital electronic discoveries, look for a still finer
Phonola plus a worthy companion line of new Waters
Conley devices — all aimed to better yesterday's dreams of
tomorrow and today's hopes for peace.
/n

^ / WATERS CONI.KV COMPANY, ROC. HPS ITU. MINN.
/ i"" Eiist 42tid St., New York 22 f South Michigiin Avc.. Chicago
/
VAndorhilt 6-20^0
IIARri.soii ISSfl

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Set Makers Asked About
Postwar Dealer Plans

Mars Can't Afford to Waste Time..
How About Your Customers?
At air depots, warehouses, training stations . . . everywhere
that military might is assembled . . . important messages are
TEUETALKed. Time-wasting messengers and outmoded methods of communications are supplanted by Teletalk Amplified
Intercommunication Systems.

Editor, Radio & Television Retailing:
Last year we had sorxe correspondence
with you, about our postwar plans, which
you were good enough to publish in your
trade paper. Our plans have not changed
—in fact, we are going to make them
more elaborate.
Inasmuch as you are the leading pub-,
lication in our field, and we believe you
have the largest circulation, we have often
wondered why you have not come out
with an editorial on this order: MR.
RADIO MANUFACTURER—Why don't
you state your postwar policy NOW on
these two subjects:
(i) How are you going to allocate your
merchandise to your dealers who have
remained in business; and (2) what are
your discounts going to be to those
dealers?
They Hold Good Will

You can make money these days by showing war busy executives in your community how Teletalk can smash the bottleneck of wasted time . . . keep the personal contact with their
organization that spells the difference between efficiency
and confusion.
It's just common sense these days to save the previous manhours that old fashioned methods use up in endless hunting,
waiting and hoping to contact key individuals in a business.
You can show your customers how Teletalk's convenience
can practically cost them nothing ,. . will pay for itself in
just a few months' time.
Teletalk Amplified Intercommunication is flexible . . . can be
installed to meet the needs of a small office or a block long
institution. It is quickly and easily installed without interrupting the routine of any business . . . operates from the
electric light circuit.
Get in touch with Teletalk. Write us today. Let us show you
how Teletalk can become a profitable addition to your business.

LET'S ALL BACK THE ATTACKBUY EXTRA WAR BONDS
WEBSTER ELECTRIC
leleta

Licensed under U.S. Palems of Western Electric Company,
Incorporated, and American Telephone and Telegraph Company
WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY, Racine, Wis..
U.S.A. • Established 1909 • Export Dept.: 13 East
40th St., New York (16). N.Y. • Cable Address:
"AHLAB" New York City

WEBSTER H ELECTRIC
"IViere Quality is a Respoasibility and Fair Dealing an Obligation"

The reason for our writing this letter
is the astonishing fact that while your
magazine carries more advertising today
by radio manufacturers than ever before,
and your editorials and news items are
stating how dealers are remaining in business through servicing the radios that
they have sold, nobody has ever come out
asking the manufacturers to state their
position as to what they intend to do for
the dealers who are beating their brains
out today, trying to maintain not only
their own good will, but also the manufacturer's good will by keeping their
products in working order.
Cites Auto Industry
Now we know that the auto manufacturers have already gone on record to
the effect that every franchised dealer
they had in business at the time of Pearl
Harbor, who has remained in business,
will be given protection on his franchise.
By that I mean that the loyal Chevrolet,
Ford or Plymouth dealer is not going to
find every Tom, Dick and Harry that
made money during the war years, and
wants to make more, procuring a franchise to enter into competition against
him.
JVo Repair Profit
We notice from most of your articles
that Tom Jones and Dick Smith plus
their wives and children, are operating
their stores on service. Now frankly, If
you are io close touch with the radio
service business as it is today, do you
think that any service dealer can make
money HONESTLY in the repair line?
We, ourselves, did over thirty thousand
dollars worth of repair work last year
and LOST MONEY.
The reason for that was that when a
RADIO & Telovision RETAILING • Juno, 1944

radio came into our shop for repairs,
and needed only a critical tube, the only
charge we made to our customer was the
list price of the critical tube, plus a
dollar service charge. Many times, we
have paid list price for tubes ourselves,
just in order to get them for our service
department.
Every magazine and every trade paper
has been painting glowing pictures of the
marvelous future in the appliance business, That might be true for the first
couple of years after the war, but when
our radio manufacturers really go to
town on producing radio sets, they can
make enough merchandise in one year to
satisfy everyone's demands.

An

open

to

about

letter

dealers

Duodiscs!

No Slotv-Vp Seen
Perhaps the manufacturers are of the
opinion that their production is going to
be curtailed, but I for one do not think
so. When the war ends, and the boys
are coming home, and want jobs, the only
way they are going to get them is by the
manufacturers being permitted to go into
full production.
I have been looking through the various
trade magazines, trying to find something
definite as to how our radio manufacturers are going to allocate their merchandise. The amazing thing is, however,
that aside from one minor announcement
by Emerson, I have not seen any of our
larger manufacturers come out on record
with a statement as to what they intend
doing after the war to take care of the
dealers who have made every effort to
keep the good will of not only their own
customers, but the manufacturer's product,
as well.
Repairer Shortage
Previous to Pearl Harbor, jewelry
stores, drug stores, filling stations, and
many other kindred businesses were selling radios. In the majority of cases,
none of these outlets had servicemen, but
they could always depend on sending
their customers to a little service shop to
get the set repaired, when necessary.
When the war came on, the servicemen,
who were doing very little work, went
into factories, or the armed forces. They
probably thought they could make more
money with more security by forgetting
about repairing any Tom, Dick or Harry's
radio set.
Turning Down Work
During the past year, when the situation on tubes became so critical, especially
in the smaller towns where the honest
repair man found that he either had to
spend half of his time looking for critical
tubes or become dishonest by buying
Black Market tubes, and paying dearly
for them; many of them threw in the
sponge. And that left thousands and
thousands of radio owners without a
source of repairs for their sets.
We know this to be a fact, because we
are turning down (not that we want to)
at least fifty repair jobs a day that we
{Continued on page 89)
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Dealers—tap the home recording market
in a profitable way by stocking and displaying this highly desirable, fast-moving item! The Duodisc is a home recording disc that assures greater fidelity,
longer wear, less surface noise—a demonstration sells every time! Many dealers
offer their recording facilities to the public and have built a satisfactory volume
from recording on their premises. Write
today for prices and literature.
RELATED PRODUCTS: tWone
Cutting Needles for better cutting quality; Duofone Hardening
Fluid which preserves the recording; the Duotone "Star" Sapphire/
Shadowgraphed Transcription
Needles for quality playbacks.

DUOTONE COMPANY, 799 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 3, N.Y
Makers of the Five Dollar "Star" Sapphire Needle
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CHARTS
DIAGRAMS

TABLES
FACTS

"Gel Ready Now to SELL TELEVISION" is writlen <or
•dealers from the dealer's viewpoint. If is based on
known consumer demand, established mercKandlsiog
preicilces. current facts unearthed by storc-to-store surveys by the soeclal editoriol staff assisted by technicof
e*peri$
If gives you the tac's you must hove to cash in on
:nc coming demand for television. It enables you to
be -among the first—and to get the cream of the
budness
Tt^e ed'tion ot ' Get Ready Now to SELL TELEVISION"
will be strict/y limited. It is ovoiloble only to fhree-yeor
subscribers [new or renewal) to Radio & Television Retailing, This offer may be withdrawn without notice,
The policy of "first come, first served" prevails. To be
sure of your copy—Rush your acceptance to

Pages of answers to your questions. What will television mean to you? How big is the market? What
con ( tell my customers about types of sets? Who will
sell equipment? What stations are now operating; on
what frequencies? What stations are planned? How
can 1 start people thinking of me fiovv as Television
Headquarters in my community?
Here is the one and only Handbook that brings you
up-to-date answers to all your questions. Based upon
actual field surveys by experienced merchandisers,
"Get Ready Now to SELL TELEVISION" will help you
get your share of this gigantic market.
"Get Ready Now to SELL TELEVISION" Is offered, free
of charge, with new and renewal subscriptions to
Radio & Television Retailing For three years at $2.00.
"SELL TELEVISION" is not for sale. It is not available
with 1-year subscriptions at $1.00.

Director of Circulation
RADIO

88

&

TELEVISION

RETAILING

480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N, Y.
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{Continued from page 87)
could have but cannot handle, inasmuch
as we do not have the man power; and
we certainly cannot afford to go out and
pay list price for radio tubes, and then
sell them for the same list.
It would be interesting to see what
reaction you would get by publishing an
editorial on the items we have outlined
in this letter.
I. M. JACOBSON.
President,
Jay's,
Peoria, III.
Reader Has Praise for
Jobbers and "liearners"
Editor, Radio & Television Retailing:
It would seem that the "Western
Servicer" with the "peeve" and the
"squawk" in your April issue is Just a
little off the beam.
In the first place, he is trying to put
a fence around too much territory,
when he states he is the only legitimate
service shop in a city of 11,000 population, and serving an area of 100 miles
or more. Surely he needs a little competition, and should expect some,' even
though it may only be a high school boy
who does a little "piddling" on the side
with radio, and does Inferior work.
Jobbers Praised

M ore

than

JtSeauh"

ere 1

yES, we'll agree, these and other
J
carefully machined, silver plated
''
Astatic Co-axial Radio Cable Connectors are beautiful ... so beautiful
that you want to hold them . . . and "caress" them ... in your hands.
But they're more than beautiful! Astatic Co-oxial Coble Connectors ore
products of engineering skill, machining precision, assembly care and expert
finishing ... all important to the efficient functioning of wartime radio
communications equipment. Measuring up to the most exacting government
and equipment-manufocturef standards. Astatic Connectors provide sturdy,
lock-tight, insulated connections for strenuous wartime service. Yes, they're
tough as well as beautiful . . . and they're dependable. We, their manufacturers, are proud of them. They'll do o swell Job for you. Use them.

Please give the young fellow a chance
—he may be your foremost competitor
in a few years—and more power to him.
Thank goodness, that American free
enterprise still exists.
Now, to get down to facts, about tubes,
batteries and test equipment and what
your legitimate radio-electronic Jobbers
and distributors are doing. In the first
place they do not secure any real quantities of any of this mentioned merchandise to even begin to go around and
serve the trade. What they do receive,
they are doing the best Job they can
to fairly allocate this material where it
will do the most good—and at a great
added expense to themselves, compared
with costs of distribution under normal
conditions.

Ml

Wipp
saiw

Test Equipment Scarce
These distributors are not thinking of
today's profits, but of their place In the
distribution markets of tomorrow. This
type of Jobber and distributor has come
right out into the front rank in all
territories during the past two years,
and each state in the Union has a few
of them, and "by their deeds you will
know them".
With continued expansion of the war
program, in the electronic and communications divisions, tubes, batteries, meters,
and test equipment have increased in
production and demand, with little filtering back, into civilian channels, and
even with extreme high priorities continually hard to secure at all times.
Test equipment, even on WPB-3243
■1
allocations, takes many, many months to
{Continued on page 90)
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{Continued from page 89)
come through for delivery, against
orders more essential than to service
home radios.
What test equipment that has been
mostly in evidence in various places, is
of a "no name" variety—and looks like
the operations of a black market The
legitimate jobber, distributor, dealer, or
radio service man does not consider this
equipment worthy of its use, nor will they
handle it. Trade names that are like
14 karat on gold, and sterling on silver,
are going 100 per cent on war production
today.
This evidence comes from observations
taken personally over six states, week in
and week out, for the days since Pear!
Harbor, and up to now.
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No investigation is necessary, and
"Western Servicer" should not get upset
about it. He should be sure be is
trading with the right kind of a distributor, and then stick to his own
knitting. We will always have a few
"chiselers". If they don't chisel on gas,
they sometimes stray over into radio or
other fields.
They live only for today, and the
little irritations their deeds may cause
are not worthy of any worry for those
who have set their goals for a better
tomorrow, and a world at peace.
You will always have to face at least
a little competition like this, or then
again, you might have something to say,
about the chains, the mall order houses
or something else. Do your own job
first, and do it so well, you do not have
time to worry about the other fellow,
and give to your customers just a little
bit more than they expect.
With these golden rules, coupled with
al! the elements of good business, it
won't be long before you will have a
real hold on that 100-mile area, in that
old western town, and still have room
for that little high school lad, across the
street in his own store too.
Lots of luck to you both.
Atlanta, Ga.

James A. Stevenson
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Editor, Radio Sf Television Retailing:
Have been a reader of your publication
for quite a few years, and enjoy it very
much, particularly the "Squawk" section.
Practically every complaint could have
originated from here.
Have been waiting for someone to air
my particular peeve, but so far no mention has been made of it. I'm referring
to the practice of stencilling tube numbers
on the glass. Either they use very poor
ink, or as yet have been unable to find
anything that would print permanently
on glass.
Nothing is more exasperating than to
run into a flock of tubes to test and find
the numbers entirely gone, or so faint
that it's nearly Impossible to read them.
RADIO tr Television RETAILING • June, 1944

Wonder what the rest of the boys think
of this? Perhaps it could be brought to
the attention of tube manufacturers, if
enough complain.
Might as well start now, so when that
happy day comes, when all we have to
do is order tubes, this nuisance will be
corrected. Appreciate if you mention this
matter someway in your magazine, and
see if anyone else is having the same
trouble,
George Olson
Olson's Radio Service,
Carrington, No. Dak.
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Radioman Overwhelmed by
Calls for Equipment
Editor, Radio & Television Retailing:
My announcement appeared in the
Sprague Trading Post in a recent issue
of your magazine.
Then it started! Telegrams, longdistance calls, air mail, regular letters
and postcards.
All in all, I received just short of
two hundred replies. An occasional one
shows up, now and then, even yet.
Before I received my issue of the magazine, I had sold all (he equipment for
cash. I only wish I could have filled
all these orders, as I realize what the
fellows have to put up with, being without proper test equipment.
I want to thank Sprague most sincerely
for the service rendered me in making
this sale possible. In the past these
products rendered pur service customers
a most dependable and trouble-free performance. When we again return to
something like normal times, I expect to
again join the service ranks. When I
do, you may rest assured I will not forget the service I have received.
Joseph Konecuy
3420 Holland Ave.,
Saginavj, Mich.
Gas Problem of a
Part-Time Servicer
Editor, Radio & Television Retailing:
I wrote you some time ago as to
whether I should ask for gas to do spare
time radio service. Well, I asked for it,
and was flatly told that I was not eligible.
I let the matter rest, and have been
taking sets for repair that people leave at
the shop. This is a town of 2500, and
covers also considerable other territory.
There is no other radio man here now,
and many sets are dead as a result.
Could do business enough to keep two
men going, but I work in a local war
plant, where men of my experience are
badly needed. After the war I want to
get back into the radio game. Wrote to
the ration board and told them that I had
done radio work since 1928. I got caught
in the 1929 crash and did not get out of
debt until 1933.
Now I have a chance to get some of
this loss back, but the board cannot see it,
I told them this time I would get a petition of names for them from people who
want their radios repaired. Following
{Continued on Page 92)
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POWERFUILY INTERESTING are these letters from oar boys at the front. So often we
read how the vital communications wire
that C0RW1C0 makes is helping toward final
Victory. For the daration—we are pledged
100% to this big job.
•Another excerpt from a letter to William
Ogert of Cornish Wire Co., from his son
overseas, telling how COBWJCO wire
is in daily use in his fighting out/if.

comish
WIRE COMPANY, mc
15 Park Row, New York City,
New York
Aiadt try £nylnaati fiot £njintars "

{Continued from page 91)
this they gave me 30 gallons to use for
about three months. Do not wish to be a
nuisance but I do think that a lot of gas
is being wasted.
Two nearby dealers may give me some
of their gas. I respect the board here,
and am willing to give up lots of things
to win this war but feel that I should
be given gasoline to do service work, thus
helping to keep up the public morale.
New England Reader
Radioman Licensing
<jf after the War*?

We want to make the acquaintance of dealers and
distributors alert enough to do their post-war planning now; men and organizations who will recognize
the sweeping post-war sales potentials of the high
fidelity tape recorders bearing the Fonda name.
Here are a few Fonda features that will explain
why our instruments will be 5n demand—high quality
recordings at low cost; continuous recording for
eight hours without supervision; automatic instantaneous playback; provides a permanent, indestructible record. The Fonda method of recording is
based on our own exclusive patent which rs the result of years of engineering and development effort.
Let's start getting acquainted today by dropping
us a note requesting our free literature!

Editor, Radio & Telemsion Retailing:
Regarding letters in your publication
on proposed Federal licensing of radio
servicers: Several years ago, the NRI
New York chapter, debated this question,
and came to the conclusion that licensing
might tend to limit progress, in that it
could lead to too many rules and regulations, and might make some license
holders feel they could do no wrong.
It was also felt that such licensing
might close the service field for newcomers.
Brought up too, was the fact that many
men can pass tests on paper, and- still
cannot .efficiently repair a receiver; and
many who cannot pass a written test, are
good servicers nevertheless.
Satisfactory servicing is based upon the
knowledge and experience of the man—
however acquired, and upon his integrity,
and licensing will not necessarily provide
these qualifications.
Frank Miale
153-05 nith Ave.,
Jamaica 4, N. Y.
Wants Radio Repair
"Essential" for 4F Men

•

r«

FONDA CORPORATION
245 EAST 23RD STREET, NEW YORK TO, N.Y.
Desrgnerx and Manutacfvrers of Precision Recording Equipment

The Fonda Recorder
for the Home

The Fondo Recorder
for monitormg by
Commercial Airlines and
Radio Broadcast Stations

The Fonda Recorder
for Industry

Editor, Radio & Television Retailing:
With Selective Service making arrangements to draft 4F men into essential
work, I am wondering about the future
of radio repairmen. The situation at
present is very critical because of the
lack of radio repairmen. Most repairmen are in the armed forces because most
radio repairmen are young men.
The few remaining are working overtime and even then cannot do all the
work.
Unless radio repairing is named an
essential civilian activity for men in 4F,
and these men are allowed to remain at
their jobs, there will not be enough radio
repairmen left to fill the needs of one
good size city, let alone the rest of the
country.
The radio servicemen have no organization to speak for them. All of us in
the business should now realize how
much such an organization is needed.
It has occurred to me that you, the editor
of our leading magazine, may be able
to do something for us in this matter.
The civilians need radio now more than
ever before.
Southern Servicer
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JOBBER

JOTTINGS

Wholesalers Name New Reps., New JAnes, Take to the Airways
Stem Offers
Alternate Lines
Out of the parts business for the past
year, fjtern & Co., Hartford, Conn., jobbers have set up a number of substitute
lines, which dealers find bring sales.
Their biggest line is records and their
accessories, followed by non-mechanical
refrigerators in second place. The latter,
these jobbers claim, gives the dealer one
of his biggest dollar profits values. So,
topping their list with Columbia records
and Coolcrators, they also carry the
following:
Aluminum Cleaner
Bottle Warmers
Carter Water Pressure Drain Cleaner
Commercial Stokers
Flags
Gold Seal Glass Coffee Brewers
Hankscraft Food Warmers
Hurricane Lamps
Hydromatic Vaporizers
Kem-Tone Paints
Konver-to-Kol
O'Ccdar Products
Paper Pacs
Pres-Kloths

the talking points and prices of the various items. Only list prices arc given. In
these days of help shortage, this handy
catalogue, used in conjunction with proper
display, constitutes a "silent salesman."
Another dealer help to promote the sale
of new lines, is the series of return-order
postals issued by Stern, which carry a detachable section for the dealer's file.
Labeled "Stern's Selling Slants" this portion of the card fully describes the new
line, gives dealer's price and discount
details together with sales ideas for promoting the new item to his customers.

Concise, brief, and clearly printed, they
fairly buzz with selling enthusiasm and
should be a great help to harried retailers and servicers whose time is scarce
but who can really make some extra
money on quick turnover merchandise.
In addition to these lines, Stern & Co.
gives its dealers service on cleaners and
on the makes of radios and appliances
which they carried in prewar days. Rates
are at OP A approved labor charges, but
the dealer gets his discount on material
used.
{Continued on fage 94)

HOMER G. SNOOPSHAW SAYS:
When your customers read what batteries mean
to our boys at sea, they'll 'see the light' on the
shortage problem. Ads like these help keep
folks BURGESS-minded for peace time."
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Tcmay flasher signa. iights andirwasionbarg searci lights are mote important
Uian har lar'.erns a home.
Batteries
go first to the men who
S emmoTsow-'unha.e.o
FRANCIS E. STERN
Head of Stern & Co.
Red Head Bottle Caps
Safex Self Extinguishing Ashtrays
Sanitary Ice Cube Trays
Setfast Canvas Paint
Silex
Sweetcork Vacuum Bottle Caps
Tetco Fire Extinguishers
Washburn Dehydrators
The catalogue they give dealers is in
a looseleaf binder, composed of display
material on all their lines, alphabetically
indexed. They advocate placing this on
the counter where customers can readily
thumb through and see for themselves
RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944

^e hotter oare . what hatte.rea we
may have. Keep them cool and dry...
use them as little as poss.hle and rest
them as often as possible.
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New Distributing Company
Formed in Cos Angeles

• I n 11

Old Man Centralab
"Old Man' is right
. ,. for he is a real
"old timer". There
is no substitute fox
experience, and
the "Old Man"
now. as in the past
twenty-two years,
is stillyour bestbet.

IIIII'MXCI
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A new distributing organization, which
will cover Los Angeles territory, is now
in process of formation and is headed by
Ray Reilly, who has been identified with
radio and allied industries for 25 years,
and who has been active on the Pacific
Coast for the past 10 years.
When organized, the company will distribute radio products and elecdical appliances. Manufacturers interested in
securing west coast distributing representation are invited to communicate with
Mr. Reilly at 1235'So. LaBrea Ave., Los
Angeles 35, Cal. Associated with the new
distributing organization will be a prominent west coast financier and industrialist.
Admiral Appoints McKay
for Seattle and Spokane
William O. McKay Co., Seattle, Wash.,
world's largest distributors of Ford, Mercury and Lincoln Zephyr cars, have been
appointed Admiral distributors, according
to an announcement by J. H. Clippinger,
vice-president in charge of sales of Admiral Corporation.
C. V, Tinker will manage the McKay
Appliance Company, and will direct all

Centplab
Dms/on of GLOBE-UNION INC., Milwaukee

r.

Salesmanager C. V. Tinker

of
RADIO,

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRONIC

AND

COMPONENTS

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS MFG.
DEXTER, MICHIGAN
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CORP

sales and distribution of Admiral products
in Seattle and Spokane. Tinker started
with McKay in 1922 and was in their
appliance division pre-war. At the present time, he is regional director of the
Washington Purchasing Agency Association. Postwar, McKay Appliance will
have showrooms and warehouses in
Seattle and Spokane. Admiral products
will be displayed in both places.
Crosley Appoints Fields
Appointment of the Arthur L. Fields
Chevrolet Co., of Portland, Ore., as distributor for The Crosley Corp., in the
Portland territory, is announced by J. H.
Rasmussen, commercial manager of
Crosley.
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Kentucky Jobber Buys
New Building In Louisville
Officials of the Cooper-Louisville Co.,
wholesalers, announce the purchase of a
4-story building located at 305-307 West
Main St., in the heart of the Louisville,
Ky., wholesale district, which the company will occupy July 1, 1944.
The building will give Cooper-Louisville more than 4 times the floor space
occupied for the past 8 years.
The company, incorporated in 1922,
has been engaged in -the distribution of
radios, refrigerators, washers, ironers, gas
and electric ranges, bottled gas, water
heaters, space heaters, kitchen sinks and
cabinets, etc.
The firm covers 74 Kentucky counties
and twenty counties in Southern Indiana.
The acquisition of much larger quarters
Is in line with the company's distributing
plans in the postwar era.

"JUe. £ta*tda>id of
a thisuH of a Qe*ituSuf

Dynamic Mutual Conductance

Appoint Orglll Brothers
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Memphis, Tenn., firm to distribute Admiral
products. Seated, left to right, W, I. Moody,
Orgiil chairman of board and Harry Lever, of
Admiral. Standing, left to right, K. W. Orgtll,
president; J. W. Morris, vice-president, and
Jos. Orgiil, secretary-treasurer.
Elects First Officers
The National Electrical Retailers' Assn.,
held an organization meeting in Chicago,
and elected Chester B. Sikking of Springfield, III., as the Association's first President and J. A. Cobbey, Chicago, attorney
for the Association, as acting secretary.
Appliance Division Elects
At its convention In Chicago, the National Electrical Wholesalers Assn.,
formed an electric appliance distributors
division, which elected E. B. Ingraham,
president Times Appliance Co., New
York, chairman.
The NEWA elected John L. Busey,
president General Electric Supply Corp.,
Bridgeport, Conn., president and Warren
I. Bickford, district manager, Westinghouse Electric Supply Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., vice-president.
RADIO & T.Ievislon RETAILING • Jan., 1944
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THE ULTIMATE ANlj) EXCLUSIVE DESIGN
There is no substitute for fine precision in manufacturing tube
testers. H1CKOK Dynamic Mutual Conductance Tube Testers
have set a new standard for coinrmercial testing. They determine
the presence or absence of KraHiode output with accuracy.
HICKOK Tube Testers afcso measure the tube efficiency in
M1CROMHOS, and at the same time secure 100% modulation.
The model shown above also measures Volts, Ohms, Milliamperes. Capacity, Induclwnce, Leakage, and Decibels. Many
other models will again be available in portable, counter and
display types. Write os now to-get your name on file for new
catalog ready soon.
HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10533 DUPON7 AVENUE
CLEVELAND 8, OHIO

Sparton Photograph Best
Black and White In Show
A Sparton advertising photograph,
showing a boy's farewell to the dog he
is sending to war, has been chosen by a
people's jury as the best black and white
advertising photograph of the past year,
at the National Exhibition of Advertising Art in Rockefeller Center, New
York.
The photograph appeared in a Sparton
advertisement headed "Shep Will Show
'em," which ran in leading national magazines last August. The advertisement was
prepared by Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance, Inc., Detroit and New York
agency, for The Sparks-Withington Co.,
manufacturers of Sparton radios and
horns.

HCA Postwar Dlsensslons
on Sound Equipment
Wartime production and postwar products and markets in the electronic sound
equipment field were topics of a conference held at RCA Victor division headquarter^ in Camden, N. J., by sales representatives, field engineers, and home office
executives of RCA's sound and picture
section.
Easing of some restrictions and improvement in delivery prospects for sound
equipment during the second half of the
current year were reported.
Field men were welcomed ,to the conference by Frank B. Folsom, vice-president in charge of the RCA Victor
Division.

Chicago Jobber Goes
On Air for the Amateurs
Taking to the air with a message to
acquaint the public with the valuable
work of the radio amateurs, Newark
Electric Co., 323 West Madison St., Chicago, has contracted for radio time on
station WJJD, n 60 kc.
Using a half-hour of music interspersed
with spot announcements on Saturday
mornings from 7:30 to 7*45 and from 8 too
to 8:15, Newark is telling of the patriotic
accomplishments of over 30,000 licensed
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PERMATONE

PHONO

NEEDLES
Newark Electrie's Penchcr

"The sweetest frumpef pfoyer in the
world" — that's what his countless
friends call Charley Spivak. His extra
measure of blended harmony places,
him among the great frumpefer^ of
all time. In Garod Permatone Pftono
Needles, the extra measure of
blended design and construction resuit in flawless reproductions of
Charley Spivak's recordings. No wonder, fhen, that these precision needles
are establishing new sales records
from coasMo-coasf. Vou owe it
Sk
fo yourself to stock them.

radio amateur operators in the armed
services and war plants as well as the
War Emergency Radio Service network.
Sec Aid for "Hants"
"We feel that the amateurs will come
back strong in their hobby after the war,"
said Samuel Poncher, president of Newark
Electric Company, "not only because of
the benevolent attitude of our government
towards the amateurs, but also because of
the greatly increased interest generated in
the subject by the war. We will stand
ready to serve the amateur and help him
continue in his avocation which has repeatedly stood this country so well in so
many times of emergency."

CHARLSY SPIVAK
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Kansas City and Des Moines
Distributors Appointed
The Federal Distributing Co., Kansas
City, Mo., has been appointed by Landers,
Frary & Clark, to distribute Universal
major and minor appliances in western
Missouri and the state of Kansas.
G. W. Onthank Co., Des Moines, Iowa,
with warehouses at Sioux Falls, So. Dak.,
Minneapolis, Minn., Omaha, Neb., and
Davenport, Iowa, has also been appointed to distribute Universal products.
The two appointments were announced
by B. C. Neece, vice-president and general sales manager of Landers, Frary
& Clark.
Hoffman Appoints
Van Dusen
Paul F. Van Dusen has been appointed
assistant purchasing agent for the Hoffman
Radio Corp., Los Angeles.
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Sayre Joins Mallory
*

1

r
Earl R. Sayrc has been appointed an application engineer for P. R. Mallory & Company's
fine of electrical, electronic and metallurgical
products.
Charles E. Angle Gets
Marine Corps Commission
Charles E, Angle, son of Wesley M.
Angle, president of the Stromberg-Carl son
Co., of Rochester, N, Y., has been commissioned a lieutenant in the U. S. Marine Corps Reserve. Third son of the
Rochester communications executive to
enter the services, Lt. Angle left May 26
for an intensive indoctrination course at
Marine Barracks, Quantico, Va.
Lt. Angle attended Rochester public
schools, Exeter Academy, and Harvard,
class of '33. Upon completion of postgraduate work at the Harvard School of
Business Administration in t935, he entered the employ of Stromberg-Carlson.

POWER
RHEOSTATS

★ Our armed forces have first call on these
tougher power rheostats. After the war, however, these rugged Clarostat components will
be available to you for your radio, electronic
and industrial jobs. They're worth waiting
for. Meanwhile, note these features;

*
Gerstenberger Named
Wcston Co. Sales Head
H. Leigh Gerstenberger, formerly general sales manager of the Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., Newark, N. J., has
been made .vice-president in charge of
sales of that company, succeeding Caxton
Brown who now is president. Mr. Gerstenberger has been associated with the
Weston organization since 1917, shortly
after his graduation from Stevens Institute of Technology. He served in both
export and sales departments prior to his
appointment as general sales manager in
1932, He is a member of the National
Electrical Manufacturers' Assn., and the
industry advisory committee of the War
Prodxictlon Board.

mm
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Western Electric Makes
Changes In Radio Section
F. R. Lack, vice-president in charge of
Western Electric's radio division, has announced the following organization
changes: P. L. Palmerton, formerly radio
merchandise manager, is advanced to the
position of assistant manager of the radio
division. D. C. Hickson, manager of the
division's office in Washington, D. C., is
transferred to headquarters in New York
as staff assistant. J. W. Sprague, as division comptroller, and H, N. Willets, commercial contract service manager, will
also report to Mr. Lack.
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* Consult your local Clarostat jobber
regarding your wartime servicing requirements.

CUROSW

CLAROSTAT HFfi. CO., Inc. • 285-7 HM St., BrouMyn, N.Y.

Offer Surplus Wire
We are informed tbat there is available
from the Army Airforce close to 700,000
feet of wire of the following sizes: 41-34;
20-34; S3-40; 6-38 (resistance).
Further information of these and other
sizes can be obtained from the Area Property Disposal Office of the Army Airforce, 1 Park Ave., New York.
IVEDA Annual Meeting
The date and place of the annual meeting of the National Electronic Distributors
Assn., has finally been fixed. The "electronic equipment industry conference" will
be held October 19, 20 and 21, at the
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.

Parsons Vicc-President
Landers, Frary & Clark
A vice-president and two new directors
of Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain,
Conn., were elected at the annual meeting of the stockholders and board of directors.
Harold M. Parsons, sales manager of
the electric range and water heater division and a former vice-president of the
company, was elected to the executive position he formerly held. The new directors are William H. Judd, president of
the New Britain National Bank, and
Henry T. Burr, secretary of the manufacturing concern, makers of "Universal"
household appliances.

SUto-1/oice DIFFERENTIAL MICROPHONE
Model 1-45 is its U«S. ARMY DESIGNATION
Day«l9p»d by Elcctr«-Vete« enginecrt In collaboratieii with th* Fort
Monmouth Signal Laboratory, thlt Differential "Lip Mike" earriet the
voice clearly and distinctly above the roar of battle. Ambient tounds
and reverberation are reduced to negligible level*.
t
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frequency response substanfially flat from 200-4000 cps.
t-ow harmonic distortion
Concellafion of ambient noise, bat normal response to user's vofco
Self-supporting, to free both hands of the operator
Uniform response in all positions
Usable when gas mask, dust respirator or oxygen mask is required
Unaffected by temperature cycles from —40° F. to -f-lfi-S0 F.
Ability to withstand complete Immersion in water
Physical strength to withstand 10,000 drops
Weight, Including harness, cord and plug, less than 2 ounces.

bUduw-

'-me microphones

Oar full line includes Carbon, Dynamic and Velocity models ... all
at popular prices , . . for public address, industrial sound,
sound recording and speech transmission appllcattaai.
jt,
Consult your local radio parts jobber.
((.jS
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OPA's New Tube Rules
Aimed to Curb Black
Market
Stating that the purpose of its new
regulation, effective May 20, 1944, was
to combat "widespread black market
activities" due to the drastically reduced supply of radio receiver tubes,
Office of Price Administration has issued specific dollars-and-cents wholesale and retail prices on tubes and
services to the customer.
" Under the new regulation, these
rules prevail;
The retailer cannot charge the customer for testing tubes when they are
brought to his shop by a customer.
When a customer brings a portable
or table model radio or phonograph
to the dealer's shop for tubes to be
tested or replaced, the dealer may
charge a maximum of 50 cents for
testing all the tubes.
If the radio or phonograph mechanism has to he removed in order to
test and replace the tube, the dealer
may charge a maximum of $1 for testing all the tubes.
The new regulation reaffirms the customary 90-day guarantee given by the
industry against defects in material
and workmanship.
The dealer must post a list of tube
ceiling prices in his place of business.
Prices lower than celling may be
charged.
Sub-standard and used tubes are not
covered.
Following are retail ceiling prices
for some of the most commonly bought
tubes:
PORTABLES
Types
Prices
1A5GT
$1.10
1A7GT
1.30
iHsGT
1.10
1N5GT
1.30
TABLE MODELS (A.C.—D.C.)
$1.30
I2SA7GT
12SQ7GT
t.xo
25L6GT
1.10
3SZ5GT
85
S0L6GT
I.XO
CONSOLE AND AUTO RADIOS
5Y3G
$ .70
6F6G
.90
6SA7GT
t.io
6SK7GT
1.10
6V6GT
1.10
8
42
5
80
70
Meek Hires Local Teachers
The services of competent teachers from
the local high school have been secured by
John Meek Industries, Plymouth, Ind., to
further an employee training program in
modern shop practices.

Ken-Rad Tube Booklet
Essential characteristics of metal, glass,
miniature, cathode ray, and transmitting
tubes made by Ken-Rad Tube & Lamp
Co., Owensboro, Ky,, has just been released.
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GUIIes Sees Rapid Post
War Factory Reconversions
New manufacturing methods and techniques developed to meet the exacting
war requirements of the Army and Navy
will be put to peacetime use after the
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PUSH BUTTON OPERATED
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SUPREME MODEL
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Joseph H. Gillies, Philco radio expert, sees
war "know-how" valuable to peacetime
manufacture.
war, according to a report made to
Philco dealers by Joseph H. Gillies, vicepresident in charge of radio production.
Reconversion to civilian output will be
rapid when victory is won, Mr. Gillies
said in telling of Philco's war production
job for Uncle Sam.
Philco dealers are now becoming interested in the possibilities for postwar
products and postwar business. Philco
people and Philco radio production facilities are turning out basically the same
kind of equipment that they produced before the war. The only difference—they
are producing better equipment much
faster.
Quulity-Qiiantity
"These same people," Mr, Gillies pointed out, "and these same facilities will be
ready almost immediately when the time
comes to start producing peacetime
products, which will be vastly better because war has taught Philco new ways to
achieve custom-made quality in even
greater mass production quantities. Philco
has grown in the 'know how' of quality
and quantity manufacturing."

ssfi^s
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Angle Sees Postwar Valne
of War-Gained Knowledge
Four wartime developments within the
communications industry will make for a
richer, fuller postwar world, declared
Wesley M, Angle, president of the Stromberg-Carlson Co., in a speech before the
New York State Telephone Assn. meeting
at Syracuse, N. Y,
The meeting heard Angle point out that
"the war-borne necessities of more and
better research, greater emphasis on
specifications and materials inspections, an
unequalled reservoir of skilled, trained
workers located in strategic labor market
areas, and a vast army of communications
specialists among the ranks of the servicemen returning from the front lines,
promises to utilize all of the ingenuity and
experience of the communications industry."
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-ft Design proven by over 5 years produciion
Qua! D.C. Sensitivity—25,000 ohirs
per volt and 1000 ohms per volt■ft Matched resistors of 1% accuracy
■K Push button operated—no roaming
test leads
-it Open face—wide scale 4'/^" meter,
40 microamperes sensitivity,
■fc I Microampere first scale division.
SPECIFICATIONS
D.C,0-70-70O
M rCROftMPEDES:
microamperes
D.C.0-7.35-140-350
MILLIAMMETER:
mlMidnipcres
D.C.0-1.4-14
AMMETER
amperes
D.C.
VOLTS. 140-350-700-1400
25.000 OHMS PER volts
VOLT:
0.3.S.7.3S.
D C.0-3,5.7-35-140-350-700-1400
VOLTS. IOOO OHMS PER VOLT:
volts
DECIBEL
O Ot» toMETER:
plus 4S db
OMMMETER:
0-S00-5000-50.000-500.000
OHMS
0-5-5O MEGOHMS
With the above specifications the Supreme
Model 592 Speed Tester meets today's requirements for general laboratory use, assembly line tests and inspection, radio and
other electronic repair and maintenance.

SUPREME
TESTING INSTRUMENTS
Supreme Instruments Corp.
Crttnwood, Mi**., U. S- 4.

Now With Templetone
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During the critical
stress of battle, men and equipment prove themselves. Materiel that has performed
dependably under highly abnormal War conditions
has stamina to spare in normal peacetime operation.
Performance under fire has given us invaluable information on how to make a fine pre-war loud speaker
into a better post-war speaker. In the not-too-distant
future these better Atlas Sound Loud Speakers will
be available for general use.
Compfefe Cofalogue on Hequesi
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GO HP OH AT I OKI
1451 39th Street
Brooklyn, New York

SHORTAGES AND YOU AND YOORIIEEDS
★ The notional production is practically geared to quarterly periods,
each quorter of the year.
★ Civilian allowances of materials are limited. Oar allotments ore
likewise limited. So we have a few for the short part of 3 months
and then you and we do without until the next time.
tr Most radiomen make the big mistake of not leaking ahead. Yet to
be safe they should order in advance—order what they need at
once and what they need each month for three months in items
that will regularly be used.
★ NOW, you should order your TEST-EQUIPMENT 4 to 6'months
ahead. We wont your orders flow. We will suggest what to
order, so that you won't order what you can't get.
SPECIAL CHANCE AT THIS TIME
Package 1
10.1 £00 v. fubulars
20.01 600 v.
10.05 600 y.
10.02 600 v.
Reg. $6.90 (ceiling)
YOUR COST $5.45

,

Package 2
1 each of three MOST needed
Power-T ransf orm ers
2 each of ALWAYS needed output transformers
Reg. $12.69 (ceiling)
YOUR COST $10.58

Send check or money order with your order. Mark for L-265 regulation
and sign. We will not ship COD.
HARTFORD
CONNECTICUT ELECTRONICS
HATRY & YOUNG
100

M. A. Gardner, well-known in radio and
electronic fields, has become chief purchasing
agent for Templefone Radio Co., Mystic, Conn.
Stromfoerg Sales Increase
More than doubling its 1942 sales,
Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
produced $40,946,618 worth of communications equipment for the armed forces in
1943, it is announced by Lee McCanne,
assistant general manager and secretary
in the company's annual report on its
fiftieth year of business, signed by him
and President W. M. Angle. Production
in any one of several months of 1943 exceeded the entire production of any full
year between 1931 and 1940,
Schafer Gets Selling Post
in Hotpoint Organization
Ward R. Schafer has been appointed
regional sales manager of the Western
region for Edison General Electric Appliance Co., Inc., makers of Hotpoint appliances, according to an announcement
by G, H. Smith, general sales manager.
Headquarters are in San Francisco for the
region, which comprises the districts of
Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, and Seattle.
Aerovox Insurance Plan
Over 3000 employees of Aerovox Corp.,
manufacturers of electrical capacitors and
condensers, of which S, I, Cole is president, with plants in New Bedford and
Taunton, Mass., arc now protected by
group insurance. The corporation pays
the entire premium. The plan also provides for the automatic enrollment of
new employees after three months' continuous employment.
Reader likes Those Tube
Snbstltntlon Articles
"Please continue printing the articles on
tube substitutions," asks the De Lite
Service Shop, Wortfaington, Pa. "It's hard
to understand that of all the various
magazines, none of them had anything in
this line on the most important item (in
a way) in radio. That's why we say—
keep It up.
"There's no reason, when one subscribes
for a magazine that he also has to buy
a book on tube substituting, costing, perhaps, $3."
RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944

Appliance Selling Reforms
Suggested for Postwar
Some postwar planning designed to get
appliance merchandising off to a fresh
start, has been adopted by the Wisconsin
Radio, Refrigeration and Appliance Assn.,
Milwaukee.
Suggested practices as they affect all of
the participants involved in the appliance
field—even the ultimate consumer—are as
follows;
The Public
1. Should not be made to pay more for
any appliance than the manufacturer's established retail price. Be the
name Jones or Smith, the retail buyer
should not be charged more or less
than his neighbor, irrespective of the
product name.
2. Is entitled to full protection in the
carrying out of manufacturer's warranty terms by both distributor and
dealer.
The Dealer

The Distributor
1. Will, so far as is practicable, give
first consideration when appliances are
again available to those dealers who
survive the wartime merchandise
drought, but subject to all Federal
trade restrictions which may be in
effect during the reconversion period.
2. Will use care in the selection of new
postwar dealers. The prime and more
important requirements follow; Financial status, location, experience, merchandise record, personal reputation.
3. Will emphatically recommend to his
manufacturer the importance of shorter
lines and fewer overlapping models,
4. Will definitely oppose and work toward the elimination of all retail
selling at wholesale and special dis-

1. Adherence to fair competitive sales
practices to insure fair and legitimate
profits, thus permitting him to fulfill
his additional responsibilities to the
consumer after the sale.
2. To accept his responsibilities in contacting the customer immediately following installation of radio or appliance, and at that time to thoroughly
instruct the customer as to its use,
thereby eliminating later educational
or other unnecessary calls. This would
result in substantial savings to both
the dealer and distributor. As his immediate reward—the development of
new prospects, new business, and satisfied customers.
3. Should not ask for special protection
from his distributor in the way of fair
trade policies and practices if he himself is not fulfilling this obligation in
this respect to the public and to his
brother dealer.
4. In fairness to distributors and manufacturers the dealer should at all times
display an approximately equal amount
of that merchandise which he professes
to represent.
5. To refrain from offering pots and
pans, dishes, alarm clocks, spiffs or
any other something-for-nothing premium, including excessive trade-in allowances. ' Practices of this kind are
not conducive to a profitable postwar
era during which it is predicted by
some manufacturers and the press that
profits and discounts to distributors
and dealers may be lowered. Exceptions are, of course, specific factory
authorized promotions.
6. Dealer principals, salesmen and service
men should consistently attend factory
and distributor sponsored educational
meetings as an aid to their postwar
To insure fair treatment from distributors, dealers should have the
courage to refuse to support any distributor who does not operate in a
fair and equitable manner.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • June, 1944

count prices to individuals.
5, Keep the dealer well informed on new
developments and provide special
training for his sales and service organization.
6, The dealers' best interests will be a
first consideration. Everything humanly possible will be done to assist him
in developing a stable, profitable, and
better postwar business.
7, Will welcome further suggestions from
dealers that will enhance the cooperative effort so necessary to the success of the program.
The Manufacturer
We cannot control the manufacturer's
policies, but will urge that they subscribe
to the above program.
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You too, con enjoy pay day—even if you
are the boss.
Anyone enjoys getting his money's worth,
and you can he sure to get it from your
employees if you provide them with the
equipment they need to work most efficiently. Like Rider Manuals.
A complete set of all thirteen volumes of
these servicing aids on each of your
benches will make diagnosis and repairs
easier for your help, increase the speed
of deliveries ond improve the quality of
your work.
Never have Rider Manuals been so widely
used as today when speed in the tracing
of circuits means not only additional profits, but the development and preservation
of invaluable good will. Have all thirteen
volumes of Rider Manual on each of your
benches. Check the list to the right —
order any missing volumes today.
Check, too, the list of Rider Books. They're
chock-full of technical information that
con further speed your repair work and
<enable you to make the most of your
present opportunities to add to the volume
and good will of your business.

RIDER MANUALS (13 VOLUMES)
Volumes XIII to Vil
$11.00 oach volume
Volumes VI to III
8.25 eoch volume
Abridged Manuals I to V f t volume].., .$12..
Automatic.Record Changers and Recorders 0.00 OTHER RIDER BOOKS YOU NEED
The Cathode Ray Tebe at Work
Accepted owthorily on subject
$3.00
Frequency Modulation
Gives principles of FM rodio
I,SO
Servicing by Signal Tracing
Basic Method of radio servicing 3.00
The Meter at Work
An eleirionfarv text on meters
1.50
The Oscillator at Work
How to use, test and repair
2.00
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
Both theory and pcoctice
2.00
Automatic Frequency Control Systems
'
- also outomofic tuning systems.
1.25
A-C Calculation Charts ■
Two to five times os fost 0$ slide rule
7,50
Hour-A-Doy-with-Rider Series—
On "Alternoting Currents in Radio Receivers"—
.On "Resonance & Alignment"—
On "Automatic Volume Control"—
On "D-C Voltage Distribution".
90c each
JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER. INC.
404 Fourth Avenue, Now York 16, N. V.
Export Division: Roeke-International Corporation
13 E. 40th Street, New York City Coble: ARLAB
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W. J. Halligan, president Hallicrafters Co.,
Chicago, and Irene Varek, an employee,
operate an SCR-299 radio transmitter similar
to the one used to broadcast first front-line
program from Anzio beachhead.
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TRANSMITTING
TUBES
CATHODE RAY
TUBES
SPECIAL
PURPOSE TUBES

KENRAD
executive ornccs
OWENSBORO - KENTUCKY
STREET WCW YOXl

They've Got the Money to
Buy Postwar Appliances!
"The public holds 25 billion in war
bonds, many earmarked for postwar appliance purchases, 32 billion in savings
accounts, and other savings amounting to
billions.
"Never before has there been the readymade demand for electric appliances that
postwar will bring.
"While there are no appliances on the
market, and the supply of all consumer
goods is only 60 per cent of normal, there
are 53 million people now emploj^ed,
which is 7 million more than normallj'.
Since 1941 consumer debt has been reduced by one-half, and millions of dollars have been saved for tomorrow's
needs.
"There are no 'unpaid balances' on appliances, and less than 20 per cent of
normal other 'unpaid balances* for consumer goods."
G. A. Rebensburg, manager of commercial research, Edison General Electric
(Hotpoint) Appliance Co.
Garod's Lou Silver Has
New Merchandising Plans
Lou Silver, manager of Garod Radio
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., has just completed
new plans of merchandising, advertising
and sales promotion for dealers and distributors, and will take these projects with
him to Chicago, where he will attend the
annual convention of the National Association of Music Merchants, at the Palmer
House, July 24, 25 and 26.

Call your nearesl Slancor Jobber...
or write us for his address
STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
1500 N. HAtSIED STREIT • CHICAGO

To Visit Jobbers
The Garod plans not only pertain to
the postwar period, but to the present
time as well. Mr. Silver also plans to
visit distributors for Garod Permatone
phono needles and utility and record
cabinets.
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HONOR

FIRMS

Netv Production and Safety Highs
Bring If Manufacturers Recognition

Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,
New York City, was awarded the ArmyNavy "E" at an impressive ceremony held
in the Grand Ball Room of the WaldorfAstoria Hotel, June 2.
*
»
*
Bell Sound Systems, Inc., 1183 Essex
Ave., Columbus, Ohio, through its president, F. W. Bell, has been notified by
Under Secretary of War, Robert P. Patterson, that the company has been awarded a "star" for its "E" Award.
The award was made for the company's continuation as well as further
excellence in the production of air-borne
radio equipment for the Signal Corps and
AAF and sound equipment for the Navy.
*
*
»
A special wartime award for "distinguished service to safety" has been
presented to the Caraden plant of RCA
Victor division, RCA, by the National
Safety Council.
•
*
»
Meissner Manufacturing Co., of Chicago and Mt. Carmel, 111., has been
granted a second renewal of the ArmyNavy production award, adding a second
star to the "E" flag at its plant in Mt.
Carmel, according to a letter received
from Admiral C. C. Bloch, chairman,
Navy Board of production awards. Contents of the letter were made public by
G. V. Rockey, executive vice-president of
the firm.
4th Award for Motorola!

In recognition of general excellence in
the observance of security and protection
regulations of the United States Army,
the Philco Corp. has been awarded the
National Security Award, it was announced by John Ballantyne, president,
who was notified of the new honor by
Colonel Henry A." Renioger, A.G.D., Acting Regional Director for the United
States Office of Civilian Defense.

mm

With informal ceremonies that permitted uninterrupted production of its electronic devices, Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc., raised 2 new production award flag
with a third "star" over the radio division plant at Emporium, Pa.
Industrial music was given formal recognition as a new nationwide contribution
to safety through an award presented by
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company to
RCA Victor, pioneer in this field.
The award, in the form of a "Smash
the Seventh Column Certificate of Merit,"
was presented in a ceremony broadcast
over the Blue Network on the "Music
America Loves Best" program June 3.
The Seventh Column refers to the carelessness that causes accidents, and the
award is unique in its recognition of the
place music now holds in the industrial
accident prevention field.
Industrial music was thus acknowledged
for the first time as an effective tool available to safety engineers in the elimination
of industrial accidents due to carelessness
brought on by work fatigue. By relieving
fatigue, on-the-job music is credited with
reducing a critical cause of accidents.

nationally
ADVERTISED
Althougli engaged 100% in important war work for Uncle
Sam, JUICE KING has continued its national advertising
throughout the war. In planning your lines for post war
merchandising, remember
JUICE KING—the line that is
first in styling . . . first in quality
. . , first in consumer preference.
NATIONAL DIE CASTING COMPANY
600 North Albany Ave., Chicago 12, III.

Harold Shevers, president of Espey
Manufacturing Company, New York, announces that the Army and Navy has
added the Production Star to the "E"
Award recently given his firm.
Belmont Radio Corporation employees
have won their 4th Army-Navy Production Award. Robert P. Patterson, Under
Secretaiy of War, has authorized the
addition of the third "White Star" to the
Army-Navy "E" flag which flies above
the Chicago plant.

One of the few companies to receive the
Army-Navy "E" Award for the 4th time.
Motorola Division of Galvin Mfg. Co., Chicago, adds 3rd White Star. Frank J, O'Brien,
left, vice-president, and Goo. Lambert, right,
personnel director.
RADIO b Television RETAILING
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For the second time in 7 months, the
Solar Mfg. Co., 285 Madsson Ave., New
York, has been awarded an additional
"White Star" for continuance of its excellent production record. Since the first
"E" flag was awarded Solar, the company
has acquired another plant in Chicago.
Solar was one of the first to employ blind
workers in assembling precision parts.
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"Combination Detachable"
SCREWDRIVER
Here's iust1 one of the many XceLitc
"idea tools" which bring customer appeal
to your tool department. The XccLite
"Combination Detachable" Screwdriver is
actually two screwdrivers in one—designed
with a dual purpose shaft which fits into
genuine shockproof, fire-resistant XceLite
handle. Shaft has genuine Phillips blade
at one end, standard XccLite biade at
other. A fast-moving item! Also available in STUBBY size IB" overall length!..
Most XceLitc Toots now available on satisfactory priorities—delivery necessarily dclayed by war conditions. Details and
prices on rcgucst. Write Dept. M.
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Ptsrk Metcalware Co., Inc.
Or chord Pork
New York
QU/lLfTY TOOLS Preferred by
THE EXPERT
Sack the Attack . . . Keep
the war bonds you buy!
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For Any Job — Anywhere
For a dependable source of electricity on projects
remote from commercial power, Onan Electric
Plants are proven leaders in the field. More than
half of the armed Forces' total requirements for
Power plants are built by Onan.
Gasoline driven. , . . Single-unit, compact design.
. . . Sturdy construction. - - . Suitable for mobile,
stationary or emergency service.
( •srr 65 wi'/r/s. > 1"' "ii; in <i-f. iniiH
t./ 33.0'"' wiihj.
SO to 800 cyclos, 110 to 660 volts, A.C.—6 to 4000 volts,
D.C.—Alto dual A.C.-V.C. output typtf.
Descriptive literature sent promptly on request.
D. W. ONAN & SONS.
2020 Eoyalston
Avenue,
Minneapolis 5,
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QUALITY TOOLS
PREFERRED BY THE EXPERTS
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DONALD NELSON ASKS YOU TO HELP
GottAesitie Pajxei

Plans tor posfwar products are shoping up
nicely.
The same characteristics that have mode
RADIART VIBRATORS ant W°WERS OU
standing in perfotmonce-.-thr Superior En
gSteering—the dpec, zation-the Advanced
Manufacturing Methods -the P^ed !Vo
ductior -will predominate m these post-war
items.
Keep ordering from Robert, for
, tjnue to lead as i . the past and wi
your leading source of supply m the future.
Meanwhile, winning the war it our maior
business and yours. Let us give ,t our
efi

• Each 500-pound bomb takes 12 pounds of paper
for rings, tops and bottoms.
• A fiber contaber for a 75-millimeter shell takes
1.8 pounds of paper board.
• Each weapon part must be wrapped m greaseproof paper and in waterproof paper. A single
shipping case of decontaminating apparatus requires 273 square feet of waterproof lining paper.
• All kinds of paper are used by the Army, from
vegetable parchment, .0015 inch thick, to heavy
paper board and wallboard.
• All Army clothing and equipment are shipped m
waterproof paper wrappers.
^Jkenejfde, . .
1—-Don't ask for additional copies of this magazine.
Paper is SCARCE.
2—Pass your copy along to other readers.
3—Don't use paper or bags for merchandise already
wrapped4—Ask customers to take small items unwrapped.
5—Use one big bag instead of several small ones.
Let's All Use Less Paper
Space for this advertisement contributed by

Radiart Corporation
3571 W. 62nd. St.
104
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Ansley Launches Campaign
To Promote Its Products
Ansley Radio Corp., Long Island City,
N. Y., makers of radio-phonograph combinations, is embarking on a promotional
program at once, although the company
Is engaged 100 per cent in war work.
The program, directed to the trade and
consumer, is designed to maintain and
build name recognition for the company
and the products that will be manufactured again when conditions permit.
Permo Offers Dealer Prizes
in Show Window Contest
$500 in cash prizes and the opportunity to have their window display
photographed free is making the current
Fidelitone window display contest highly
popular with record and music shops. In
response to repeated requests from dealers,
Permo, Inc., 64.15 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 26, III., has extended the closing date
for entries until Jurie 30.
$500 in cash will be awarded for the
most attractive window display using the
new Fidelitone window display card. To
give every dealer a chance to win, the
following prizes are being awarded in
each of 5 territories:
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize

manager. This permits a continuance of
the "Buy Bonds" appeal, but brings new
emphasis to_ the "Plan now for that Electric Kitchen" appeal which must be used
now to keep interest alive, he said, at
Chicago.
Speaking before a sales division planning conference of Edison General Electric Appliance Co., the Hotpolnt advertising man pointed out that War Bond advertising of industrial concerns which
features the ear-marking appeal—"Save
with War Bonds today—to buy that new
convenience tomorrow," has gained the
greatest popularity of any type of advertising, according to recent consumer surveys. However, Hotpoint advertising,
which has carried this theme throughout
the war, is now shifting the emphasis to

REPLACEMENT
TUBE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Permo is paying, under the terms of
the contest, for the photograph submitted
of the window display whether it wins a
prize or not.
Complete contest instructions accompany the display which can be had for
the asking from Fidelitone distributors.

Armin Friedman, business analyst and
economist, was the principal speaker at
the convention of the Northwestern Retail Furniture Dealers Assn., held in the
St. Paul Hotel, St. Paul, Minn., May 17.
Representing the Motorola Manufacturing Corp., of Chicago, manufacturer
of Walkie-talkies, handie talkies and the
Cavalry Guidon portable communications
systems for the nation's armed forces,
Friedman discussed "My America and
Postwar Planning."
Hotpolnt Stressing the
Postwar Electric Kitchen
Appliance retailers anticipating the
many problems they face in postwar,
changing business procedures from wartime activities to appliance selling, will
be interested in the technique by which
Hotpolnt is preparing for transition of its
wartime advertising-theme.
Changing from the "Bondwagon" appeal, the new emphasis is being placed on
details of postwar electric kitchen design,
according to H. E. Warren, advertising
RADIO O Television RETAILING • June, 1944

ADAPTORS
To Replace Tube Type

Uso Tube Type

$50-00
25.00
tS*oo
10.00

Friedman Speaks on
Postwar Planning

tie in more closely with the aims of its
dealers, while retaining the basic theme,
he said.
While Hotpoint is not making any new
equipment, Warren noted that the pictures now being used represent equipment
that is modern—shown in newly designed
kitchens, while the cutaway drawing is
shadowed into the layout to show the
working part.
Brief copy mentions the kitchen as "the
one you have been saving for with War
Bonds." Each advertisement carries a
coupon for a planning guide, "Your Next
Kitchen by Hotpoint." A personalized
kitchen layout can be ordered by using a
blank floor plan included in the booklet.
These plans are made to order by Hotpoint kitchen architects for a fee.

#5U4G
S7A8
#7C6
#14A7
#35Z3
#14A7
#7A8
#1LA6
#1LC6

#80—fl5Z3—583
#12A8
#X2SQ7
#12SK7
#35Z5
#12SA7
#12SA7
#IA7
#IA7
0
1
2
3
4
.#6K7

1
1
1
1
1
.#39/44
.#7Y4 ..

#6X5

$1.25 lis# price, less 40% discount or
75 cents net, EACH
Mony other types of tube adaptors available and coming in
every day.
7/3 Deposit with Order.
Balance of Order C.O.D.

Chicago

Novelty

1348 Newport Ave.

ci

Cov

Inc.

cago 13, In;
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Admiral Has New Store
Plan to Aid Retailers
Taking the position that the responsibility of the manufacturer to his distributors and dealers extends beyond providing
merchandise to sell, Ross D. Siragusa,
president of the Admiral Corp., announces a new type of merchandising cooperation in the radio and household
appliance field..
Negotiations are now under way with
several nationally known designers, one
of whom will be retained to develop a
store modernization program which will
be available to all radio and appliance
dealers without charge. The primary objective of the enterprise is to stimulate
business for retail merchants and at the

same time develop distinctive characteristics of store appearance.
Details of the Admiral store modernization program have not been completely
worked out, but it is known that it will
be based upon a booklet of suggested
plans which can be adapted to any shape
or size of store. The work can be done
by local builders and contractors.
Such phases as: store floors, lighting,
floor coverings, wall treatments, and
merchandise arrangements will be included in the plans. Supplementary designs will he provided for such departments as: radio and television, record,
service, and model kitchen and laundry.
"So far as we know, Admiral is the
first manufacturer in the radio and home
appliance field, to take steps in the direc-

tion of a dearly indicated postwar
trend," Mr. Siragusa said. "Progressive
merchants everywhere recognize the need
of store modernization, which will provide a proper setting for the exciting new
appliances and radios that will make their
appearance following victory."
Highlight of the unique Admiral enterprise, will be a contest among dealers,
desigtied to develop ideas which will be
of value to all. A number of prizes, consisting of complete store remodeling jobs,
will be awarded by Admiral.
Research is now being conducted by
Admiral Corporation preparatory to starting the articles on store plans. Trade paper and mail announcements will be made
as details of the program materialize.
Meek Exeeittive Engineer
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William Montgomery, formerly general sales
manager of John Meek Industries, Plymouth,
Ind., has been appointed to position of contacting government agencies.
PUT YOUR PLANS for post-war
profits on a sound basis now, by
getting full information on the complete line of BELL Sound Equipment, You'll find post-war business
and industry geared to the timesaving, production-boosting efficiency of modern voice-paging and
music-broadcasting equipment, and

up-to-the-minute "intercom" systems. BELL equipment gives you
performance-proved advantages that
clear the way to easier, more profitable sales. YOUR first step in getting the jump on competition is to
become thoroughly acquainted with
the present line of Bell Sound Systems. Write for complete details.

BELL Voice-Paging Equipment iand BELfone "Intercom" Systems
BELfone has the right answer to every
grouped to meet the specific needs of each
"intercom" requirement — systems with
installation, yet permit quick, easy reany number of inter-connected stations
arrangement or expansion at any time.
...master stations with
any number of separat"secretive" systems in
which any two stations

From start to finish,
BELL Voice-Paging
Equipment is designed
for industrial needs.
proof,-' standardized
units can readily be
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SYSTEMS, INC
IT96 Essex Avc., Columbus 3, Ohio
"port Officts; 4900 Euclid Ave Cleveland 3 Ohir

Capttol-Scranton Record
Companies In Merger Real
Capitol Records, Inc., announces the
most important expansion in its two-year
history according to B, G. (Buddy)
DeSylva, chairman of Capitol's board of
directors. The move insures vastly improved production of Capitol records as
a result of a newly-signed agreement with
the Scranton Record Co., Scranton, Pa,
For dealers and the public alike, the
Capitol-Scranton merger will mean many
thousands of additional discs being pressed
and made available, an increase of several times the previous production, DeSylva said.
"Scranton's huge, modern plant will
serve as Capitol's manufacturing division and produce our records and albums," said Glenn E. WalHchs, vicepresident of Capitol in Hollywood. "With
Mr, DeSylva's executive guidance and
Johnny Mercer's talents as regards selecting tunes and talent, the growth and
stability and permanence of Capitol is
assured."
G. £. Appoints Gettell
J. H. Gettell has been named district
representative for the General Electric
Company's electronics department and will
be responsible for sales of Musaphonic
radio-phonographs in the 5 districts of
the department.
RADIO & Television RETAILING
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Frigldaire Has Unique
Frozen Food Package Kit
"Something new" in the home freezer
field is Frigidaire's unique "Frozen Food
Packaging Kit," which provides proper
materials for packaging everything in the
home freezer, from juices and berries to
chicken and roasts.
The kit is a carefully planned assortment of cellophane-lined boxes, cellophane
bags, roll cellophane, stockinette, and other
approved packaging materials.
"We emphasize the words 'approved
packaging materials,'" says P. M. Bratten, general sales manager of Frigidaire
division of General Motors. "Extensive
surveys conducted as part of our continued
ous food research program have shown
us that many people are not getting as
perfect results from their home freezers
as they might be—simply because they
are not packaging food properly before
storing it.
Convenient Kit
"This kit has been developed to bring
home freezer users the benefits of Frigidaire's years of frozen food research, and
to provide them in one convenient kit
moisture-vapor-proof' packaging materials
suitable for home freezer use."
Material enough for approximately 175
items is contained in the new kit. Included are 75 pint and 40 quart cellophane-lined boxes, a 100 ft. roil of 18 in.
cellophane, 15 large cellophane bags, a 50
ft. roll of stockinette, and a ball of twine.
All cellophane is moisture-vapor-proof
type.
The kit will be distributed through
Frigidaire dealers. "In this way," Mr,
Bratten points out, "we are enabling our
dealers to build additional customer good
will and to help associate themselves with
the home freezer business."
recorh salvage
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ALLIANCE RESUMES PRODUCTION on One Standard Model
• We are now able to return to production of one standard variation of Alliance
Model 80 Pbono-motor, according to the following definite specifications and on
the production plan explained below.
STANDARD SPECIFICATION No. 811—Turntable No. ¥-278-82; 110 Volt, 60 cycle, r Model 80
Production must be on the following practical basis under present conditions where there
are no large volume priority orders—namely, by accumulating a sufficient quantity of
small orders with necessary priority and making periodical single production runs «l
such time as the quantity of accumulated orders is enough to make this practical. Priority
orders (currently only orders of AA-3 or higher, with GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
NUMBER and MILITARY ENI> USE, or where certified to be used in Sound Systems,
Intercommunicating or Paging Systems, as exempted from order M-9-C) must allow
delivery time required to obtain a minimum _ practical production run; to procure
material for all orders in hand, and make one p'roduction run of the one type standard
unit only, for shipment on the various accumulated orders. • Check the above
against your requirements, and if you have proper priority, communicate with us.
RtMBMBEH ALLIANCE—Your Ally in War as in Peace I
AFTER THE WAR IS WON. WE WILL TELL YOU ABOUT SOME NEW AND STARTLING IDEAS IN PHONO-MOTORS

THE

WAR

AND

YOU

AND

US

War and You and Mrs. Jones and The Jones boy who machine-gunned
20 Japs are a picture in one frame.
We know that. We believe and ACT that.
That's why CEILING PRICES are our prices. We cannot cause Mrs.
Jones added trouble. She needs us to help her." She has certainly
helped us. Her Son tights and that's why we with harder arteries
are not fighting. We never deliberately violated a ceiling.
We certainly can't fight Mrs. Jones. We CERTAINLY won't.
We ,4re Short of Help
★ In a frozen labor crea, our Hartford ooffif, which ships material all over Connecticut, has been short 4 to 10 workers since things started.
★ This means we run sometimes 14 to 30 days behind. We can't do all you want
in the way you want it. We simply can't enter info extended correspondence.
★ We can handle straight-forward orders, use our head and moke quick substitutions. We refuse to open charge accounts-—not allowed enough office-help to
do the bookkeeping. We make mistakes and just can't seem to avoid 'em. Some
jobs have been refilled 10 times, new help and new troubles.
A We still try our best to serve you.
★ In stock: AC voltmeters, condensers, transformers, AC ammeters, wattmeters, (appliance testers}, resistors, speakers. Delivery prompt.

Deeca's Merry Macs collect precious record
scrap at San Francisco's Emporium store, so
that our fighting men may be supplied with
morale-building discs.
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HARTFORD
CONNECTICUT ELECTRONICS
HATRY & YOUNG

Tenth Anniversary
ssec

5?

Post-War Postponed!
Tom Thumb

Is Doing

A REAL Job

Now!

We're not bothering oar Tom Thumb with any loose-thinking
about postwar, fancy-free notions-—not when the biggest Job
is still ahead of us. Thanks to our powerful support, Tom is
fighting better than ever before—for all of us. By the time
his swell job is done, though, we'll be ready to do the same
volume-building business again that spelled such merchandising success for radio dealers before the war. Back Tom now
with your war activities, but keep a sharp eye out for our
plans for you.
MoLe your plans NOW fo get on the TOM THUMB bandwagon.

Automatic
RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
122 Brookline Avenue. Boston, Mass.

Sl|
A type of hcrniolic seal construction to
meet the newest rigid requirements of
the Armed f'nrces.
—
High eflicicncy in a sniail package,..this
compact high frequency power Ironsformer (60 to 2600 c.p.s.) fills a difficult,
airborne application.

THANSFORMfS OlVfSlON
THORDARSON E1ECTRIC MFG. CO,
500 WEST HUROH STREET, CMICAGO.KL.

108

Since I he Icrminal *vnl employs metnl
and t&iwet absoluie protection is assured
all performance difhculties usua!ly caused l)y climal ie chrtngot:.

Irwin Mendels, left, chairman executive eem
mittee of Admiral Corp., Chicago, present
gold watch to Ross D. Siragusa, president
celebrating firm's TOth birthday. All ten
year employees were presented with simila
gifts.
Admiral Distrlliutors learned for Various Territories
J. U, Clippinger, vice-president it
charge of sales of Admiral Corp., Chi
cago, announces the following companieto distribute the complete line of Ad
miral radios, refrigerators, electric ranges
and home freezers in their respectivi
territories.
W. Royce Beamish Co., has been ap
pointed distributor for the Minneapolii
trading area. Mr. Beamish has been it
the radio and appliance distribution business for 23 years.
Prior to the war, the Beamish firir
was manufacturer's representative foi
the Admiral radio. At the present tim<
the company has its main sales and warehouse displays in Minneapolis.
Shadbolt & Boyd, Milwaukee, one ol
the oldest distributors in the Midwest,
will handle the complete line of Admiral
products. This company was formed 76
years ago, and operates 6 separate departments. A. C. Scheigler, vice-president of the company, will head the appliance department of Shadbolt & Boyd,
a position which he has held for the
past 10 years. The company will cover
practically the whole state of Wisconsin
for Admiral.
Glover Leaves Webster
Ralph P. Glover has announced his resignation from Webster Products Co., Chicago, where he was in charge of engineering sales coordination, as well as acting manager of the voltage regulator division, to devote himself to consulting engineering with offices at 1024 Superior St.,
Oak Park, HI.
Mr. Glover has been with many well
known firms, including Crosley, SilverMarshall, E. F. Johnson, Shure Bros., and
Jensen.
Estey With Browne
F. Clifford Estey, well-known executive
of both the radio and metals fields, has
been appointed assistant to Burton Browne,
president of Burton Browne Advertising,
150 East Superior St., Chicago.
RADIO & Television RETAILING o June, 1944

SOLDERING IRONS
wldety used in industrial plants throuphout
the eountry. They are designed to withstand the
strain of cantinuous service required of factory
tools.

r

Ph

W f
NYDER
i
•O-'
SPOT SOLDERING MACHINE
desiqntd for treadle operation for advaocement of Iron am) solder, leaving
operator's hands free for handling of
■roduet.
rtaiiiffi-*.
pEiigS
1 l llliiiliHIl
P'iW Jfes.

SOLDERING IRON
TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
prevent
overheatinfl
of soldering
irons between
soldering
operations.
Irons
do
not
deteriorate
w ,en
U5E<
' oxidation ''andTheshortens
idle period
causes
life.

ruggedly constructeil pots of
continuous operation and so
constructed that they are
easily and quickly serviced,
should ^elements have to be
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO.. INC.
236 WEST ELM STREET, DEEP RIVER, CONN.

When days of Peace return, our
increased facilities and manpower will not only continue in the
production of better Radio and
Automotive equipment, but will
also turn to pioneering other developments to moke the postwar period worth while fighting
for—Patience-^please.

ANTENNAE and Associafed Products

MORE AND MORE PEOPLE
ASKING

mMm
UP
:Jw
Pidelifone Deo/ers Profit
tty yppSi"
by Unprecedented Demand
|-;!i Through word-of-mouth and naMp: tional advertising the popularity
of the Fidelitone Dc Luxe Floating Point needle continues to skyrocket, Fidelirone's long life . . .
unequalled kindness to records ., .
and filtered record scratch have
won it new friends by the thousand . . . creating a popularity,
that shows up in the cash register.
PERMO, Incorporated
6415 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 26, Illinois
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Reading, lop to
A VAILABLE now to certified purbottom
Model 1435 $1.00 ' * chasers is our large line of wooden
9" long 7" high cabinets. They are covered with air5" deep
Model 1436 $1.5(1 plane luggage materials, and may be
8" long 7" high
5" deep
enlarged by peeling back cloth and sawModel 1434 $1.00 ing to size of chassis on hand. Extra
10" long 8" high
5%" deep
ModelHUO $2.95 cloth is also stocked as part of our large
11" long 8" high supplies.
SVa" deep
Distributors of national brand electronic
equipment and a high-grade line of
wholesale merchandise, we have been
serving industrial users and servicemen
since 1929.
Wrife for Price List
The LOUIS M. HERMAN Co.
885 Boylsfon Street, Boston 16, Mass.
Model 1432 $1.93 .Mode! 1431 $1.95 Model 1433 $1.00
14" long
14" long
9'A" loiig
8" high
9" high
11" high
8" deep
615" deep
6" deep

DELIVERY?

RATING?

HERE'S THE INFORMATION ON
THESE SIGNAL PRODUCTS
TELEGRAPH
AMD
WIRELESS
INSTRUMENTS
In addition to our government contracts for Wireless and Telegraph
Instruments we have a factory stock
of most all of these items for immediate shipment on orders with AA-5
or higher rating.
SIGNAL Portable Electric Drills
OB-8 light duty ¥4", OB-4 standard duty ¥4",
and OB-5standyL|||lr
0B 4

"

are obtainable
on A-9 or higher
rated orders.

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
MENOMINEE. MICHIGAN
Offices in all principal cities

WHEN THE NAVY WANTS ACTION IT'S

The vital Comnjuilications Control Equipment shown above on board a U. S. Navy
"flat-top" is an example of Opcradio's wartime electronic leadership. This technical
excellence has direct meaning to you, since
the same thoroughly dependable qualities
will continue to distinguish Operadio-built
products In the future.
oPERaDIo
OPERADtO MANUrACTURING 00., 9T. CHAKLES, ILL.
no

V/Glhach's
{Continued from page 39)
odd discs and moving dead stock.
The power of sight is so strong, they
believe, that a customer will buy almost anything he can see, if in the
proper mood and surroundings.
Everything is done to make the store
attractive and the atmosphere pleasant and inviting to customer browsing.
Listening Booth Problem
Originally firm believers that selfservice would mean far too much
wear and tear on their records, this
firm started without listening booths.
It was soon discovered, however,
that while this might be true in the
sale of populars, classical music purchasers insisted on hearing their selections in the solitude of a separate
booth. It was also learned that classical collectors were far more careful with discs, A compromise was
struck which proved successful. Populars are now played on the counter
turntable, while booths are reserved
for those listeners interested in the
classics.
No exchanges are made in records.
Discs are carefully examined by the
sales person before the customer and
the store's policy is made clear at
the time.
Prominent Display
Needles are given special display
and here again this dealer's ingenuity
and desire to do a thorough display
job has resulted in a fine-looking
showpiece. From the picture at top
of page 38 the location of this
set-up can be judged. It is directly
behind Mrs. Wolbach in this picture,
at eye-level, and consists of a
bleached oak panel-enclosed glass
case, set into the wall, in which
various samples of needle stock are
displayed. The entire panel is lighted
from behind. This last factor, plus its
proximity to the cash register station
for completion of sales, provides a
a good opportunity for final customer
checkup for needle requirements,
after their discs have been selected.
For these same reasons, the sheetmusic rack display is also near the
door, and the Wolbachs find they
have increased their sales in this department, since the installation of
self-selection.
Talk-A-Pbone New Site
Xalk-A-Phone Mfg. Co. is now located in its new home, 1512 So. Pulasfci
Road, Chicago, where added facilities
will insure greater service. The company
makes intercommunlcator systems, amplifiers, electric phonographs, record changers
and recorders.

n't
'■JfOSOU
"ICS,
Hard to get tubes are no problem fo
"J F D SOCKETTES". A*ai!abli
slow movinB tubes are easily substi
tut erf by these completely wired radii
tube adapters.
Leading tube manufacturers haw
already indicated their warm appreva
o< these adapters. Use SOCKETTES fo
expertly designed tube substitutions
ffrite for Descriptive Folder

FOURTH REVISED EDITION
WARTIME
RADIO SERVICE
Tube subslituflons simplified. All data compiled from pracficol experience. Each subslifution has been tesled in a radio. No reference necessary. Data for making adaptors.
Nearly 500 subttituilons for all the
Impossible to get tubes
Diagram and text for building a filament
welder with which you con repair many tubes.
Diagram and text for electrifying 1.4v battery radios.
Price $3.00, Postpaid
SUPPLEMENT NUMBER ONE
Wartime radio service contains over 700 additional substitutions, practical—profitable—•
tested data for changing many models of
Silvertone and other 2v battery radios to
electric.
Price $1.00, Postpaid
Get them both from your distributor or order
from
CITY RADIO COMPANY
504-6 East Washington Street
Phoenix
Arizona
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IMA Elects Cosgrovc
•resident
Raymond C. Cosgrove, vice-president
nd, genera! manager of the manufacturig division of the Crosley Corporation,
incinnati, Ohio, was elected president of
ic Radio Manufacturers Association by
ic organization's board of directors at
te RMA's annual membership luncheon,
jne 7, in the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Mr. Cosgrove succeeds Paul V. Galvin,
resident of the Galvin Mfg. Corp. of
hicago, who has headed RMA for the
ist three years.
itevenson Named for Utah
William J. Stevenson, general counsel
)r the Utah Radio Products Co., has been
a rued secretary of the company, accord»g to an announcement from Fred R.
\serk, president.
irautter Is Appointed
The appointment of L. Martin Krautter
s vice-president and account executive of
[enri, Hurst & McDonald, Inc., Chicago,
1., has been announced, Mr. Krautter
;turns to Chicago from Cincinnati where
e has been vice-president of Stockton,
/est, Burkhart, Inc., for the past z years,
id before that advertising and salesromotion manager of The Crosley Corp.
leads Radio Division
Walter Evans, vice-president in charge
f Westinghouse radio activities, anounces the appointment of Harold B.
tonley as manager of the Westinghouse
idio receiver division, which will manurcture and market home radio receivers
s soon as they can be made again.

MMPUCALL
m

Pass-word to greater plant efficiency
FOR THE,..SMALL PLANT...
MEDIUM PLANT ... LARGE PLANT
• AAiPLlCALL quality Paging, Two-Way
Inter-communicarion and PA Systems are
helping plants of all sizes achieve an improved
efficiency they never thought possible. Two
potent factors are enabling RAULAND jobbers to do bigger sales jobs than ever.

1, AAiPLlCALL equipment quality — only
finest materials used and most advanced
engineering employed. 2. Advertising—
the AAiPLlCALL story is continuously
before the largest audiences of top industrial
executives of the nation.

THE RAULAND CORPORATION • CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
Electroneerine is our business
BUY MORE
WAR BONDS

BACK THE
ATTACK

RADIO • RADAR • SOUND • COMMUNICATIONS • TELEVISION

f ovie Chain in Tele.
N. Peter Rathvon, president of Radioleith-Orpheum Corp., has announced the
ormation of a subsidiary television comany to be known as RKO Television
iorp., with executive offices at 1270 Sixth
ive., New York.
fuuxe Discs
{Continued from page 41)
viil be ready buyers of this new
ecord.
Capitol has also entered the ac:essory field with a new record rack,
md its latest entry is a blank recordng disc. Dealers may order these re:ording blanks with the imprint of
their own store stamped on each disc.
• New Sonora album of Latin Amer"can music, recorded by Enric Madrig^iera and his orchestra, is being
distributed to dealers through their
jobbers. Included is the famed "Besame Mucho."
• Reminder for all music dealers:
The National Assn. of Music Merchants' wartime educational conference and music trade show will be
held at their 43rd Annual Convention, scheduled for the Palmer House,
Chicago, III., on July 24, 25 and 26.
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OUR WAR BOIVO COYER
Radio & Television Retailing's cover
on the front of this issue is reproduced
from a portion of a painting by the
Chicago artist, James Sessions, whose
work was recently exhibited at the
New York Metropolitan Museum of
Art.
This particular painting appeared
originally in a campaign advertising
the Willys-Overland jeep, and was
obtained for our use through the
courtesy of Willys-Overland Motors,
Inc., in support of our devoting this
June front cover to the Fifth War
Loan Drive.
Its subject, part of the African Invasion at Port Lyautey just above
Casablanca, is kindred in spirit with
toda3''s tremendous European onslaught
by the Allies; and we reiterate —
BUY BONDS, as we/t as pray!

Norge Official Sees Rig
Postwar Export Trade

• For long life in repairs for
those expensive high-class
service jobs on amplifiers,
public address, police and
school systems and all good
electronics eguipmenf.

Indications that the United States will
engage in foreign trade after the war on
a scale never before imagined were given
further substantiation by the announcement that Norge division of Borg-Warner
Corp., Detroit, is receiving a flood of
safes inquiries from various parts of the
world regarding prospects for large scale
shipments of household appliances immediately after the war.
Roy W. GIfford, vice-president of the
division, said that many of the inquiries
have come particularly from northern
Africa and the Mediterranean area, the
Middle East and Australia.
"Australia formerly was closed to us
because of prohibitive tariffs but we now
have reason to believe that this condition
may be changed somewhat and that continent should be a big market for our
products after the war," Mr. Gifford said.
Promoted toy Sylvania

All capacitors from .0001
to .25 from 600 volts to
2000 volts.
It Is
your duty
to buy
war bonds

Uferatur» and prices
on requesf

H. H. Ranier has been appointed assistant
manager, distributor sales, radio division of
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., according to
C. W. Shaw, general sales manager, tube
division.
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Handie-Talkie signals
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HANDIE-TALKIE IS

ANOTHER MOTOROLA RADIO FIRST!
If there is glory at all in war, all oj it
goes without question to the men who
do the fighting. We who on the production front turn out the weapons
for Victory find ample satisfaction in
the knowledge that our product delivers when needed.
The Handie-Talkie is a battery
powered radio receiver and transmitter no larger than a cracker box.
The operator talks, giving information, and listens, receiving instructions. Officers and men in the infantry
call it the "fightingest" radio set in
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the army! The "flandie-Talkie" was
pioneered and developed exclusively
by Motorola Electronics Engineers.
It is a Motorola habit to bo first!
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Motorola Engineers
who were famous in
peacetime jar radio
that delivered peak
performance will
have pleasant snrprisesforyou
in Motorola l3osi- War Radio
for Home and Car.
rs • *
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i... and more! He got what it takes to make
that gun talk the only language the enemy
understands... to make that gun spit death
vA-^Jp^

and destruction with uncanny, devastating
effectiveness. For with this gun, Johnny got

/^Pfeg

a thorough education in radio ... the wartime radio that makes communications one
of the forces most vital to the armed servPLACE

YOUR

FAITH

IN

THE

ices. Fada is helping to provide the radio
and electronic materiel that is hastening
victory. And then Fada will resume its
leadership in the design and manufacture
of whatever radio, television and electronic
marvels the Peace may bring.

OF

THE

FUTURE
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FADA RADIO AND ELfiCTRIC COMPANY, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y

